
From:
To: City Clerk"s Office
Subject: Say NO to 3600 Grove SUP
Date: Monday, March 20, 2023 8:24:02 AM

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.


 To whom it may concern:

I moved to Richmond to escape the overcrowded, noisy, characterless neighborhoods of northern Virginia. I took a
lot of time and care choosing where I would live. I chose the Museum District on Florida Avenue. I was absolutely
horrified and to be honest confused that there’s even a discussion about that ridiculous building. It is clear it is a bad
fit. It would completely change traffic, the look and feel of the entire neighborhood. I love the fact that so many
things in Richmond go against the “build as fast as you can and squeeze as many in as you can” principal. The
general vibe of the Museum District is 100% why I live here. If even a version of that building goes up, there’s no
doubt in my mind that I’ll be moving away from it.

Angry and concerned,

Michelle O’Brien

Sent from my iPhone



From: William Swyers
To: City Clerk"s Office
Cc:
Subject: 3600 Grove
Date: Monday, March 20, 2023 10:31:21 AM

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.

I do have an issue. traffic! We live on Grove Ave. Traffic commonly backs up when waiting for the light on
Belmont. This development will add more cars and the pollution created. I strongly reject this plan. William Swyers
Sent from my iPad



From: Jim Behne
To: City Clerk"s Office
Subject: Opposed to SUP for 3600 Grove Avenue
Date: Tuesday, March 21, 2023 8:32:27 AM

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.

 

As Museum District residents, we are writing in opposition to the SUP for 3600 Grove
Avenue.  We live in the Museum District because it provides city living on a human
scale. Historic homes and apartments, close together but not crowded.  Buildings two
and three stories tall, many dwarfed by mature trees.  An environment designed for
neighborliness, whether calling to friends from front porches or speaking to strangers
on the sidewalk.  A community where residential and small retail and restaurants live
side-by-side. 

 

The SUP for 3600 Grove Avenue threatens to upend the quality of life in our
neighborhood.  With six stories and more than 250 units, the development threatens
to overwhelm its surroundings. It is much larger than its neighbors, with no step-
downs to bring it in line with adjacent buildings.  It would be built at an intersection
that is deemed marginal and is already more congested than most in the
neighborhood.  The addition of some 500 people and cars - with their attendant
comings and goings and deliveries - at an already stressed intersection is a threat to
the safety of all of us. 

 

A further consideration is the precedent this SUP would set.  In the long term, a
thoughtful set of requirements for such projects with hard boundaries should be
implemented, so that everyone (residents and developers alike) knows what is
acceptable.  In the short term, this project should be opposed. 

 

A smaller, more thoughtfully designed development - say half the height and half the
number of apartments - could be a welcome addition to our beloved neighborhood,
helping to revitalize the city’s tax base without compromising the integrity of the
Museum District.  In its current form, however, we strongly oppose the SUP for 3600
Grove Avenue, and we have encountered no community support for it.  We urge you
join the citizens you represent in opposing it.

 

Thank you.



Jim and Julie Behne



From: Bobby McIntosh
To: Robertson, Ellen F. - City Council; Jones, Michael J. - City Council; City Clerk"s Office; Mayor Levar Stoney;

Lambert, Ann-Frances - City Council; Addison, Andreas D. - City Council; Jordan, Katherine - City Council; Stokes,
Kiya A. - City Council; Newbille, Cynthia I. - City Council; Trammell, Reva M. - City Council; Lynch, Stephanie A. -
City Council Office; Stell, Kristen M. - HCD; Hampton, Sherrill A. - HCD; Peters, Michelle B. - HCD; Malone,
Merrick T. - HCD

Subject: Affordable Housing Crisis
Date: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 6:13:09 AM

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.

 
Good morning

I would like to take this time to update all on the continuous financial disparities we
are facing in regard to the Affordable Housing Crisis.  Listed below are 80 current or
potential Affordable Rental Apartments that are in financial distress based on our
inability to finance the renovation of these vacant units.  90% of these units are
vacate do to tenants receiving funding (Rent Relief), Housing Vouchers, or tenants
unable to maintain their utilities so they decided to just abandon their apartments.  

TJC Realty has submitted applications to Housing and Community Development for
the following programs. Currently these applications are still under review.

1)    2nd Tranche ARPA/AHTF funding for Affordable Housing Development and
Preservation

2)    FY24 Federal Entitlement Funds (13 NOFA Applications)

We are dealing with daily hu phone calls from numerous organizations regarding the
future of these properties.  We absolutely do not want to sell these properties. Please
review the list below.

Fannie Mae - On April 17, 2023 their Asset Management Team conducted
property inspections for both these properties list below.  Once they view the
number of vacancies we have, they will call the banks Asset Management Team
and begin the liquidation process to limit the banks loses.  Or they will request
that the debt on this mortgage be paid in full.  Which we do not have the funds
to pay off this mortgage in full.  We are not behind in our mortgage payments. 
We collect whatever money we can from the remaining tenants, that are paying
and then contribute personal funds to the balance which is on average 80
percent of the debt.  

* 401 E. Brookland Park Blvd – 26 Units

* 4301-4313 North Ave – 28 Units

The Banks holding these loans doesn’t want to renew these loans because we



have 50% vacancies.

* 1600 – 1612 Pollock Ave – 6 Units

* 3206 Chamberlayne Ave – 4 Units

* 3006 / 3200  2nd Ave – 4 Units

The banks won’t refinance these loans and we are unable to rehabilitate them at
this time due to the lack of rental income.  We aren’t showing positive cash
flow.

1111-1113 North 33rd St – 8 Units

3126 Woodcliff – 2 Units

3104 Utah Ave – 2 Units

In conclusion we are in jeopardy of losing Public Utilities on 401 E. Brookland Park,
4301-4313 North Ave, and 3206 A Chamberlayne Ave. because we cannot maintain
the payment plans.  We also have a tax payment plan on 1111-1113 North 33rd that
was scheduled to be auctioned by the Richmond City Attorney.  We are current on
these payments yet struggling from month to month. Now that a Housing Crisis has
been declared what do we do next.  We are on the verge of losing these units if we
don't take action as soon as possible!  I would appreciate it if anyone from this email
would assist me with maintaining these units for Affordable Rental Apartments.

Bobby McIntosh
Property Manager



From: Dan Taylor
To: City Clerk"s Office
Subject: Fund Our Schools!
Date: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 8:01:37 AM

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.

 
Our schools, our students and our school employees very much need our support right now. It
is essential to make sure Richmond remains a livable city for working families. Now is not the
time to make cuts to schools, we must invest to have success. City council should make no
cuts to the RPS FY24 budget.

-- 
Dan Taylor



From: Coggin, Lara
To: City Clerk"s Office
Subject: [Possible Scam Fraud]proposed RPS FY24 Budget
Date: Tuesday, April 18, 2023 9:20:38 AM

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.

 

WARNING: Your email security system has determined the message below may be a
potential threat.

It may pose as a legitimate company proposing a risk-free transaction, but requests money
from the victim to complete a business deal.

If you do not know the sender or cannot verify the integrity of the message, please do not
respond or click on links in the message. Depending on the security settings, clickable URLs
may have been modified to provide additional security.

Good morning,

I write to protest anything less than full funding of our pre-K-12 public schools. I am a full-
time teacher leading a pilot program to help students graduate from George Wythe High
School, and I see first-hand, every day, the devastation that underfunding causes in our
community. 

Do you know who bought my teaching materials this year for English Learners? Not our
school district, although that would be the obvious answer. It was a professor from University
of Richmond who saved some extra funds from her course and donated them to our class. Do
you know how many materials I would have if not for her donation? None. That's right, zero.
No books, flashcards, games, or puzzles. 

So we know that it's on us to make up our own materials, reproduce them, and distribute them.
Do you know how many times my department has run out of paper since August? At least six.
Who buys the paper while we're waiting for the next order to arrive? Teachers. Who buys
glue, tape, brooms, wipes, masks, vacuum cleaners, rugs, pillows, blankets, books for a
reading area, paper clips, tacks, post-its, and charging strips? Teachers. 

Do you know what is the ideal ratio, based on my 15 years of professional experience, for
small-group instruction? Five students per instructor. Small group works for our students.
They are seen, heard, and supported through all the challenges that come with living in a
racist, impoverished, un-safe city. If we were funded to the levels that we need to be
successful, we could turn around SOL pass rates, graduation rates, and college enrollment
rates. 

Our human resources, both in faculty and in the student body, are impressive. But we are



being starved, year after year. 

To fully fund education is a fiscally sound, ethical, and common sense move. Be responsible
leaders. We are out here carrying water for this city: breaking up fights, finding housing for
homeless students, making home visits, and digging out of our pockets to fund college visits
and enrichment experiences. Now it's your turn to step up and do what you have been elected
to do: provide leadership. A leader makes sound, mature decisions. This is an opportunity.
Seize it.

In solidarity with my community,
Lara Coggin

-- 
Lara dos Passos Coggin, Ph.D.
ESOL Teacher

eres mi otro yo/You are my other me



From: Richard Hankins
To: Jones, Michael J. - City Council; City Clerk"s Office
Cc: Addison, Andreas D. - City Council; Jordan, Katherine - City Council; Lambert, Ann-Frances - City Council; Nye,

Kristen M. - City Council; Lynch, Stephanie A. - City Council Office; Robertson, Ellen F. - City Council; Newbille,
Cynthia I. - City Council; Trammell, Reva M. - City Council; Faith Walker

Subject: Ordinance 2023-101 – Support RVA Rapid Transit
Date: Thursday, April 20, 2023 1:02:44 PM
Attachments: RVA Rapid Transit - Ord. 2023-101.pdf

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.

 
Council Present Jones,

Attached is a letter of support from RVA Rapid Transit in favor of Ordinance 2023-101 -
eliminating parking minimums in Richmond.

Best,
Richard Hankins
Programs & Communications Manager
RVA Rapid Transit

-- 
Richard Hankins
Programs & Communications Manager
RVA Rapid Transit




Executive Director
Faith Walker


Communications & Programs 
Manager
Richard Hankins


Board Of Directors
Joh Gehlbach, President


Kendra Norrell, Vice President


Jess Powers, Treasurer


Nelson Reveley


Anna Clemens


Wyatt Gordon


Amelia Lightner


Brantley Tyndall


Chaya Braxton


Barry Greene, Jr


Frank Thornton, Jr


Sheryl Johnson


Suzanne Hall


Benjamin Campbell


Thomas Ruff


Laura Schewell 


2209 E. Grace Street, Suite 20
Richmond, VA 23223
info@rvarapidtransit.org


CC:
Councilman Andreas Addison
Councilwoman Katherine Jordan
Councilwoman Ann-Frances 
Lambert
Council Vice President Kristen 
Nye
Councilwoman Stephanie Lynch
Councilwoman Ellen Robertson
Councilwoman Cynthia Newbille
Councilwoman Reva Trammell


      Council President Jones,


On behalf of RVA Rapid Transit, I would like to express our organization's strong 


support for Ord. 2023-101, eliminating parking minimums in Richmond. This 


change will benefit our city by encouraging investment in sustainable 


transportation and improving equitable outcomes for our residents.


Mandating parking has detrimental effects on future investments in public transit. 


First, the over proliferation of parking incentivizes driving and leads to increased 


vehicle miles traveled. As you know, this forces local governments to spend 


additional money on paving and road maintenance. The end result is that this 


money cannot be spent on other budget priorities, including much-needed transit 


improvements and expansion.


Furthermore, residential density lost to mandated parking makes it harder for local 


government officials and advocates to justify increased investment in public 


transit. Eliminating parking minimums helps promote residential density, providing 


a stronger case for enhanced public transit investments.


Moreover, we need to recognize the demographic shifts in driving habits. Younger 


generations are obtaining drivers licenses at significantly lower rates than previous


generations, which indicates a decreasing demand for parking in the long term. It's


essential that we adapt our city planning to reflect these changes.


Importantly, removing parking minimums does not mean eliminating parking 


altogether. Developers who wish to include parking in their projects will still have 


the option to do so. Rather, this policy change allows for a more flexible, market-


driven approach to determining parking needs.


We at RVA Rapid Transit firmly believe that eliminating parking minimums will 


contribute to a more vibrant and resilient Richmond, with benefits ranging from 


increased investment in transit to reduced carbon emissions. We encourage 


councilmembers to support this policy change.


Sincerely,


 


Faith Walker
Executive Director
RVA Rapid Transit
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      Council President Jones,

On behalf of RVA Rapid Transit, I would like to express our organization's strong 

support for Ord. 2023-101, eliminating parking minimums in Richmond. This 

change will benefit our city by encouraging investment in sustainable 

transportation and improving equitable outcomes for our residents.

Mandating parking has detrimental effects on future investments in public transit. 

First, the over proliferation of parking incentivizes driving and leads to increased 

vehicle miles traveled. As you know, this forces local governments to spend 

additional money on paving and road maintenance. The end result is that this 

money cannot be spent on other budget priorities, including much-needed transit 

improvements and expansion.

Furthermore, residential density lost to mandated parking makes it harder for local 

government officials and advocates to justify increased investment in public 

transit. Eliminating parking minimums helps promote residential density, providing 

a stronger case for enhanced public transit investments.

Moreover, we need to recognize the demographic shifts in driving habits. Younger 

generations are obtaining drivers licenses at significantly lower rates than previous

generations, which indicates a decreasing demand for parking in the long term. It's

essential that we adapt our city planning to reflect these changes.

Importantly, removing parking minimums does not mean eliminating parking 

altogether. Developers who wish to include parking in their projects will still have 

the option to do so. Rather, this policy change allows for a more flexible, market-

driven approach to determining parking needs.

We at RVA Rapid Transit firmly believe that eliminating parking minimums will 

contribute to a more vibrant and resilient Richmond, with benefits ranging from 

increased investment in transit to reduced carbon emissions. We encourage 

councilmembers to support this policy change.

Sincerely,

 

Faith Walker
Executive Director
RVA Rapid Transit



From: Powell, Brandon
To: City Clerk"s Office
Subject: Support of ORD 2021-101 Elimination of Parking Minimums
Date: Thursday, April 20, 2023 1:40:07 PM

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize the
sender's address and know the content is safe.

 
By way of this email, I would like to express my support of ORD 2021-101 Elimination of Parking
Minimums. This policy change aligns with the Richmond 300 plan and will increase investment in our
communities. I personally live in the Church Hill and fully support more density in my neighborhood.
 
Thanks,
Brandon Powell
Project Manager

 



From: Sam Brinton
To: City Clerk"s Office
Subject: RES. 2021-R027 Eliminate Parking Space Minimums
Date: Friday, April 21, 2023 11:57:44 AM

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.

 
Good morning,

I wanted to write in to express my support, as a 5th District resident and homeowner, for the
City Council to vote to pass RES. 2021-R027 to eliminate parking space minimums.

Eliminating parking space minimums will be critical to Richmond implementing denser and
more-walkable neighborhoods. We cannot expect to make any progress on climate change
until we begin to move our infrastructure away from car-centric uses. Parking minimums are
certainly not the only tool in our toolbox, but they are an important part in reducing the
environmental impact during the construction phase by reducing materials and labor spent
building parking infrastructure. Additionally, it will reduce the life-cycle
environmental impact of buildings by reducing car trips and reducing maintenance
of parking facilities.

We need to continue to push back on the assumption that every homeowner, renter, and
worker needs to use a car for commuting, errands, and leisure activities. This push will require
changes to behaviors that are much larger than the scope of the Richmond government, but
eliminating parking minimums will signal a commitment from the City to moving the needle
towards a greener future.

Thank you,
Sam Brinton



From: SanDee Gammon
To: City Clerk"s Office
Subject: Vote NO to current design 3600 SUP
Date: Saturday, April 22, 2023 1:22:21 PM

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.

 
As a Museum District resident, I am writing in opposition to the SUP for 3600 Grove
Avenue.  We live in the Museum District because it provides city living on a human scale. 
Historic homes and apartments, close together but not crowded.  Buildings two and three
stories tall, many dwarfed by mature trees.  An environment designed for neighborliness,
whether calling to friends from front porches or speaking to strangers on the sidewalk.  A
community where residential and small retail and restaurants live side-by-side.  
The SUP for 3600 Grove Avenue threatens to upend the quality of life in our neighborhood. 
With six stories and more than 450 units, the development threatens to overwhelm its
surroundings.  It is much larger than its neighbors, with no stepdowns to bring it in line with
adjacent buildings.  It would be built at an intersection that is deemed marginal and is already
more congested than most in the neighborhood.  The addition of more than 500 people and
cares - with their attendant comings and goings and deliveries, at an already stressed
intersection is a threat to the safety of all of us.
A further consideration is the precedent this SUP would set.  In the long term, a thoughtful set
of requirements for such projects with hard boundaries should be implemented, so that
everyone (residents and developers alike) know what is acceptable.  In the short term, this
project should be opposed.  
A smaller, more thoughtfully designed development - say half the height and half the number
of apartments - could be a welcome addition to our beloved neighborhood, helping to
revitalize the city's tax base without destroying the integrity of the Museum District.  In its
current form, however, we strongly oppose the SUP for 3600 Grove Avenue, and we urge you
to do the same.  Clearly the Planning Commission is NOT listening to the residents of the
museum district.  It is no secret that an overwhelming number of residents do not approve of
this project in its current design.  This will definitely affect all those responsible in the next
election.  I know I  personally regret voting for a Councilman that doesn't listen to his
constituents.  Please don't make the same mistake. 

Thank you,
SanDee Gammon



From: Warthen, Martha
To: City Clerk"s Office
Subject: Fwd: ORD 2023-101
Date: Sunday, April 23, 2023 7:50:22 PM
Attachments: PDR Parking Survey - Results_301960159_1.XLSX

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.

 

Dear Members of City Council and Members of the Planning
Commission;

 

I write regarding Ordinance 2023-101 which, if passed, would
abolish all requirements to provide parking for new developments
throughout the City. I attended the 4/17 Planning Commission
meeting where this Ordinance was approved and was concerned that
Planning Commissioners were under the impression that the dozen
or so people who spoke during the meeting were the only members
of the public who had opinions or had provided any comments on
this ordinance. I assure you this is not the case. As Mr. Vonck
mentioned, there has been a lot of engagement with the community
on this issue over the past eight months; however, at no point did any
of the comments or questions submitted by the public seem to have
any effect on the proposed ordinance.

 

I attended several in-person meetings and Zoom/Teams meetings
where questions and concerns were raised on this proposal. At many
points concerns were raised about the sweeping nature of the
proposed ordinance and questions were raised about whether the
restrictions could be eliminated in certain types of zoning categories
but not others, or for certain types of developments but not others.
These questions and comments were always answered with the
explanation that this was an “all or nothing” proposal.

 


Sheet

		What are some challenges with eliminating parking space minimums?		What are some opportunities with eliminating parking space minimums?		Do you have any other comments on this topic?

		No challenges with eliminating.  I can’t see how the parking minimums are useful.		I can speak for my business.  The parking minimum as I understand the requirement has presented a barrier to our ability to expand seating in our shop.  Expanding seating will increase our opportunity for revenue since we currently have to turn potential guests away.		No

		I think the hardest thing is that our public transportation system needs loads and loads of improvement. Also, that we already do not have enough street parking 		I can’t currently see any opportunities with the current state of our public transportation. 		Please consider fixing our public transportation before removing parking minimums. 

		The Fan and other city neighborhoods are already suffering from acute shortages of parking spaces. Eliminating or reducing the parking requirements for short term rentals would only exacerbate an already critical shortage for residents.		There are none!

		there will not be enough parking for the people who live in those areas		none that are worth the consequences of eliminating them



		Such a change is likely to result in an insufficient number of places for people to park.  This is especially true w/ the high density building that is occurring in more and more of the city.  The idea of more people biking, walking, and taking public transportation is something to be encouraged, but that will not happen overnight.  Even the most dedicated bikers, etc. need access to a car when the weather is bad or they start to have children and lots of child-related paraphernalia to transport.   It is already challenging to find sufficient parking in Scott's Addition and that is before the bigger condo/apts under construction have been completed.    I would imagine that the increasingly limited parking in that area will impact the restaurants and local businesses that have and are developing there.  Taking an Uber or walking to them isn't always possible or a desired mode of transport.   I use Scott's Addition as an example, but it is easy to apply the same arguments against eliminating parking requirements to other parts of the City that are undergoing or are slated for development.		None that outweigh toe terrible consequences of it, in my opinion.		Pls do not eliminate parking space minimums!

		Hardships on neighbors		None		Have a neighborhood parking enforcement with stickers/ tags

		There will not be enough street parking for residents and we will have to move out of the city 		It would benefit the countries because business and people would move there		Thank you for asking

		Parking space is difficult to find in parts of the city and public transportation is inadequate		If we can provide adequate alternatives, reducing parking will bring down costs for residents		Richmond needs safer streets for pedestrians. Our streets are designed for cars, not people. We need more speed humps, stop lights for pedestrian crossings, and more traffic law enforcement. 

		Parking minimums should not be expanded. There is not enough parking in the City.		Do not eliminate minimums. Require more parking than is already mandated. There is not enough parking because there is not enough equitable public transportation.		Parking is a problem and decreasing the requirements is not the right solution.

		Investors will purchase single family homes, making our neighborhood housing stock commodities for profit. It would be a huge and devastating setback to years of community work to make our neighborhood livable for families. Absentee landlords are often not desirable neighbors.		None that our neighbors can foresee.		We’d like to keep investors in our neighborhood housing out of our neighborhoods. The city worked for decades with community leaders to work toward more owner occupied homes in established new. This change will will reverse that goal and open up old Richmond neighborhoods to investors with no vested interest in the community where their investment resides.

		Must have one space per resident.		Burn the City to the ground.

		Impact on street parking which is currently a challenge		Promoting public transportation		No

		We will need the administration and the council to prioritize multi modal transit infrastructure. 		Walkability, more space for housing, safer for pedestrians, removes a barrier to development: without minimums developers’ hands aren’t tied with needless requirements. 		I am firmly opposed to parking minimums. 

		None, the market will take care of it. Eliminate the mimimum		People can use public transit or uber.  Use existing open spaces in alleys.		none

		Do not eliminate parking space minimums		Eliminate bike lanes and special accommodations for bicycles 		Stop special considerations for bicycles

		Developers will overbuild.		I don't know of any.		Developers now have the opportunity to ask for zoning changes and variances in regard to parking. It seems the city is always giving more to the developers.. making it easier and less cumbersome ...     Using the argument, by taking the minimum requirement off the table, you are making a less car centric city and keeping rents lower doesn't make sense to me. As always it seems like a win win for the developer.  As far as thinking this is a way to make the city less car centric... I totally disagree. We are putting the cart before the horse. There is really no good public transportation in the city.       I don't think this is a good motivational resolution.  "Owning a car in the city is painful because there is no parking- so, now we will walk, ride our bikes and take a bus." This seems far fetched. In Richmond for most people - one needs a car. So it becomes where can we park. And you get double parking and this crowded feeling, cars bumper to bumper like some parts of Shockoe Bottom ... this isn't pedestrian friendly and isn't biker friendly.  We would want one to say "I don't need a car because I can walk to stores, ride my bike and take a bus to the grocery store, doctors office etc." or "I can drive less".    But I don't get the impression that people are buying less cars or smaller cars- the country is talking about electric cars, not -how can have a better public transportation system so we can have less people on the road.  The country spent 50 plus years developing roads and highways systems for cars - developing a car centric society... so there has to be a better plan than just eliminating parking.    Second that minimum requirements save renters money is is debatable. You may have to pay more for parking if there is limited parking and you want guaranteed parking... but I am under the impression that supply and demand raise rents and housing prices. People that own property will always test the market. I don't see property owners passing  savings to customers. Development is all about profits.    If we want a cleaner city less car centric city ... the city needs to think about a  better public transportation in the city and beyond. We need to have a city where it is obvious you don't need to use a car all the time.   We need to preserve green space and make people want to live in the city not flee to the near suburbs. 

		Extra on-street parking creates issues for residents		NONE		Please consider the impact that this could have on a neighborhood.

		Establishments should provide parking - makes it more appealing to shop there which means spending money!

		Parking will become on the streets		None - do not eliminate		Require a large minimum for development



		If on-site parking is no longer required, it will be pushed onto public streets.  There may be areas of the city where there is adequate street parking, but there are also areas where the street parking areas cannot absorb extra parking.  In addition, where residential areas abut commercial areas, eliminating parking space minimums will inevitably push commercial parking into residential areas, which is a considerable negative feature to this proposal.  Rather than eliminating all parking minimums, a more nuanced approach should be implemented that allows the Planning Department to consider all the impacts and adjust parking requirements accordingly.		There might be areas of the city where there is adequate street parking capacity to absorb additional parking.		As proposed, eliminating all parking minimums should be seen as hostile to the interests of residential neighborhoods.

		in some areas there are not enough parking spaces to reach the minimum required by the city

		Encroachment into neighborhoods where kids play. There are already a lot of cars parked on the residential streets due to traffic from home maintenance teams as well as lack of driveways in a lot of the homes.		I do not support eliminating parking space minimums.

		More illegal parking, residents unable to park close to their homes, unsafe driving conditions and increase traffic back ups as drivers search for parking or double-park for short errands. 		More “walkable” neighborhoods with amenities in close proximity. Promote use of bikes and public transportation. Positive impact on environment and carbon footprint as driving is discouraged. 		Eliminating parking space minimums must be done in conjunction with plans to make neighborhoods more easy to navigate by bike, on foot, or with public transportation. Too much of Richmond is still only easily accessible by car. 

		There already is not enough parking, posing obstacles to visiting businesses.

		Do not do this!! Ridiculous idea. Just makes it so parking is forced onto neighborhood streets. 		None		Horrible idea

						Parking is a problem in the Libbie/ Grove area. People are now parking blocks away alongside Grove and even into neighborhoods which worries us given the many young children playing in the streets. All the congestion is also making it harder to see when entering the street from a side street and turning onto Grove.

		currently there is too little parking!		none

		on street parking is limited		more people could walk - location dependent

		Do not decrease minimum, actually increase it		Can't get out of it because of travel outside of Richmond 		No

		Do not eliminate parking space minimums! Parking is at a premium already. Promote small business.		None. Do not eliminate parking space minimums.		Do not eliminate parking space minimums! Parking is at a premium already. Promote small business.

		Most areas of the city need more parking not less

		Lack of public parking lots and street parking. Eliminating parking requirements is a giant mistake 		None 		None

		The obvious one…overloaded neighborhood streets. With all the residential development you have allowed on Grove and Libbie, it’s already overly crowded and we have MANY children who walk to and from neighborhood schools so it would become an even greater safety hazard		Can’t think of a single one		Don’t allow parking space minimums to be eliminated 

		We need more parking. Don't do a Scotts Addition. 

		get rid bike lanes				don't allow them

		This is an absolutely ridiculous proposal. If you are inviting more people into area you must provide parking. Parking is already a challenge throughout the city and to continue developing and opening up areas for more people without providing parking is ludicrous. This is a basic service that must be guaranteed to accommodate an increase in traffic and people 		None. Stop taking green space for development so that some  Can remain while you mandate additional parking. 		Who comes up with these ideas??

		There is a shortage of parking in the Libbie Grove Area. The overspill into the residential streets is going to become an even bigger problem and eventually the high tax paying homeowners are going to leave the area ! 		None .   Lots of opportunities for confusion!!! sounds like a free for all

		Parking is already difficult. Minimum requirements help insure sufficient parking in the future 		Unknown 		No

		Not enough parking!  Cars park illegally close to intersections making it impossible to see oncoming traffic. Cars are forced to park on narrow residential streets making 2 way traffic impossible.		Opportunities are for developers and city to make more money on land occupied with housing or shops and not used as a parking lot.

		In areas where special use permits have set aside the existing requirements parking blocks traffic. For example Grove Avenue between Granite and Maple often is blocked due to semi truck traffic lane parking.		Increased car parking challenges, reduced business due to potential customers giving up and going somewhere else.		Often I am unable to access the roadway behind my home due to the  number of cars parked at the entry point. The elimination of parking space requirements will simply make such issues more common place. 

		Will cause parking issues in nearby neighborhoods in which parking for homes is already an issue without driveways and curbs. Office bldgs should be required to provide parking for employees. 		None. Parking will bevome a greater issue than it already is. 

		I am not in favor of it in principle. Are we talking about a residential neighborhood where home owners park in front of their house? 		I don’t know. See last comment 		Perhaps if I understood it better 

		Complaints. But focus on building better transit infrastructure to replace car dependency 		More pedestrian oriented spaces		Cars can’t disappear overnight but we have to drastically decrease our dependency to address climate and social equity issues

		parking congestion on surrounding streets where long time residents live and need to park		Less space devoted to wasteful surface parking.  		Developers should be required to provide covered parking as part of their site planning, incorporated into the development design.  

		People who drive will think that there will never be another parking spot in existence ever. Competition for parking spaces may increase and lead to competition.		Allow the market to determine the demand for parking spaces needed. Individuals who do not want/cannot afford to drive may have less of a financial burden. Less surface parking dedicated to automobiles allows for more room for residences. Building parking costs a lot and has next to no profit for a developer, and costs a lot to maintain utilities with negligible property tax revenue to pay for said utilities. Less cars on the road will reduce traffic and make public transit more efficient.		Do it! 

		n/a		n/a		n/a

		Over-crowding of already scarce street parking; forcing visiting traffic into residential neighborhoods where children play, residents walk their dogs, etc.		The opportunity is for the real estate developers who build new office space, condos, apartments, etc. without regard to neighborhood impact.		None to add.

		It's a bad idea, for starters.  A gift to developers and businesses at the expense of homeowners and neighborhoods.  Look at the Granite and Grove area.  Street parking is ridiculous there due to the main public parking area being privatized and monetized.  People aren't going to magically stop driving cars just because parking space minimums are eliminated.  		The only opportunities I see are for developers and businesses.   		Please don't do it.  It will be a boondoggle.  Someone will get seriously hurt or worse over parking spaces.  Also, please enforce existing parking regulations.  It would be an income producer for the city.  It's a parking free-for-all around here.

		Should not be city wide. Certain districts would be more suited to the elimination of parking but many residential areas would not.		Each project should have to address its parking issue. Could be controlled by district zoning standards or permit conditions.

		Do not eliminate current restrictions		Get rid of bike lanes and return previous parking spaces		Get rid of bike lanes and restore parking

		I don't believe we should eliminate parking space minimums. I live in a live/work/play community which I appreciate, but residents need to be able to conveniently park. If we want to encourage "urban" living accommodations for the residents must exist.		I don't know of any		no.

		Insufficient in street parking 		None, increases street congestion and creates disincentive to shop or dine in the City		It is far too common to see poorly parked cars, on street, taking up space that would have allowed for additional cars to park. The city should paint lines to delineate parking spaces and ticket those who do not remain within the defined space. 

		It will make street parking in residential areas more difficult.		Transit, bike, ped increase.		Be mindful that permit parking may be required in neighborhoods that do not currently require it as a result.

		Parking spill over. Car owners will find the closest parking spaces. 		Free public transportation. 		No!

		Insufficient parking for tenants seriously limits spots available for home owners.  I'm in my 70's and already have to double park to unload groceries instead of carrying bags 1 to 3 blocks from parking spot to my home.

		Not enough safe parking / paid parking lots		more housing density, drives prices down on rental / for sale units, cheaper to build apartment units, encourages different modes of travel		Encourage developers to get rid of parking garages. These are so profitable yet drive crime & "dead zones" throughout the city. 

		Congestion in the densest corridors. 		Would be great to have more space for parks and shops in some areas, more lanes to drive on busy streets 		No

		It is one thing to encourage more mass transportation (eg the Pulse) and bicycle transportation for short-term trips or commuting to work.  But we are several decades away from a situation where, like New York City, it will be easy not to own and have access to a car.  Hence, there should be a distinction between having parking minimums for residential development vs. considering loosening or eliminating parking minimums for business development.  Most people will still own a car and need a parking space at their place of residence.  Eliminating parking minimums for residential development will in most neighborhoods create increased pressure on the availability of on-street parking, which is currently at a premium.  For example, under the current regime, some residential developments are getting approved with an average of 1.5 parking spaces per unit, which itself is not realistic given the size of some of the units for couples/small families.  Consequently, eliminating the parking requirement altogether is a recipe for increased tension with the existing neighbors for on-street parking.		Nothing that outweighs the downsides.

				- Increase population density  - Increase pressure for creation of better public transportation system and transportation alternatives (i.e. bike lanes)  - Increase more green space  - Increase outdoor eating areas, if restaurant are allowed to spread seating into street

		It might reduce the ability of neighborhoods to stop development they don't want. It might make it harder to find free parking in some areas of the city. On the whole parking space minimums should be eliminated because our city needs to be more dense, and it should be made as difficult as possible for able-bodied people to drive in the city.		Density can be increased, allowing for more things within walking and biking distance. Density also makes mass transit more viable, reducing the cost of transport per person.		In 2019 we began to build Richmond Cohousing in Manchester. Had we not been required to put in 19 off street parking spaces, we could have had more common space and/or bigger units, perhaps as much as 15,000 more square feet in three stories spread over the use of 19 units. In 2005 I saw WRIR almost not be able to start over two parking spaces. So please eliminate parking minimums. Thank you.



		Manchester has no full service grocery store, no post office (ours is 5 miles away). We are still trying to attract a range of biz.  The bus system is still a new venture for most Richmonders and I think few folks, if not coming from work, will use it at night to get to/from a restaurant. Hailing a Lyft/Uber when one has a perfectly good car to try a new restaurant or check out a new shop I think is still an option that is in the distant future for most locals. Really limits which biz would do well in Manchester.  And then there is medical care. We have prim care docs, it is getting back and forth to appts/surg, etc outside of the area that requires transportion. After surg, colonoscopies, etc you can not take a Lyft/Uber home. Has to be someone you know - with a car.  		+car sharing-like Zipcar, bike share  +city shuttle service - central pick up location, central drop up location, only available during rush hour. For ex: Manchester to downtown 7-9, Downtown to Manchester 4-6. Runs every 15-20 min during these times.  +could require developers to use some of project space to create pockets of (desperately needed) green space and parks, some dedicated to playgrounds, some for dog parks		eliminating parking spaces in Manchester at critical time of development seems to be a recipe for undermining development and certainly creating an unreasonable burden on those of already here who want to support biz in the area. For ex. It is virtually impossible to find any parking for The Continential and Stella's grocery. That fine for the folks who live with 1-2 blocks. I live on 9 and Porter and it is very difficult to return home w/ a heavy bag of items from Stella's.  I had been sick a few months ago which limited how far I could walk, esp in the heat. Unless someone (w/a car) could drop me off , The Continential, Stellas, Cafe Zata all became inaccessible. I run to the post office at least twice a month. Usually Carytown, as I  can couple it with other needed errands. Usually there is a line b/c the post office is about more than buying stamps. For the occasional trip, sure the bus would work but who has the 2 hr+ roundtrip time to go to mail a couple of packages? happy to walk up to 15 min in both directions to go to the post office, but not possilbe at the moment in Manchester.  

		none		anything to reduce motorized vehicle use is benificial

		I’m not interested.		I’m not interested.		No.

		You have to have the public transportation infrastructure in place first. This means all stops serviced every 10-15 min. 		Environmental impact but will only work if pubic transport options are avail first 

		In the Museum district, there would be considerable problems for existing residents if parking space minimums are adjusted for new construction.  Parking is already a premium.		None



		Homeowners will complain about their street parking bring infringed up on as more cars need to park on residential blocks to visit economic centers.		It makes dense and transit-oriented development more of a priority and increases the demand for active-transportation options and less car-oriented development. More parking lots would also exacerbate our already very serious urban heat island problem, so eliminating parking minimums helps avoid that.		Not only should parking minimums be eliminated, but also any new parking that is constructed should be required to either be vertical, covered parking or, if street level, the lot should be required to include a certain amount of solar panels as covering.

		City residents who utilize on-street parking because of the efficient grid design of their neighborhoods will find it difficult to be able to continue to park vehicles near their homes if commercial and new residential development is not required to build in off-street parking.  		If the city had better cycling and pedestrian facilities, and if Richmond streets were rebuilt to slow vehicle traffic, and make the city more attractive and liveable,then there would be better justification for the proposed changes.		The city currently does a poor job in enforcing ordinances that prohibit parking of commercial trucks, detached trailers, boat trailers, and campers/recreational vehicles on public streets.  There is a need for storage of such vehicles and trailers on remote lots, perhaps operated in conjunction with privately-owned property storage unit facilities, provided that these are properly secured and monitored {which should be done through a special exception process to be required for such facilities}.

		Over- crowding, strain on existing services, over-population, home owners inability to find parking, general down grading I’m of the quality of life in the city		Developers can make LOTS of money while degrading the city		Why is the city so determined to increase density while struggling to provide services to current citizens?

		Um... parking for actual long-term residents/owners and/or customers (if retail)?? More illegal parking because not enough space (or people don't know how to parallel park). 		Potentially more small businesses, although they'd have to be ones that don't require [many] customers to physically come because if the business does not provide parking, the customer will have difficulty finding parking because of the influx of vehicles looking to do the same.		I do believe that businesses below a certain size (square footage? type of business? a mix of these?) should not have to provide parking, as we want to facilitate opening small businesses (legally, of course) as much as possible. So raise the minimum, basically.   I think the main logic for removing such minimums is flawed/unrealistic. Do we have any convincing evidence that the reduction of vehicle use in high-density areas because presumably inhabitants walk more places or use public transportation is greater than the parking availability gained by having the minimums? In other words, I don't see that having less space in which to park leads to a reduction in vehicular traffic or to an increase in walking, cycling or using public transport. Rather, I see that people who use cars will continue to use their cars, so fewer available spaces in which to park them will only lead to more frustrated drivers (road-raged gunfights?), hit-and-runs and accidents (parking on the edges of the blocks, blocked views, more cars in a smaller space to hit), and for those who consider shopping or dining in the city, well, they'll opt for Short Pump instead, where they can easily find parking.

		Cannot eliminate without already having alternatives in place.		Transition our city to a less car-centric, which has immense oppurtunity - green space vs parking lots, reduced immersions, more funds for robust public transportation, density that allows for greater walkability, and bike/peds safety.

		None. We should be following the lead of other cities and skipping past eliminating burdensome minimums to implementing parking maximums. 		Lowering the cost of housing, increasing the number of units being built, not forcing people without cars to pay for parking they don’t need or want. 		We should be doing everything and anything to eliminate as many car trips in the city as possible. 

		Is our infrastructure able to handle alternative transportation to a car? 		Increasing land usage for residential or businesses. Also, hopefully, decrease usage of vehicles.

		I don’t believe Richmond had the public transportation that other cities have to eliminate the parking requirements. 		Developers can put more money in their pocket while renters drive around looking for a parking spot.

		Handicap space is absolute necessary, walking long distances to and from destination can be critical.		No comment		It is not broken, why try to fix it.

		The issue with eliminating parking space minimums for commercial properties is the overflow parking in adjacent residential areas.		Don't eliminate parking space minimums for commercial development.

		There are already too few street parking spaces. Eliminating parking space minimums will make for a very bad situation for neighbors and visitors seeking street parking. 		I see no opportunities/advantages to eliminating parking space minimums.		It is wishful thinking that people will rely on public transportation, bike riding and walking. Eliminating parking space requirements for developers will create serious problems in an already congested city for residences who have to park on the street. 

		This will simply create a parking issue larger than the present one that exists. It will not incentivize people to go without a car. For example, I walk to work but still own a car that I must park on the street. Many of my neighbors are the same.     I moved to Richmond from Baltimore where parking is a HUGE issue. The city has to regulate it with parking permits and frequent ticketing. It also prompts neighborhood disputes (particularly in poor weather). I spent many nights debating if it was worth going to run an errand, knowing that I would loose my parking spot.     You may make it easier for developers with this addendum but you make it harder for all the people that continue to try to live here (despite all these developer forward changes). 		None that are beneficial to the average resident. 		Don't do it. 

		People have lived in the neighborhood for years and years and as development continues, parking becomes less and less. There are many elderly people that can’t walk three blocks from a parking space to their home.		There are no opportunities for residence! Only for businesses and developers. 		Please don’t eliminate minimum parking spaces. This has been a big issue in our neighborhood.

		None, there should be no minimums. 		Better development. NO one wants a building swimming in a parking lot. 		N/A

		Our ability to go to local businesses will be much more difficult. Many of the city businesses particularly restaurants do not have any on site parking. Any increase in on street parking will hurt these businesses.		Neighboring cities will see an increase in business.		Relying on real estate developers to include adequate parking is unrealistic. I would also expect that many businesses that currently have parking will eliminate it. Let’s keep the city livable.

		Why is this a citywide proposal? One size does not fit all. Different neighborhoods have different parking issues, and some neighborhoods do not have other transportation options. You can't just wave a magic wand and eliminate motor vehicle traffic needs citywide. Parking regulation changes should be done on a neighborhood by neighborhood basis, with studies conducted to determine what parking rules are most appropriate for different areas.		This may provide an opportunity to examine "shared parking" programs, to consider remedies for commercial parking spill-over into residential neighborhoods, or to address the problems of delivery vehicles double-parking in commercial areas. But this all should be studied and considered in a comprehensive package before any extreme action is taken to abolish parking requirement citywide.		The City should consider holding an election referendum on this topic before enacting an ordinance. 

		There already isn't enough street parking now.  I have at least five (5) quad units across the street from me.  It is ugly finding a space.  Especially when 1/3 of the vehicles are SUVS or trucks.  And you want to eliminate the requirement?  Guess you want my tax money to go for Henrico residents to park here.				You need to keep this in place.

		Cars are an undeniable reality.  New multi-unit residential buildings MUST be required to provide off street parking for the influx of new residents.  		Parking requirements for small businesses are a different story.  Minimums can be eliminated without major impact on existing neighborhoods.		I would simply emphasize how strongly my neighbors and I feel about requiring off-street parking for new residents. Richmond should be trying to attract young families, not millennial with money to burn at the breweries.  

						Minimums should remain

				Allows for a greater density of businesses with less burden on the owners.

		Short term rentals take up on-street parking spaces that full-time residents rely on. 		Prioritize bike and scooter parking spaces at entries and add plenty of space for lock up/rack locations at all public buildings and new buildings. More bike lanes so it's safer to ride a bike instead of a car. Continue the free-GRTC program. Removal of overly aggressive no parking" zones that have occurred recently when we ask for cross walks.  The State Law of 20 feet it way too much. 6 ft is plenty for not blocking a cross walk. 		The city has to be more focused on transportation alternatives to cars. Right now, it's unsafe to ride a bike in most areas of the city. Cars are aggressive to cyclists. GRTC service also needs to be better. Its inconsistent and poorly routed now. 

		eliminating parking minimums would obviously put more cars on the streets adding to congestion.  Providing parkings to ones customers is a cost of doing business in a city.  Mom and Pop stores should be exempted.		Large developers would be able to build larger edifices, thus compounding the parking problem

		I don't understand what problem you are trying to solve.  My house has no off street parking.  If I or my co tenants have no place to park, how does this help that situation?  We have a restaurant two doors away which operates under conditions of an SUP which limits parking.  Removing the limits then creates a situation where you will have to have neighborhood licenses or permits for vehicles.  I'm still puzzled how you envision this working, but thank you for asking my opinion.		If you are proposing this, you must have some idea already.  I'd like to know why you think this is ever a great idea for the residents of an area?

		The Museum District, the Fan and Scott's Addition are all areas where finding parking is a challenge.  Recently some properties have been approved to change from a one family dwelling to a multi unit site with no consideration for parking.  This makes life more difficult for the existing residents who now have to search for parking spaces and have to part further from their residence.		I do not agree with eliminating the minimum.  In fact, I think there have been too many special use permits that have been approved without regard to parking.		already made them above

		As population density increases in Richmond, there is a obviously going to be an increased need for parking options. This is especially so for the many people who commute outside of the city for their jobs. When a vacant lot gets turned into apartment housing without any additional parking, it affects multiple blocks of residents and visitors that have lived there for years in many cases. Going to Shockhoe Bottom has become nearly impossible at some times because of the high density of apartments without any parking solutions.		Small lots can be converted into livable housing. Apartment buildings can contain more units.		Waivers could apply to lots that would be otherwise unbuildable, however I believe parking requirements could be waived for single family dwellings if and only if every new apartment dwelling also included a parking garage with adequate parking for every tenant. Parking concerns could also be reduced if city-owned paid parking lots were made to be free or if parking lots were converted to multi-story garages. Perhaps also allow for a zoning variance to convert a residential lot into a parking deck or single-story multi-car garage that had to meet certain design requirements to fit the aesethic of that portion of the city. The person who built the garage could then store their own vehicles on an otherwise unused lot or rent out parking spaces to others in the neighborhood.

		This is insane!  Where are people supposed to park? Landlords rent homes to 3 people that each have love interests that equals 6 cars no matter how much you try to convince us that Richmond is bike friendly or that the Pulse matters. Deal in REALITIES WHILE CREATING POSSIBILITIES! Until massive changes occur we are a car dependent region. I'm all for requires permits for tax paying owners!!!!! 		The opportunity to create congestion and increase frustration...who comes to restaurant with no parking - nobody! 		Try really hard to get this one right...AND, hold VCU accountable for the parking mess they've created in the bottom. 

		There is insufficient parking today, eliminating the minimums would exasperate the problem				Small businesses should be exempt from providing a minimum but large businesses and residential should abide with a parking space minimum

		half the city is parking lots. stop this antiquated ridiculous requirement 		in-fill development in downtown richmond which looks abandoned and as I said it 50& paved lots in monroe ward. seems obvious was the opportunities are...		stop requiring parking, allow the city to densify, stop allowing downtown to look like dallas and be so car-centric

		That it favours developers and tenants of high density buildings that don't want to pay for parking and not the real estate tax paying home owners in the areas that surround these buildings. Historic districts like St Johns/Church Hill butress the lofts along the canal. These old homes were built before cars, therefore almost all of them are without off-street parking. Parking has become incredibly difficult as developers have continued to squeeze the area. Richmond and Virginia as a whole is still a commuter state. The public transport and infrastructure is not strong enough to adequately offer an alternative to vehicles for most people and especially not for people who are likely to be renting downtown. The wording alone suggests that there is more interest and favour towards developers which creates distrust "facilitate cost savings for  DEVELOPERS of businesses and housing that MAY be passed on to the consumer". Developers won't stop building because they have to consider parking requirements, they simply want to save money and hassle. They should have to more effectively consider how to integrate parking and be accountable for the impacts it has on EVERYONE. This will not affect community dependence on transport but it will make it much more challenging for residents and homeowners.    People treat streets like E Franklin and E Grace as long term parking when they go away. There are cars constantly being dumped in Church Hill or reported for being left for weeks. Eliminating the minimum will only make it harder especially for the elderly, disabled and families with small children to be able to park anywhere near their homes which is already a constant and serious problem.		Developers get to keep more money?		We hope that the council will consider the experience of the residents of the city as more important than the needs of developers.    The city could require developers to subsidize or provide FREE parking to low-income residents or some other alternative that puts the onus on the developer rather than the public.

		I don't see any problems with eliminating parking space minimums. The city has tons of free street parking and adding parking spaces makes areas more dangerous, more car-centric, and worse for everyone outside of a vehicle.  		Elimination of parking minimums will allow vibrant development throughout the city, promote public transit, walking, and cycling, reduce car crashes, and make the city more appealing to tourists.  

		Not enough public transportation 		Close some streets to pedestriants/cyclists

		None		NA		NA

		None.  We have too much parking in the city of richmond.  		Parking minimums cost too much, are unnecessary, and make Richmond City into a poor imitation of short pump.    We need to be a first class city, not a second rate short pump		No one ever went to Paris and said they wish they saw more parking lots while they were there.  Surface parking is a blight on the city

		While I agree with elimination of parking space minimums in general, the city must consider how to assist with parking in already congested areas that push people to park in adjacent neighborhoods. Parking in Carytown is always a challenge and typically we have to park somewhere away from the main restaurant shopping area and walk to it. Add a Festival and the challenge soars excluding the ability of those with disabilities, senior citizens that can't walk as far or fast, or people with small children to attend the festival or go to any of the restaurants.  The city needs to be mindful of areas that only have on street parking in neighborhoods the impact of potentially adding more vehicles parking within the area during primary dining, Saturday shopping, and venue events.		Small business will be allowed to startup.		For City owned areas such as Brown's Island, expanding the current gravel parking near the Belle Isle walkway, getting Dominion, War Memorial, and Tredegar approval to use their parking after hours or during special events would potentially help 'reduce' but not eliminate the overflow parking into nearby neighborhoods.

		we already have too few spaces and city not willing to mark spaces to allow proper spacing- mark the streets to see parking space - mark by curb - will double parking capacity		see above		yeah mark curbs but require spaces for parking on all new developments - if people can't park how can they visit, see or even be tourist around here or be willing to buy a house

		None. We have a tremendous amount of paved lots that are not used at nights. Eliminate street parking and find a way to pay or incentivize business owners to let the public use their lots during the hours they are closed. 		Increased road space, better visibility, more bike lanes. 		No

		Huge challenges. Do not pass this change. People will have cars and motorcycles, and they need to park them somewhere. New construction that does NOT include this regulation will destroy any chance of existing parking. With so much work occurring at home, people need to put their cars somewhere. It is extraordinarily naive to think that new residents will NOT have vehicles. Of course they will. They will crowd out all other spaces, forcing people to park even farther from their existing homes/apts. So many bad consequences from this rule.		1. Lower the cost for developers to build.  2. Increase the profits for developers.  3. That's it. "passing on savings to residents?" Don't make me laugh. Unless you REQUIRE that, it won't happen.		Increased density without a comprehensive plan for increases in garbage and recycling collection is irresponsible.   Increased density without a comprehensive plan for fire safety mitigation is irresponsible.  Increased density without a comprehensive plan for crime prevention is irresponsible. 

		Public transportation is terrible. People need cars to get to many places in our city and buses are so slow it takes an 40 minutes to get to VCU hospital when driving takes 10 minutes.  If you want less cars, start with good public transit. With all the cars parked on the street, people are at risk to be crime victims coming home late from work at night when there is no parking at their home or apartment complex. 		You could build affordable housing units, but we all know you won’t 		Put people before profits. 

		If off street is available, it should be required to use it. This with off-street who use the street is wrong.



		Adequate public transportation everywhere.		More green space, less traffic congestion, more density.		I support eliminating the minimum.

		Not everyone can take public transit to work. Public transit in this city is a nightmare. Most people still use cars, and street parking is extremely limited. Anyone who says there’s no demand for parking obviously has a driveway. New complexes should be required to provide some parking, there simply is not enough street parking for everyone. 		Nothing except saving VCU money. Detrimental for RVA residents. 		We need more parking, specifically more underground parking, not less. 

		Overflow into residential neighborhoods, lack of public transportation, 		Use of alternative forms of transportation, better for the environment (heat sink and water flow), economic relief for small businesses, 		How about a requirement for new parking spots to be environmentally friendly? A goal to convert existing parking lots and spaces to environmental soundness. 

		Parking continues to be problematic in many blocks throughout the Fan. We already contend with VCU traffic, restaurants, churches and entertainment venues. It is not uncommon to have to park many blocks away from your residence - and walking at night alone for a female is increasingly unsafe. 		Increased crime and violence on other residents that will be forced to park many blocks away from their residence and walk after dark. 

		Parking is already limited. Broad Street is not a pleasant street for pedestrians. Need more green space along Broad before easing parking minimums.				No

		People complain about it. Certain businesses may want parking. 		- more usable space in the city  - potential to add bike parking  - creates more walkable neighborhoods  - maximizes benefited investing in public transit  - reduced compliance expenses		We should be building for a future that may be tough to envision at times. 

		Some neighborhoods (the Fan) already experience parking issues, this only increases the problem.  It is a very bad idea.		None		Creating some parking space in support of the building are a good idea.

		Parking in the city and neighborhoods is already a nightmare. Eliminating any requirement regarding parking in new construction is a ridiculous idea. Just because individuals choose to bike, scooter or bus on a regular basis does not mean they wont also have a car. We see that already with the new and established apartment complexes. It is particularly challenging for homeowners when the city does not enforce parking regulations, as is now the case.		Can’t think of any.		Only to repeat that I think is one more example of the city powers that be not thinking through the negative impacts of an issue.

		Neighborhoods that already have tight parking could bear the burden of this given that many of these denser areas in Richmond are along the Pulse corridor where much new development is to take place. It seems like common sense that not requiring new development to provide a one or more car/per unit minimum will greatly impact any neighborhood that relies on street parking. All ages continue to drive cars especially if they desire to go anywhere other than their immediate neighborhood and along the bus corridor.		None, I think there should be minimums.		Not at this time.

		MORE illegal parking in front of fire hydrants and alleys. 		Saving Developers money at the expense of home owners and renters. Hmmm.  Doesn't seem prudent. 		No

		Illegal parking increases. No enforcement now.		None		No

		Minimum parking space requirements should be done on a neighborhood by neighborhood basis. There are very different situations in different areas of the city.				Parking for local businesses in many areas is already challenging so eliminating min parking requirements will only worsen the problem & negatively affect local businesses. For homeowners who do not have driveways - as is true in many neighborhoods - this will make parking in front of home even harder.

		There's already parking shortages throughout the city and in popular residential neighborhoods that also have restaurants.  This isn't feasible for residents.		None. It's a bad idea!		Minimum parking requirements are necessary in mixed use and residential areas in the City!

		Parking is already a HUGE problem in my neighborhood.  Eliminating parking ordinances would make it a nightmare.  This will force many current residents living in the fan without parking garages to move to neighboring counties 		I can’t think of any 		I am adamantly opposed to getting rid of parking minimums 

		It will exacerbate the existing issue of inadequate parking as increased number of city-center car drivers compete for a finite number of spaces.  It is a very bad idea.		Instead of eliminating minimum parking spaces, there is an opportunity to facilitate and prepare for the move to different types of mobility, like electric bikes, regular bikes, scooters, more public transport, etc..  People will only stop using cars if there are attractive alternatives.		You're trying to accommodate the developers' complaints about the cost of minimum parking spaces, but those need to be the legitimate costs of building in a city center.  Let's encourage further development of many of the less developed parts of the city and suburbs.



		Make parking free, these insanely high parking violation fines or a burden on your own residents. Stop making it so hard to do anything. It’s why businesses leave Richmond. No one wants to deal with the cities nonsense. Make parking legal. Direct free parking decks. There’s a ton of nonsense abandon buildings downtown, turn them in the parking decks. No one will ever go downtown as long as they’re worried about getting a $50 parking ticket. The cities too focused on getting theirs at the expense of its own citizens. You wonder why were a level B city when we should be level A. We have history, culture, Museums, but it’s so hard to even start a business here, no wonder people move out to the county.		Free parking, I would assume that would mean more tourists. Figure out another way to get paid. Stop feeding off your own citizens		If you build it they will come, if you make it easy they’ll sign up, when money enters the city it’s good for all of us. It can’t just be good for you.



		How do you account for those that drive to businesses? We have poor public transportation currently. So people still drive to do business within the city as well as live. 		Free up heat sinks, non-green spaces eliminated. Creating parking where it is not needed. 		How will you account for large residential building parking that is needed for hi occupancy buildings? How do you account for the increase in public services for hi-occupancy buildings and the burdens placed on infrastructure?

		Blocking out of residents from parking. Parking requirements need to stand as is. This is imperative to good, organized development.		None for residents who own primary residence. 		Leave as is. Do not weaken.

		Parking is too difficult as it is.  Stop looking out for corporate expansion at the inconvenience of current residents. This change does not improve life for RICHMONDERS. 		Bad wording on your question.  Obviously biased. 		No



		Where is everyone going to park? 		Existing parking spaces can be converted to outdoor dining use.  Maybe more businesses can open in spaces that don’t have dedicated parking. But those businesses will likely fail without parking alternatives. Nobody will take dumb ass bus. 		No

		our public transit system is not robust enough to accommodate more demand as a result of parking space minimums being removed 

		If I understand the situation, for families and individuals living in the community possibly having nowhere to park.		“First come, first serve.		No, not at this time.

		Terrible idea. You will create a issue with street parking.

		No parking left for the residents.		None		Currently the has a major lack of parking spaces for its residents.  Why make it worse?

		Increased lack of parking for visitors		None that I can see		No, don't do it!

		Eliminating parking for business is good, eliminating parking for new housing units is probably bad.  Much of Richmond is still great for walking/biking.		Lets business's decide if they want to add parking - don't make them

		Street parking would become more congested. 		Denser commercial development, which could make Richmond more walkable as a city. 		I am in support of eliminating the parking space minimum. I think Richmond has too many surface parking lots. These are an eyesore, and make commercial development too sparse. 

		Will put enormous pressure on neighborhoods like the Fan where people count on being able to park on the street. 		The City could try this in a single neighborhood (NOT MINE!) to see if it works.   		I understand the goal of going to a car-free environment, but our infrastructure isn't ready for that yet. 

		In established residential neighborhoods new/repurposed development should be required to provide parking so that on-street parking is not impacted.		There's the opportunity to increase the angst between neighbors as we jostle for less and less available on street parking. 

		On-street parking is limited on my block, especially with several multiple-family buildings in the vicinity. I participated in several meetings hosted by the the developer wanting to convert St. Gertrude’s School to a high-density multiple family development. The majority of the participants expressed concerns about the limited parking. 		In theory, people would be encouraged to use mass transit or alternative transportation (e.g., bicycles); however, I don’t think Richmond has a good enough mass transit system that would serve as a viable alternative to car ownership. 		No

		Parking in the area is difficult enough as it is. There is very little room for guest parking. There has been a surge of new buildings on previously vacant buildable lots.  Eliminating the minimum required parking will surely lead to insufficient parking for residents. 		There is no room for eliminating these requirements. 		Do not approve this change. 

		Having lives in the fan, I can tell you that parking is a real challenge for those whose units don’t include parking spaces.  As a pedestrian I can attest to the unsafe conditions caused by people parking on corners.  And the situation forces the delivery drivers to double park which leads to some pretty dangerous driving conditions. I know that parking minimums are an expense to businesses but the streets and roads in Richmond are already pretty unsafe compared to where I came from in Syracuse, NY.		As I said, I’m sure it lowers expenses for business.  I know we want the city to be friendly to business developers but it also needs to be livable.  If Richmond were like Manhattan where you can take public transportation anywhere you go then we wouldn’t need so much parking.		No.

		Rental properties (multiple family dwellings) should be required to have at least one parking space per unit, preferably two.  Builders of single family and town homes should similarly be required to provide for one to two spaces per unit.  Lack of available parking will be exacerbated.  Without requiring parking space minimums, population density will be increased, as the space once used for parking will be used to increase the number of units in multiple family dwellings. Builders will rake in more money at the expense of residents.		Opportunities?  There will be opportunities to parking a long distance from your home, particularly if you live in an apartment building.  There will be more cars parked on streets.  Currently, parked cars often reduce visibility at intersections.  This problem will be increased with elimination of parking space minimums.  There will be increased opportunity for accidents.  In other words, nothing that benefits residents would come from this ill thought out proposal.		The elimination of parking space minimums only serves builders and landlords (slum lords).  Why would the city council do something that will make the city a WORSE place to live?

		lack of parking for home owners. Home owners have an investment in the community and deserve to be able to park near their home. 		Destroying communities and positive neighborhoods.  You would destroy a large part of conviviality. 		no

				Makes Richmond a better place to live: USE TRANSIT!

		THE IMPACTS WILL DISPROPORTIONATELY HARM THE PORTION OF THE POPULATION LIVING IN DENSE NEIGHBORHOODS. 		SMALL BUSINESS SHOULD BE EXEMPT.		RICHMOND NEEDS TO FUND PUBLIC TRANSIT SO THAT TRANSPORTATION AROUND THE CITY -- BEYOND BROAD STREET -- IS PRACTICAL FOR PEOPLE. AFTER WE HAVE FUNCTIONAL PUBLIC TRANSIT, WE CAN ELIMINATE PARKING REQUIREMENTS. 

		For each new development (commercial or residential) that has no parking requirements you will be reducing available parking for existing residents and businesses. It is a zero-sum game.		Reduced costs for new development.		Rather than eliminating parking minimums city-wide, the City should experiment with one or two areas (e.g., Scot's Addition, Manchester) and then evaluate for impact, including unintended consequences.

		A major apartment building with no parking. Where do you suppose the people with cars will park? On the street, making an already difficult problem even worse. It is my understanding that the city is now going to allow developers and banks to dictate how many parking spaces are to be provided. This in nothing but a blatant give away to developers who care nothing for the city except to make as much money as possible. I understand that you cite Buffalo, New York, as an example where this has been tried. I suggest you look at a recent article that states that since this zoning was adopted there have been 53% less parking spaces provided on new projects.  This proposed zoning change might work in a city that has both a citywide bus system and a subway system. Neither of which this city has.		This will help new small restaurants and small offices.		You do not have enough space on this form for all my comments. I suggest you conduct more in person meetings around the city to see just how unpopular this proposed zoning change will be.

		Public transport is sometimes difficult to access in Richmond. 		Making the city more walkable should help with public transport		Less parking should be married with walkable spaces.

		density, abandoned cars, poor visibility around busy traffic areas

		Parking in Manchester -- especially down near the new Hatch Food Hall -- is absolutely awful. A bunch of my husband's coworkers had a meeting at Benchtop Brewing shortly after it opened and decided Never Again. The parking was too horrible and one of them had to pay a lot of money for parking. So they will go elsewhere in the future. Not having parking space minimums will kill business in this area.		I guess it means developers can build more units so they make more money. 		Please don't do this. Developers don't actually care about how what they build impacts a neighborhood long-term. Of COURSE they want you to eliminate parking space minimums but it's a HORRIBLE idea.

		None, get rid of them.		Encourage bus ridership and put better use to our city's property.		Get rid of parking minimums.

		Should not eliminate any. There is limited parking spaces available in certain areas of the city. Many resident do not have accessible yards to create a parking space. 		There is no opportunity except to create more congestion and lack of resident street parking.		As a long term resident of over 40 years I do not want to see a decline in the city. Many houses in the fan district were run down rental properties that that were boarding houses. Fear is in 10 years nonresident required AIrbnb’s will not be maintained. Houses are not hotels.

						parking is always a tough topic, we do need open parking lots AND plenty of green space, we dont need to develop everything

		It will encourage developers to build more units for profit and disregard the parking needs of the current residents.  		The only opportunity is for developers to maximize their profit at the expenses of neighborhoods they don’t have to live in.  		For each parking space eliminated developers should pay a fee of $100k toward improving public transit.  

		Depending on the area it can be difficult for residents to park near their homes. Even if you take away the minimums, real estate developers and apartment operators are greedy and will keep charging the same amount to people without giving them anything in return (for already completed development that will then not have to keep the parking spaces open for residents).		Fewer ugly parking lots; ability to transform those spaces into small business spaces and community areas; helps make the city less car-reliant. City can use some of those spaces to make pedestrian- and bike-only areas.

		This is ridiculous.  There are not enough parking opportunities to support businesses and residents now.  

		Hard to park and traffic increases when cars seek spaces that are not there. I think there are studies showing lots of urban traffic related to seeking parking		Create pedestrian only zones (no cars allowed) and exempt these from parking minimums. Cary street in Carytown would be a good place to try. Close the road, make pedestrian only and remove parking minimums and give sidewalk usage to businesses. Parking outside the zones would have to be created. 		Minimums sound like a good idea for areas that are car dependent or majority accessed by car. If we shift areas to walking/biking only or if studies show most people walk and spaces are unoccupied, that would be the best places to remove minimums. I worry as carytown and the addition are traffic and parking disasters as most people drive and few businesses offer parking. Furthermore, with all the cars searching for parking they are less observant to avoid bikers and pedestrians. 

		Where would people park?		More room for bike lanes

		The cars for tenants will still be there. It will lead to parking crunches and adversely hurt residents with mobility limitations. It's a public good to make the developers provide the minimums to preserve public spaces and resources. 		There are none. 		Eliminating them is a bad idea because it will only lead to problems with lack of parking on the streets. We lack the infrastructure to support such a move. 

		Ensuring that there is still parking for businesses and residents on any specific street.		Being able to better plan for using surface lots for better uses (green space or affordable housing).  Increasing density to give more housing opportunity		None

		Reduce minimums to encourage alternative forms of transportation.		More mass transit		No

		I'm actually not sure how eliminating parking space minimums presents a challenge, I just don't know enough about the details of why they exist. From my perspective, it seems like parking space minimums hurt business districts by limiting density. Limited density means limited storefronts. I think developers and the city should partner to invest in more space-efficient public parking (like garages) and better rapid public transportation.		Eliminating parking space minimums means that we could use surface parking lots for more businesses, housing, and public use spaces like parks.

				I fully support eliminating parking space minimums. I think this is a good step towards sustainability, walkability, mobility, and safety. I would also support parking maximums and other ways to reduce parking and encourage walk/bike/public transportation. 

		People may say they want more parking but they need to be presented with evidence that it makes doing business more expensive and makes building affordable housing harder 		Eliminate them for new builds especially for multi family housing		No

		Overcrowding to blockage of the existing road system,  decreasing existing green space, increasing apartment density without parking availability		None		No



		None of which I am aware other than additional costs for developers.		None of which I am aware.		Parking in the Fan is already difficult so why increase the problem for residents.

		People complaining about the "lack of parking".		Higher density, better urban design, more interaction with the streetscape, walkability. 		parking minimums are dumb, outdated, and help contribute to bad urban planning, they are one of the easiest things to climate that would have the best effect on the city.  



		overcrowding. I have a 2 car garage in my townhouse. I live next to 300 new units, with several 1000 units in the neighborhood. Parking is already a problem. if the City does not require it, developers will not provide parking, saving the expense, greatly reducing the price they must sell for, creating density on a big city scale without the necessity. Keep Richmond liveable, particularly Manchester. Look at the experience in the Fan, until the City imposed street parking restrictions. 		None, except encouraging even greater density than the City neighborhoods can support.

		this would be nuts - it would create even worse parking and would do nothing to enhance use of public transportation or sustainable practices.  More routes and more frequent buses are the way to go		why not make this a zoning exception and require developers to enhance bus stops, provide for added stops, require deluxe bike storage (meaning ample, secure space) and provide for shared transportation IF they want this exception.  Any less parking must be replaced with more trees and green space not to mention desperately  eeded shaded play areas. Why would you give this exception away? 		Enuring amenities that are walkable is the most sustainable and equitable approach. 2,000+ units added to Manchester in the recent past - and how has the City increased public amenities? library hours? playgrounds? park space? school enhancements? senior day care? additional recreational spaces? job development spaces? increased public transportation? placemaker spaces?  need I keep going? 

		Large apartment buildings are being erected all over our neighborhood. Eliminating parking minimums will add to congestion on already crowded city streets - both in terms of parking and traffic. Overflow will move into already existing neighborhoods making it more difficult for current homeowners and renters to find a spot.    Sidewalks are narrow already so I anticipate increased pedestrian injuries and/or fatalities also will result.		Eliminate variability in requirements where possible - e.g., retail v. restaurant so that a new business coming into a previously established building already "meets code" and doesn't have to make modifications.		We need green space in Manchester desperately. Eliminating parking minimums eats into the opportunity to create any.

		Lack of political will we should invest in public transport and walkable streets instead of requiring parking minimums for building 		Parking space minimums make it more expensive to do business downtown. 

		we don't have the bike infrastructure to support non-car-owning households		better use of space - gardens, solar, dense fill

		Lack of street parking. Large Apartment builders will not continue to plan for their own parking spots if the minimums are eliminated.   Most residents still commute to work (largely in Glen Alan), public transportation is not a valid option for even a portion of current commuters.		Business owners gain more money without increased taxes.   No benefits for current residents.		City planners/politicians should not be making decisions based on “perfect world scenarios” only on realistic data for current residents and space. Improve the infrastructure first.

		More people usually means more cars. So alternative transit should be financially supported 		Hopefully better transit options...bus line is awesome now and will Hopefully get better. 		No



						The Design Overlay District Guilelines of the Museum District should apply!

		We need better utilization of existing on street parking. We need an easier way to establish permit parking. Oregon Hill should not be a long term parking lot for downtown office workers and VCU students. Also half the cars parked here are registered in fairfax county paying taxing to another place. 		Go for it		If you are going to elminate parking requirements you need parking permits in adjacent neighborhoods. You need to revise the 50% signature system and only looking at owners. Needs to be easier to establish. Also, the city should just collect data and present it to neighborhoods BEFORE the votes. We should know how many cars not registered in the city, how full are the blocks, etc. Obviously landlords renting to students with 4 cars do not want these permits. It should cost more for each additional car. 2 hr time limit is fine. Its long term storage that's a problem.  

				prioritize pedestrian / bike / public transit options over car storage

		Existing business owners will complain that this will reduce business, as customers will struggle to find parking. Customers might be less likely to visit neighborhoods like Carytown because of a lack of parking.		Fewer cars is always a good thing! It will also reduce business expenses.		I support eliminating parking space minimums.

		There are certainly areas of Richmond that lack adequate parking but in large part I see adequate parking being available.		It will allow for continued mixed use and higher density development in Richmond.		None

		Need to provide better transport alternatives, ie buses. 		Greater density. Reduced tax burden. More eco-friendly. Less reliant on gasoline prices. 		If a business needs parking, they can provide it. If not, a city shouldn't force them.

		I do not see challenges with eliminating parking space minimums		Eliminating parking space minimums allows for increased density in a city that is growing rapidly. It also encourages people to use public transportation

		As a small business, we are already struggling with the consequences of over development and lack of parking.  our business has been seriously impacted by the rapid development of the area and the poor planning to accommodate customers who see us as a destination. A reason to come to Manchester.		Not only should developers have to supply parking, they should not be allowed to charge their tenants for them.		no

		NIMBYs and people from out of town who don't understand how to use public transportation and/or don't want to bicycle or walk are the largest challenges to eliminating the parking minimums.		Removing parking space minimums would lower barriers for businesses who want to come into the city, as well as provide more space for humans to exist in the city, since space will not be wasted storing empty vehicles.		I would like the City to put pedestrians and cyclists, as well as people who live in the immediate area, at the front of the conversation around parking minimums. Cities are built for people first and foremost, and their needs should be put ahead of the needs of empty vehicles storage.

		Public opposition		Encouraging density while discouraging driving, which would in turn bolster the need for effective public transportation and reduce locally generated greenhouse gasses.		Richmond should eliminate parking minimums as part of an effort to build an affordable, environmentally sensitive 21st-century city.

		Make less restrictive parking requirements		Make less restrictive parking requirements		No

		Street congestion; theft; traffic collisions		None. Strongly oppose removing minimums.		I strongly oppose removing parking minimums.

		Manchester in particular has almost no parking. City permitting is overly zealous rubber-stamping all growth that they have neglected other infrastructure. Manchester is a classic case where parking on Hull St. and thereabout causes massive traffic. Eliminating parking space minimums without considering how these areas are used seems absolutely ludicrous. 		More pedestrian friendly/bike-friendly. I say that as one of the rare individuals who bikes to work. However, until infratructure is built and maintained, the elimination seems only like a handout to developers that will hurt 99% of citizens. 		Listen to the community on this one. 

		making it harder for long term residents and owners to park		none		no

						Elimination of parking requirements is an overall great benefit for midsized to large urban areas. Design must be people centered and not parking or car importance. 

		Residents in the fan near VCU may struggle to find easy parking access.		Reduced cost to small businesses, easier business permitting and makes RVA more attractive to small businesses. Also decreased labor to manage the issue.		Mandatory parking minimums have tied up valuable real estate for cars. Reducing the number of cars inside the city core would increase land availability.

				Improves options for entrepreneurs and business owners, reduces auto congestion and pollution

		You may anger people who live in downtown with no easy access to inexpensive parking options. Richmond does not have quick transit options to many sections of the city, so these folks would be remiss to lose parking if they move into any new downtown building w/o a parking option. 		By removing parking minimums, the city can incentivize the use of public transit, bikes, and other transportation options. Maybe, instead of parking minimums, developers could work with transit agencies to provide transit options at their development. I.e. a bikesshare space built on property. Not requiring parking space makes housing development more inexpensive, making rentals (hopefully) more affordable. 		More bus routes, and incentivizing other transit options, is good for more affordable housing

		overcrowding streets? This is mostly a problem because the city does not currently enforce parking regulations - keep cars out of intersections to start. 		Growth. I'd like to see central RVA become a metropolitan core defined by 4-10 story buildings, both commercial and residential. This is very, very hard to accomplish efficiently if each space in a building has to mechanically map to a parking space. 		PSM regulations have to be developed in conjunction with a more engaged parking management strategy. Let's explore park-and-ride stations on the edge of the city center as a way of managing the aggregate parking load on the city. The addition of a N-S Pulse line to complement the Broad St line is a GREAT opportunity to string some parking lots along northside and southside ends of the routes. 

		There is already not enough on street parking in Manchester and neighborhood growth is extensive.  I strongly oppose eliminating parking space minimums within apartment communities. 		None		It should be part of the development plan to include and provide parking for residents in an area that already doesn't have enogh parking for those who reside here.

		There aren't any! Get rid of parking space minimums! Do it! 		Use this as an opportunity to develop affordable housing! Give developers and permit seekers a fast track if they intend to build affordable housing (60AMI and below) and eliminate their parking minimums if they build several affordable units! (even better if they intend to create permanently affordable units! 		Again - remember the affordable units!!! These changes to zoning are a huge opportunity for the City to commit to their Equity plan and the affordable housing plans they've put out in the past. This would be a huge way to actually implement affordable housing! 

		Finding free parking within a reasonable walking distance.  		Build more density, opportunity for more attractive landscaping, reduce heat island effect. 		N/A

		There is not enough parking in Manchester.  All apartments should come with at least one parking space in each deck.  It should not be an option rather a requirement.		None.  I’m opposed to eliminating parking

		I don't really see any challenges here.		It makes doing business in the city less expensive for small businesses, and encourages more investment in the downtown area.		While the parking space minimum seems on paper to be a good idea, it too often stifles businesses from establishing themselves in the downtown area, making it too expensive for them to set up shop.

		For larger dwelling units to rely on on-street parking would put a burden on residents in smaller dwellings without off-street parking and residents of the larger units who may not be able to "commute" to spaces (e.g., older, limited mobility, disabled). Also, having folks walk long distances to residences, etc. could increase person-felonies like assaults and robberies. 		More units to for long-term residents. We have a huge deficiency and need. 

		City will need to have better public transportation and bike lanes to service all areas of city.		More room for more businesses, more green space in city, allows city to transition to a green city and away from cars.		No more cars!! More bikes!! More busses!!

		Richmond is still a car centric city and it will end up questioning where those cars will go.  		Reduces the cost of development.  Allows people who don't have a car not to pay for parking when they don't need it.		Given that Richmond is still a car centric city, I'm concerned that completely eliminating parking minimums will leave us all going where will the cars go.  Perhaps we can consider still requiring parking for housing, but for commercial uses it can optional.  That being said, I'm not outright opposed to the idea, I just don't want to put the cart before the horse.  Look at Scott's Addition, that has been a success, but there are definitely things that could have been done a bit better to begin with.  Plus, other cities have done this and what have they learned from it?

		Mostly people whining. Parking minimums keep us stuck. Forcing people to change the way they live will improve public transportation and biking and pedestrian infrastructure 		Density. Green space. 

		Where will those folks park? They will overflow into parking spaces in use by other owners who are paying taxes for the right to park near their property. Impacts to s.all business owners vs larger congolmerates/developers with deeper pockets. Consider different requirements for SB		N/A		No

		Nowhere to park - is the city planning on building any parking garages?		Honestly, I think it's the opportunity for problems - parking is essential.

		In Manchester, generally north of Commerce, the streets and sidewalks are narrow and on-street parking is already difficult to find. Eliminating on-site parking requirements would exacerbate the on-street parking problem. You need to concentrate on creating green space and streetscapes which would attract people to the area. Free city parking would help. Developers generally do not include parking in their buildings' rent because tenants are resistant. So much on-site parking goes unused and the tenants try to find on-street parking. Manchester does not want to become the next Shockoe Bottom and eliminating minimums will cause that.		Apparently, the City's only desire is to drive up density and therefore increase its RE tax revenues. You should realize that by making Manchester friendly to owners and visitors by the creation of green space and environmentally friendly streetscapes property values and rents would rise. 		The City is using a one size fits all approach. Clearly, Manchester north of Commerce should not be included in the proposed zoning change.

		Property lenders will be concerned if the parking requirements are lowered too far. They believe that multifamily properties with at least .75 space per unit will perform better during recessionary times, and will be less likely to finance those without this minimum. 		Garage parking structures developed by the private sector for the denser neighborhoods could be a good investment.

				Increase density in locations that are close to public transit; work locations

		It will take a while for people to get used to the change, but the change is good for higher density areas and the tax base.		Increase the value of land by decreasing the development costs.  over time, surface lots will become untenable as an investment and the city will see more infill.		Do this in the CBD and BRT corridor immediately and then can start to expand it as further transit options are put in place.

		The biggest problem the city will have is countering complaints. The actual effects will be minimal; people will adjust, especially if transit is improved (!!!!) to compensate. Honestly, people probably wouldn’t even notice, except that it will become news, and everyone will convince themselves that they are *~suffering~* because of the *~lack of parking~* brought on by this ~*terrible anti-car policy change~*. Primarily, if not exclusively, it will be a PR issue.		Richmond desperately needs more density, all over the city. And more pedestrian-only spaces. And I would hope that transitioning away from a “car-first” mindset would allow us to think about pedestrian safety and public transit and how they have been impacted by parking and construction projects with massive parking requirements.		Please, please, PLEASE improve pedestrian and cyclist safety and public transit. I fear for my friends. I fear for my future children. It’s scary out there. 

		This is an absolutely terrible idea. This would encourage extreme density building (for profit sake) with no infrastructure and could seriously impact already parking-stressed neighborhoods who have just been rezoned. A compromise of reduced parking requirements could encourage development that remains modest instead of cramming too many people into areas. In addition, this favors large apartment building construction when what people really need is affordable housing options. Eliminating parking to encourage more apt buildings does not address the real issue with the housing crisis in this city		Infill in areas with access to Pulse bus line.		Find a better way to address housing issues and incentivize construction. 

		The number of housing units, especially rentals is expanding at an astounding rate in Manchester.  Because many of the new units house more than one driver, and developers are only required to provide one spot per unit, parking will continue to become more of a concern		Eliminating parking space minimums would give developers more flexibility and save them money, but I don't think the city should do this at the expense of the residents. The only opportunity I see for residents is a possibility to create green space or a playground instead of parking spaces. Having said that, I would like to see the city prioritize the creation of green space and playgrounds in Manchester without sacrificing parking for residents.		The Truist parking lot near the river in Manchester is often empty, and creates a bottleneck for walkers and bikers accessing the river. Is there a way to make use of those parking spaces? They would be great to have available for events on Brown's Island. Also, it Ould be great to open up the walkway there so that there is more space for walkers and bikers entering and leaving the park

		Over crowded streets can’t find parking I’ve lived in cities where this is a major problem and that’s why people choose to live in Richmond it is more liveable . Appropriate parking is necessary! 		None 		Be wise . Long term impacts not just short term financial gain. 

		There are already challenges with parking in Manchester. As more buildings are put up the shortage of street parking will only get worse. It will also make it hard for businesses to attract customers.		None from my perspective. Perhaps developers will be able to save money on construction costs but that shouldn't be the city and it's residents concerns. It is clear that developers have not stopped building.		I feel that developers should be subject to not only creating parking spaces but also preserving some green space. It is all disappearing quickly.

				Opportunities for more businesses and housing. Since some people end up paying the fee to waive parking minimums this will also reduce financial burden on some. 

		Convincing the public that this is a net good; determining how to pair this removal of a requirement with more funding for active and public transportation; getting local developers to share their interpretation of how this would impact the city		Lowering costs of new housing and doing business throughout the city. Providing more space for people like parks. 		This should go farther and set parking maximums 

		Well, it makes it harder to park. 		It would make it easier for new businesses, especially (from what I understand) grocery stores, to open and operate in the city. It was give us more space for actual buildings instead of just mostly empty parking lots. 		No

		Well let’s see…because we are a car centric society and our local public transportation is unreliable almost everyone has a car; if you build a 200 unit apartment building there will in all probability be over 200 cars…if you only allow for parking of 125 of them that leaves 75 with nowhere to go.  Children know better 		Incentives public transportation/ride share/bike use		Think things out and consider interconnectivity of issues 

		Parking is already very challenging for residents and businesses. Requiring minimum dedicated parking for air bnb ventures will free up on street parking 		Can’t see any; residential and existing businesses should be prioritized. We pay the bulk of the real estate taxes after all. 		No

		Lack of parking currently will be exacerbated 		None		No

		Public transit is not comprehensive enough to replace a personal vehicle, especially if one works in the counties. Manchester still doesn’t have an easily accessible grocery store		More profits for developers! One would think it could be green space, but they will just pack in as many units as possible. 		Public transit should come first



		If it’s in a road side it blocks traffic if it’s private property none 		Not sure 		No

		Parking is already extremely difficult. I believe Richmond public transportation use was also down (meaning people are not using the public transport by and large to traverse). Parking requirements should remain. Developers need to ensure adequate parking for new residents, particular with the high volume buildings added to the city. 		No opportunity for tax paying citizens. This is EXTREMELY unpopular. 

		Not enough parking now!  The new condos have 2 parking spaces (2 units), but there are 5 bedrooms. Multiple adults are renting and buying these units, and each adult has a car. Not enough on street parking on Bainbridge, Porter, Perry, and McDonough. 		Absolutely none!		See previous. 

		parking is already an issue in the city with bus lane, bike lanes and the poor conditions of streets and alleys. dont make things worse for the sake og more tax dollars.		none		parking is bad enough, dont make it worse

		Large high rises not properly incorporating the community thus making impossible high density spaces with no way to get to them.  		We need cohesive community plans that include parking community-wide instead of plans on a per business setup.  Some small businesses do not need parking if parking is handled elsewhere.  We need ways to promote more small business while keeping high rises in check that don't accommodate for parking.

		Parking is already tough in the city. It should ample, safe and affordable 		I don’t know		No

		Public transportation network not robust enough for this. People who commute into and out of the city will still need parking. Will need more than just city buses (something like trolley or trains) and will need a lot more of them.		More green space, more opportunities for businesses to pop up where parking lots once were		I think this is a good idea in the future, but not until the public transportation is improved. Decreasing the amount of parking spaces will only lead to more congestion and frustration and will disadvantage those who need to commute outside of the city for work. Other cities that do similar things to this have significantly more robust public transportation networks and are located in much more metropolitan areas.

		As a quickly overdeveloped neighborhood and Manchester we are lacking parking currently. There is much more development headed our way and no space for residents to park. We are also dealing with businesses that do not have any parking available at all.		The environment 		We still need to have developers require some parking and not get rid of it totally

		I don't know		We need less cars and more pedestrian infrastructure. 		No

		There are very few designated bike paths in Manchester and no dedicated bike paths in Old Manchester.  We also lack any grocery stores that are within walking/biking distance. 		Can't think of any. If you could magically build a metro system in Richmond....that would be great!  LOL		We continue to see vacant retail spaces at the bottom of these new apartment buildings. I think those retail spaces are doomed to ever become occupied if there is no where to park. Our city does not have the transportation infrastructure in place to live here without a car......period.   If the city wants income diversity living in the city, then we need to accommodate residents who own cars. 

		Not enough residential parking now! The pulse line and bike lanes killed even more.  Now you want unlimited development without parking, that is a recipe for disaster. 		Only good for development and increasing density. Not good for the current or future residents.		Parking requirements are necessary in an urban environment for controlled development.  Getting rid or them is a bad idea

		None. Get rid of parking minimums. 		It is easier for small business owners to get started. Also a city the size of Richmond with free public transit needs to deprioritize cars immediately. 		Nope

				1.) Car storage is a wasteful use of land. Less car storage area means more space for Richmond residents to live, work, and play. (Property owners can fit more apartment units, more shop square footage, more flexible office space, more outside dining on their property.)  2.) Eliminating parking minimums will not eliminate parking spaces. Developers will still create parking spaces for their customers and residents. They will simply provide the necessary amount.  3.) Fewer parking spaces will hopefully incentivize walking, biking/bikeshare, public transit use, ride sharing, and micromodal options (like scooters). They take up much less space than parked cars and trucks. And more public transit/bikeshare usage will help our buses and bikes be more cost-efficient.		1.) If people are concerned that eliminating parking minimums will cause there will be no available parking when they reach their destination, then perhaps you might considering keeping some parking minimums but encouraging shared parking. (For example, the ordinance might keep a 5-car parking minimum for a business and state that 3 of those spaces are allowed to be shared with another business. Perhaps it could regulated as a ratio.) Just an idea.  2.) Encourage the strategic location of parking decks so businesses and shopping centers can share the parking facility, and not be forced to have their own on-site parking to meet the minimums. I'm thinking about the Carytown public parking decks, and the VCU/BroadStreet parking deck, and the Shockoe Slip/VirginiaStreet parking deck where you park you car and then walk to your nearby destination.

		maximum adequate paring for all areas of the city		there are none - parking needs to be adequate; with the advent of bicycle lanes, parking is now even worse than it was before these lanes

		I want reasonable access to parking in my neighborhood.  I want further building to require parking space set aside, especially as it seems that lots that previously were not buildable now seem to be filled with new construction. 

		In Manchester parking is difficult in many places , forcing people to park in spaces too close to intersections. This often creates completely blind corners - there are places - example , coming from Hull and crossing Bainbridge, where you have to pull into the street to see if it is safe   ( and that of course, is not safe). If there is not enough space for parking for whatever monstrosity they want to build , they need to downsize the building . 		The opportunities seem to be solely for developers . 		We need more trees in Manchester, green spaces etc - not more boxes. 

		Parking for residents is already tight. Apt bldings need minimum parking enforcement.  The large companies that build these structures don't live here and won't care about oarking		None		The people who want these changes are deluded if they believe large corporations will ensure parking. You say they already include parking for their buildings. . I don't think that will happen with out minimum parking enforcement within city planning.    At leat separate residential and business parking minimums.  Large residential properties need mumimum parking guidelines.  They don't live here.

		Complaints from neighbors about on street parking becoming overflow parking. Concerns from businesses that think they have to have door front parking. 		Neighborhood Parking zones with parking tags could provide revenue for the city and opportunity for private towing or booting companies.  Paid Parking decks for a neighborhood could be a solution over free onsite surface lots for an individual parcel/ development. Focusing the removal of parking minimums in specific areas could be combined with a focus on increased regular bus service or BRT .		We should increase the requirement for tree plantings.  This is related because it can further reduce runoff, reduce heat island affect, and increase return on investment in the neighborhood by creating desirability.

		No challenges, needs to be done		More space for actual development		No

		Parking is already a challenge in The Fan. Many of these old row homes come with no parking or a single parking spot which leaves most residents dependent on street parking. Removing the parking minimum could mean more higher occupancy buildings without parking to support creating issues for both current and new residents.		None that I can think of for residents. Reduce minimums helps developers but will hurt residents 

		It's hard enough to park close to one's own house, to unload groceries, etc., without having to compete with the overflow from nearby businesses. 



		No place to park. Burden on surrounding single-family homes		None		No

		Not enough parking as it is. This would be a disaster for those of us owning houses

		Richmond is still a city that requires cars to get everywhere. Eliminating parking space minimums will result in the streets being overcrowded with parked vehicles. This could hurt local businesses if customers who drive to them cannot find parking. 		Profits for developers. 		Many people live in the city but work in the counties. As a mother, I would always want my car available to me in case I  needed to respond to one of my children at school. It would take too long to catch a bus back to my neighborhood to retrieve my car. If you have children, you have to have a car at all times. 

		Many residents do not have off street parking and would be crowded out of their own neighborhoods.  We don’t want to turn Richmond into a super-dense city of renters who have no long term commitment to The city		Developers get richer, unless the land not used for parking is used for green space rather than yet another high rise.  Looking at the sad overdevelopment of Scott’s Addition - now a morass of concrete and a heat sink with no trees - I suspect that the city is trying to shoehorn in whatever the developers want.  Perhaps this is your solution to failing schools - make the city unattractive to families so the children are in the counties		No

		Obviously people won’t be able to park 		More businesses may be able to open, could benefit foot trafficked areas

		Uh. No parking?? Keep minimums. 		None. Terrible idea. Try carrying your groceries or kids blocks just to get from your car to home. 		No

		This is not DC, NY, Chicago, Boston. Richmond does not have sufficient public transportation (rail) and the primary mode of travel is by car. This will only exacerbate already limited parking in popular neighborhoods (Scott's Addition, Manchester, Church Hill). 		None. It is a terrible idea. 		Require minimum parking until the City invests in a true public transportation plan (not busses). 

		We have insufficient parking to begin with.  This would just exacerbate the problem.		Making developers rich.  We should require more proffers, not fewer.

		Eliminating parking minimums is crazy.  We don't have room for the cars we have.  We have inadequate public transportation to support something this radical.  The lack of adequate parking reduces willingness of residents and visitors to attend events, restaurants and other civic and cultural undertakings.  This is the cart before the horse.  We need more parking not less.		Enrichment of developers.		See above

		Difficulty finding parking. Particularly at night. Overcrowding of our neighborhood. 		None. 		No

		Dont eliminate any restrictions   Must be restricted Must not increase and make it easy.  Who cares about the rich  business firms and packed in parking for their profit   Parking is at a premium   You make us pay and make it a nightmare for residents why help make it more crowded		obviously none 

		None. People staying in STRs usually only bring one car with them as compared to longer term renters who may have multiple cars for the occupants of the property.		Easier to host STRs.		STRs aren't causing a parking problem. Long term renters and homeowners with a car for every driving adult in the home are where parking issues come from. Improvements in RVA public transportation may help alleviate this problem.

		Richmond as a whole alredy does not have enough parking. Allowing developers to build properties without parking minimums would exacerbate the issue as they would opt for the cheaper option of not building parking to add more units to residntial buildings. Additionally,   Richmond does not have proper public transportation (the pulse is a joke) to support commuters or people looking to travel without a car. 		None		No

		Education! Removing minimums doesn’t remove physical spaces immediately, and there are already processes in place for waivers/SUPs but often the. general public seem to think a change in regulations will have an immediate impact on parking near them. 		Eliminating minimums means that there’s a much lower administrative burden on the city in the SUP/waiver process and especially for smaller businesses in areas like Carver, Jackson and Monroe Wards, downtown, there is one less barrier to leasing space and opening a business. 

		left with places like Manchester that have no parking available for patrons from other parts of town to enjoy shopping /dining experience in that neighborhood. 		don't know 		no

		Mass transit, 		None		no



				Would ease building, which would be helpful. No need for so much parking with new structures.		Let’s build more

		On street parking being stressed far more will reduce the quality of life for residents, especially permanent residents.  There are practical considerations surrounding the quality of life of neighborhoods that are unfortunately just disregarded by the government.  In certain neighborhoods there is a long standing mixed use urban reality, and reducing parking minimums even more risks the economic success or even survival of small businesses therein.  This City is not just about apartments.  Public transit is not a practical and available solution in many instances, and that should be recognized.  		Bigger buildings with exponential density will be okay for short term residents, maybe.  The near downtown historic neighborhoods will shortly not exist.		Tread carefully and think long term about all of the people who live here.  Act like a Trustee, and be careful about impacts.  

		There is little to space to park now. Where will people park who lives in new spaces or try to go to restaurants?   You can build places, but will come if they cannot accommodate their vehicle?

		Implicit subsidy to overly dense residential. Impact on adjacent neighborhoods. 		Small businesd only. 		Terrible idea to eliminate residential minimums.     Will result in even more parking districts to regulate

		None, I hope the City will follow through with a great policy.		The City declared a climate emergency and shouldn't be forcing its citizens to build fossil fuel infrastructure. Opportunity for further infill, which is environmentally friendly by itself.		I hope the City follows through with this, there are a lot of people who want to live in an actual city and not a suburb



		There really aren't any...		It will allow us to build a denser and more climate friendly city which will better serve future generations and make space for more homes for our growing unhoused population. The opportunities here are huge and critical to the health of our city		Plllllllleeeeeeease eliminate parking minimums

		None. Quit relying on everyone having a car and start making our cities better places to walk, ride, and take public transportation around.		More focus on walkability and less on cars.		Cars are a crutch to this city, not a solution. People want to be able to get where they want. They don't necessarily like taking care of a hunk of metal and finding a place to park it.

		We do not have infrastructure in place to support less car centric life.   Bus routes are not useful to all residents. Cyclists and pedestrians are clearly not adequately protected. Streets in mixed use and residential neighborhoods have been designed as thoroughfares.   Lack of available parking will damage small businesses.  Residents, particularly people who rent, will be discouraged.  The occupancy rate will go down and city income will decrease. Housing shortages do not last forever and we should plan for the long term. 		When existing landlords are no longer required to provide parking more land will be available for other uses. The removal of parking requirements may encourage business and raise income for the city. 		I fully support building a less automobile dominated city. And I believe less (not more) parking on city streets must be part of that vision. Eliminating all parking minimums may be counterproductive if it is not handled responsibly. Current property owners should be incentivized  to utilize their own property for personal parking. Owners of decrepit garages or sheds in the middle of alleys or behind houses should be required to maintain those structures and make them functional. Our older neighborhoods have many garages that no longer accommodate cars. Building codes and zoning requirements might be changed so those garages could become useful for parking or ADUs.  Lastly, the city will have to build parking garages at the edge of busy retail or business locations. Or those businesses will no longer be a "destination". Charlottesville has done a good job of this. Because developers are currently buying every scrap of available land, the city will have to plan and act quickly to make this possible.

		Parking is already so limited in the city.

		Misconceptions from the public about the amount of parking required. People have been consistently misinformed and conditioned to expect far more parking than is necessary or healthy for a city our size.		Less public space used to store private property for free, safer streets, less pollution, and more room for bike lanes other infrastructure. Eliminating minimums will also make it easier to build more homes and better keep up with skyrocketing demand. 

		Lack of frequency in public transport and low quality bike network. Richmond will still be a car depended city after minimums are removed. Progress is being made, but removing minimums will not magically make Richmond easier to navigate without a car. 		I think this is a great idea if matched with additional investment in our buses and bike lanes. Allowing developments to reduce the amount of parking to allow for higher value buildings instead of parking decks and lots. Also I hope this encourages property owners to potential remove lots and decks. This could lead to exciting infill projects downtown and elsewhere. 		It would be great if this applied to all buildings not just new construction. Not sure if that’s how the council is thinking about it. 

		Unit dwellers are forced to park on streets making for unsafe conditions! ....especially for cyclists!		None. If developers want to develop, they should be required to provide spaces for all of their residents. The residents appreciate that also.		Above



		Lack  of extensive public transportation that can reach enough people and get them to where jobs and services are located. Not enough protected bike lanes		Lowe housing costs, better land use and efficiency, opportunity to build green public spaces, lower pollution, safer streets for pedestrians 

		Some people may occasionally have a harder time parking if they drive or live in a neighborhood with limited parking options. 		It will allow for denser building, which has many benefits for community health, resources, stabilizing housing prices, encouraging and improving public transportation options, lower climate change impact, and greater social wellbeing and happiness according to several studies. 		I don't want to dismiss that removing parking space minimums will impact people who rely heavily on driving and these folks may have to spend an extra couple minutes finding a place to park. Yet, Richmond is still a relatively easy city to park in on the East Coast, and will likely be so for many years to come. The slight inconvenience that some people will face will be far outweighed by the benefit of creating denser spaces in the city that will benefit all who live there and visit.



		There is a "chicken and egg" issue with becoming a more walkable city. However, we have to start somewhere.		More affordable housing (less money spent on parking)  Easier to convert or repurpose old buildings. Easier to open a new business.  Address climate change  The market will still provide parking, even if it's not mandated by the city. People who want parking can pay for it.  Less drunk driving. Parking minimums for places that serve alcohol is a truly unhinged idea.  More walkable neighborhoods  More geen space and backyards instead of sad driveways and parking lots. I live in an apartment that has no green space because it has a giant parking court.   Less impervious surface means less stormwater runoff and reduced heat island effects		It should still be legal to build parking if people want to. It just shouldn't be illegal to build a house without also building a garage.

		There are no challenges except for public perception of a lack of parking space - which is laughable		Decreased developer costs and as we move further and further away from being a car dependent city, eliminating the minimums will prevent us from having large amounts of unused space in apartment buildings		Density is a GOOD think for Richmond and we MUST move away from our dependence on cars. Public Transit is a viable option. 

		As a home owner in the Fan, I own one car and use off-street parking. Renters, short or long term, come with one car per person. Not limiting cars associated with a rental address is a very bad policy. We are not the kind of urban environment (like New York City) that has public transportation options that make people want to give up their cars.		The opportunities are that landlords will be able to break properties up into multiple units without fear of penalty. Residentially zoned neighborhoods will see more commercial conversion. The problems we have with noise and crowds go unaddressed. The city wants neighborhood associations to solve the problems that arise but ignore our grievances. We call the police and they have no authority.

		Not enough parking is frustrating for anyone - whether you are a resident, a visitor/tourist, or worker. Ample (and ideally free) parking encourages visiting businesses and bringing people into the city. 		The opportunity lies in easing some of the already difficulty regulations and requirements of businesses, new construction, more housing, etc. We need to make investment in the city easier not harder. Some areas of the city may require more parking spaces than others and may need to depend on neighborhood/area. 		No



		Once again, the discussion regarding eliminating parking space minimums needs to be considered neighborhood by neighborhood. There are some areas within our city where this change would be a positive. There are also many neighborhoods in our city (including mine) where this change would be extremely detrimental.		One rule does not apply to all geographic areas within our city. Do NOT make a blanket statement ruling. Take a nuanced case by case approach. 		One size does not fit all. Do not regulate as if it did.

		Parking is the number one reason people don’t come to the city to dine, recreate, and live. Eliminating parking space requirements will cause congestion, traffic and a strain on residents and businesses. 		Beautiful, easy to use public parking decks could alleviate the challenges around eliminating parking space requirements.     Downtown Santa Monica, CA is a great example of this. Without their 6 public decks, Santa Monica would never have see the level of development and investment they have over the last 20yrs, turning it into an international destination and popular corporate headquarters. 		Eliminating parking space requirements to promote public transit ignores decades of evidence to the contrary around the country. 

		Public opposition due to ignorance. More education and communication that (a) eliminating mins does NOT equal eliminating parking; and (b) data/evidence that shows no ill effects on businesses and homes		Freeing up space for walkable spaces, parklets, traffic calming, better design and friendlier development

		Not sure.		Not sure.		Paid parking in city is too restrictive. Need more free parking like there used to be. Should be a permit for city residents (example - parking near city hall you can easily almost get ticketed because impossible to estimate time it will take). Validate parking for city hall & other resident services. 

		obvious issues to folks with limited ability to walk safely to their homes and find close parking for themselves		off site lots/garage for use for rent to be constructed by developer		not at this time

		A positive feature of Richmond is that it does a great job facilitating driving from the suburbs into the city.				I do not think eliminating parking would lead to more walking/taking of public transportation.  A highly likely effect would be the reduction of visits into the city from the suburbs.

		FOR THE LOVE OF PETE!  The City is already well aware of the massive shortage of street parking particularly in the Fan and the Museum District.  Eliminating parking space minimums will be catastrophic.  It’s ludicrous to cite the “walkability” ranking of these neighborhoods as justification for eliminating parking space minimums.  Even if residents walk to SOME of their destinations, everyone still has an automobile.  I have no sympathy for developers being required to provide for adequate parking for each and every dwelling unit.  		None! How about instead promoting developers building multi-level parking garages! I lived in Houston Texas for 20 years, and this type of parking facility was critical in accommodating the population. 		No

		The elimination of parking minimums will make for more dangerous parking up to the corners, in crosswalks and blocking egress from alleys.  Making it more dangerous for pedestrians, bicyclist and motorists. Currently there is not any true enforcement in Richmond. 		Locations scattered throughout the city with rental cars by the hour like Zipcar, more rental bikes and better traffic speed control. Chevy Chase MD uses a lot of speed bumps, speed cameras to slow traffic down. 		Other cities in the country use yellow and red curb painting as well as clear signage to demarcate where you can and can’t park. This would be very helpful to residents and visitors to the city.

		 NIMBYS. And also potentially a burden on longtime residents in gentrifying areas. Otherwise… none. We should improve transit and walk ability instead of focusing on parking. 		We can build more a more vibrant and safer city for pedestrians and cyclists. It would allow for More density—to build enough housing for everyone. Less parking lots is also good for heat reduction and water drainage. More green space instead! 		Design for people! Not cars! I really think this should be a no-brainer. 

		Do not change the parking minimum 		Downside is worse than upside

		Public transit is very poor within the city. Therefore if parking minimums are eliminated, there needs to a huge investment in improve public transit connectivity 		Creating more sustainable walkable neighborhoods. People shouldn’t have to rely on automobiles to get where they want to go. There should be more sustainable options.		No

		The obvious one is that those living in an area will have a hard time parking if businesses and apartment buildings don't have to have parking. When one applies for a permit there should be included in the submission a plan for parking.  This will help the city plan for any adjustments it may need to make. If the plan just calls for street parking the city can adjust hourly times, special permits, etc.				We need even more bus routes, crosswalks, sidewalks, and bike lanes. Maybe a two tiered bus size. The traditional size bus for rush hour and and other smaller buses during the day late evening with more frequent bus stops. 

		Rather biased survey set-up in which the first question about minimums is negatively worded. We should eliminate parking space minimums. They hinder progress and development. We should be looking forward to less reliance on a car as a personal mode of transport. 		Quicker progress to development. Promoting transportation that is healthier and/or better for the environment (public transit, walk, bike, e-bike, etc.)		No.

		helping home owners with parking on their property (supplying ideas). surface lots.  		more pedestrian space, more bike space

		Public transit in the city isn't robust enough yet to take up the slack. 		Better, more sustainable land use. Less polluted run-off from parking lots. More beautiful city. More use of public transit. Less trash blowing around empty parking lots. So many good things!		As alluded to above, this change needs to be made in cooperation with public transit decisions, and should include more funding for GRTC. It also needs to be made with an eye toward other design features, such as purposefully designed "taxi" stands and bike parking, safer sidewalks, and other measures. 

		Impacting parking for existing residents. Lack of sufficient SAFE infrastructure for non-car transportation. Lack of walkable neighborhoods.		Require contributions to bike/walk/public transportation and infrastructure in lieu of parking minimums. For example many businesses don’t even have bike racks, forcing patrons to lock to street signs. This is unacceptable. Also even on streets with bike lanes, businesses contribute to unsafe biking by blocking them, allowing customers and loading trucks to park in them. If parking minimums are eliminated then businesses must be required to provide other opportunities for transportation. 		We need to create better non-vehicle infrastructure before eliminating parking minimums and we must require businesses to contribute to the costs

		It'll be a bitter pill to swallow for car-dependent citizens		It makes the city more beautiful, safer, encourages density and makes Richmond an overall better place to live. 		Any steps taken toward reducing the amount of cars on Richmond's roads are good ones, in my view. 

		LACK OF WALKABLE STREETS		SIDEWALKS		LETS GET MORE WALKABLE STREETS!

		More building without anywhere to park. Most of the city is already too congested. I would never rent or buy anywhere that didn't have dedicated parking. 		No opportunities. It will just cause runaway building. 		Inconsiderate towards moderately disabled/handicapped that will be forced to walk greater distances. 

		None		Improves commerce 		None

		Ensuring people who live/shop somewhere have access to nearby parking		Taking up less space/less wasted land, could connect to public transit better and make more walkable/bikeable areas

		None. Eliminating parking space minimums can help create a more vibrant and accessible city. 		More opportunities for homes and businesses, increased walkability, increased accessibility, more beautiful spaces		No

		Car culture will have many fear the elimination of space minimums. Also public transportation in Richmond remains unattractive 		Elimination, with time, will increase a culture of walking, use of ride shares and public transportation. More units per development, more density downtown which is needed for the city’s growth and viability 		No

		Parking spillover to adjacent areas.		Increased pressure to use our excellent public transit! Love the new paint for the bus lanes.

				More businesses will pop up.  

		Less parking for long-time residents that might not have parking on their property		Eliminating parking space minimums will significantly reduce available parking but it will force people to drive less and walk and take other modes of transportation more. It will push Richmond towards a more transit oriented City and less driver dependent, aka a more equitable City.		Parking lots are an eyesore to our City and removing parking minimums will help eliminate these ugly lots and instead that land will be used for more housing we desperately need.

		ensuring that our transportation and pedestrian facilities have the required and necessary infrastructure to accommodate multi-modal transportation		increased housing/residential, commercial, density, additional real estate tax revenues for the City coffers, increase in pedestrian level activity making spaces more inviting for people instead of cars		In addition to removing parking minimums, the city should consider incentivising developers to reduce parking on all projects. Without a carrot, I'm concerned developers will still build more parking than is necessary at the cost to the City and our citizens

		Where are residents and visitors supposed to park. Jackson Ward is ludicrous with increased density, parking removed  to provide valet parking, and no place for residents or visitors to park.  Not everyone travels by bike or public transit 		Don't 		Parking is a disaster in this city.

		Parking already challenging in many Richmond neighborhoods. Too many residents not using public transportation as alternative. Work at home lifestyle already creating parking issues because residents are parked for long hours at home and not commuting to work frequently. Richmond has several centers of business - downtown, innsbrook, west creek and there is no public transportation from the city to the other areas so it isn’t realistic to think residents will eliminate having cars. 



		We are still a car-dependent city and don't have universally useful public transit especially in Southside 		Being able to add density to the city for more housing and mixed-use properties, the potential of pedestrian-only streets, better bike and pubic transit infrastructure if less people can eventually use cars 

		City parking is always a challenge. Eliminating minimums will make it that much harder to park, especially for visitors. Keep the minimums!		That only benefits the developers & builders due to cost. That’s not an opportunity in my opinion.		No

						require at least one space per residence

		Unable to reserve spots for customers		Increase availability of parking spots to all		No

		Enough parking for both residents and visitors 

		We already have too many cars parked on the streets. It makes visibility for making turns very difficult. To build without providing for more parking just makes the problem worse.		Can we work on more underground parking garages? Have developers pay into fund to develop them in certain areas?

		Parking congestion and frustration of local business owners. 		Free up space for more sense development 		Fully support this! 

		Discourages housing sales, rentals (if I have a walk half a mile to get home, that could be a problem); safety - walking late a night; convenience - especially for the elderly.		N/A		N/A

		Parking in metropolitan areas is always going to be a challenge due to the nature of development. 		Perhaps public transit is a good solution 		Reducing cars and increasing public transit is better for the environment any way 

		Finding parking is already an issue. Now the bldgs will be denser/ more cars more people and parking will be less per person		There are none		Dont do this

		No place to park in front of residence



		The streets would become more crowded and potentially dangerous for pedestrian and bicycle traffic. Alternative transportation is limited. 		Fewer cars on the streets, more people using alternative transportation, less pollution due to emissions		Please consider the traffic patterns along with the parking measures. If foot and bike traffic increases, we should be ready to accommodate that safely. More bike lanes, more streets closed for pedestrians, etc. 

		Nowhere for visitors to park. Unsafe for tenants who have to park far from their building.

		Museum District already hard to park		Public transport. Green spaces. More trees		Make some areas parking for residents, others only hourly and pay

		Terrible situations with cars circling and hunting for anywhere to park.  A total traffic mess.  		NONE.  This is a Terrible idea.  Richmond is NOT Washington DC.  Being a “Livable City” means having enough parking spaces for everyone.  		Keep - and INCREASE- the minimum parking spaces needed !

		Parking is already a challenge in many of the areas that are being developed. If minimums are eliminated with new development the problem will only get worse. 

		As a long time city resident, I have long been perplexed by the fact the city seems to discourage people (citizens, tourists, visitors) from coming downtown due to limited parking, strict parking limits, quick to tow, etc.  Surely, the City of Richmond can learn from other cities who actually encourage people to come to their downtown districts by making more parking available, making parking safe,  accessible, and affordable.  By doing so, people are inclined to spend their money in dining establishments and other small businesses in the downtown, slip, and bottom.  I read a bit about the motivation behind this resolution:  encourage use of public transit, make housing more affordable, etc.  I can tell you that while I do like going downtown to dine in the restaurants, walk around the bottom and slip, etc., I will not use public transportation.  If I cannot drive and park where I feel safe and feel I can afford, I'm not coming downtown to spend money, I will drive to locations in the surrounding counties to spend my money.   I am sure others feel the same.   We need to encourage people to come downtown, to the slip, to the bottom, to spend money, not discourage them.   We already do a great job making it difficult for people to drive downtown and park their cars, the city has always been very good at that.  Now, in 2022, soon to be 2023, can we not start thinking differently?  		I don't know - the thinking seems to be we will force or push people to use the bus if we further eliminate parking access - I don't think that will take place.  I won't use the bus to come downtown, to the slip, to the bottom, in the evenings to spend money in restaurants, bars, or other businesses and I'm sure others feel the same as I - for a variety of reasons.  If parking continues to be reduced or eliminated, I'll head to the counties to spend my money and increase their tax revenue instead.  Make housing more affordable?  I absolutely agree that rent is outrageous and I have no idea how people can afford to rent but unless you pass a resolution to force landlords and property owners to pass on the savings of eliminating required parking minimums to tenants, it isn't going to happen.  Landlords and property owners would still charge the same (or higher) rent and will pocket any cost savings.  If you do pass a resolution to force landlords or property owners to reduce rents by the amount of money they save by not forcing them to have parking minimums, you risk discouraging them from staying in the city rather than head to the counties.  My understanding and statements here may appear simple and rudimentary but all I know right now is the fact the city already makes it challenging to drive downtown, park the car, and head to restaurants and other businesses.  This resolution only seems designed to further discourage people from coming downtown to spend money.  		No. 

		I think this is premature, at best. We reside in the Fan and have no off street parking. Over time parking has become increasingly challenging. The city has done a number of things that have reduced available spaces- bump,ours, circles, bus routes, increased density. Eliminating parking minimums will not eliminate cars. In addition to work commute issues the layout of the city and counties disburses destinations making use of public transport unavailable. Look at the low ridership if GRTC even with free fares. I oppose this change. 		Given my previous answer and the proliferation of apartment buildings in already dense areas I do not see any. 		I understand the desire to encourage alternative transport.  It is simply unrealistic in the near future. 

		Parking 		Better development. 		No

		Without parking spaces, cars will be piled up along the streets. In my neighborhood, an owner seeks to covert a church at the corner of Moss Side Avenue and Laburnum Avenue into 8 apartments with no off street parking. It is impossible.		None.

		1.  Inability to require handicap accessible parking  2.  This would hinder customers ability to utilize local merchants and may encourage them to drive to county/suburban stores instead  3. Less parking lots do not necessarily mean a better carbon footprint or less hot zones in city.  		The only reason to eliminate parking spaces would be to create an equal amount of green space		As someone who chose to live in the city (returning to home town), I feel strongly that eliminating parking requirements will have a negative impact on local businesses as well as people's desire to live in the City.



		Need to upgrade our transportation options before eliminating parking requirements.

				with the elimination of parking space minimums, many doors will be opened for further change and better future development and land use.		I like this change and hope that further change is spurred by it. I look forward to the future of zoning reform, the Richmond 300 plan has good goals, and if changes like this continue to be made, we will reach those goals.

		Individuals who live in the suburbs will find alternatives and shift commerce to the outer lying counties where parking is readily available. 		None 		There aren't enough businesses - grocery stores, drug stores downtown to support the amount of housing going up.     Do you think people would take the bus with 5-6 bags of groceries?    Why are State agencies moving out to the counties - VEC, ABC, etc..?

		Less parking for businesses, most dwellings have 2 cars which means more folks will be parking in public areas.		none		Please require at least 2 spaces per unit.

		random parking on other peoples property		less asphalt and eyesore		no



		Residential neighborhoods' concerns about business parking overwhelming resident street parking.  		Market driven parking decisions.  If a business doesn't "read the room" to provide parking in an area that would demand parking, then their business probably wouldn't work.  Also, the ability of the wide-swaths of parking lots downtown to be developed into a tax-revenue buildings that could allow businesses or residents		Nope

		Phasing/timing/education all project to be major obstacles. Staff has done a good job of communicating what elimination would actually entail, and that'll have to be a sustained, coordinated effort that emphasizes partnership with the media to accurately reflect what it is that the City is trying to accomplish. I also don't know whether it'll be more feasible (politically, mostly, but also administratively) to do minimum removal in phases vs total removal in one fell swoop.		So many! More affordable housing development, more dense, walkable, livable and dynamic communities, decreased administrative burden for City staff, and lowered costs to small businesses. So good. 



		We still need parking space minimums to avoid parking going into neighborhoods

		Residents may not find a space 		None		No

		I don't agree with eliminating parking space minimums as it would absolutely crowd the streets with automobiles.  The higher density the city becomes the more demand for parking there will be and parking lot fees will sky rocket. A great example of this is the 12 story 428 bed "The Ascend RVA building at Broad and Lombardy".  This is a very high density apartment complex and those future residents will definitely need a parking spot, they will over-fill the Carver neighborhood.  How this development was approved with only 79 planned parking spaces is extremely disappointing.  		I can't think of any. Parking minimums is integral to ensuring less congestion.  People would spend a whole lot more time searching for a spot without minimums. 

		The City wants people without worrying about the negative impact on the neighborhoods. Westhampton and the Fan should not be lumped in with other districts with big surface parking areas. If Westhampton has ACU dwellers using precious parking  spaces, where are those who patronize the shops and restaurants going to park? They are the ones making the area viable economically. It will be a long long time before people bicycle vs drive cars, so we need to not make parking ever tighter		None that I can see from the point of view of a long time property owner abs resident of Westhampton 		Please please do not adopt a cookie cutter approach to approving ACUs by right and not requiring dedicated parking. 

		Residents still have cars and developers will build as many units as allowed, so everyone will be competing for fewer available parking spots. 		I do not believe there really are any		No

		RVA is still a car dependent city despite the city’s intentions. Many citizens will still drive cars and they will start to encroach on resident’s parking. For instance if a new apartment building is built with no planned parking, the tenants will still bring their car and take parking spaces from local residents.		I don’t think there are any “opportunities” besides to aggravate constituents.		Don’t do it.

		Pushing parking into adjacent neighborhoods. 		Moving away from a car-centered infrastructure for the city 		Nope 

		Although I understand the desire to have all bike and walkable areas, we are still a mobile community with vehicles. As such, great care should be given before we eliminate parking space minimums. It should be a case-by-case application process, not a blanket policy for all of the city and/or areas. 		If done right, you can have some great piazzas-type spaces. That said, businesses and true residents of the areas should be consulted before acting. Don’t allow the bike community to dictate their desires over the true residents\taxpayers of that street. 		Again, public dialog/traffic studies are needed before acting. 

		I do not believe in eliminating parking requirements for new construction. Richmond is not the most bike/public transport/pedestrian friendly city and is still car oriented. We should focus on connecting the city with public transport infrastructure		Focusing on connecting the city with public transport infrastructure

		At present, there are neighborhoods where this, if enacted, should be phased in.  Without an actual study of parking availability and limitations, it is difficult to determine need.  Additionally, some neighborhoods are lagging in access to functioning sidewalks, bike lanes, and public transportation and those needs or lack thereof should be addressed concomitantly with changing or eliminating parking requirements.  Finally, while there are tremendous benefits to small businesses, retail, and restaurants, large scale development such as what is going on in Manchester, should continue to have parking requirements until issues like access to public transportation, grocery stores, and police are addressed.  		There are tremendous benefits for small businesses, retail, and restaurants in eliminating the proposal.  And, it is a very laudable long term goal from an overall livability perspective.  However, without public transportation and/or the types of ride-share programs that have been successful in the past in cities with limited parking, the lack of access to a grocery store and a lack of ADA compliant sidewalks and streets will make this difficult in neighborhoods like Manchester.		Again, this is a very laudable goal.  But the city needs to work comprehensively on this.   For example, if the idea is to make the city more bike-friendly and walkable, then it makes no sense to rebuild the Mayo bridge without bike lanes or wider sidewalks, which is currently what is being proposed.  Additionally, the issues with no setbacks for wider sidewalks, particularly here in Manchester, should be addressed to make walking more attractive.

		So much traffic now — no more acceptions		None		Parking in libbie and Grove already too crowded    

		People drive in to the city and just park anywhere and sometimes they park very dangerously impeding traffic views.				Stop tearing up everything all at once. Sidewalks, streets, but most of all that absolute mess in front of the Children’s Museum. It’s been 2 years give or take and there are NEVER people working. That took up so many spots. 

		I’m not particularly familiar with the laws, but I do think that each single family home should be slotted one parking space (in front of their dwelling) by the city at minimum, as well as be provided a parking permit pass that does not have to be mounted permanently in a specific car, but be a card/pass one could place in the windshield or on a hanging tag for rear view mirrors. These could be scannable and cancellable like any other pass issues by banks, libraries, schools etc. in order to avoid fraudulent use. 		Forcing more people to use bikes and walk. 		I think that ensuring we close the food deserts and provide ample public transit for EVERYONE is more important than these parking minimums.

		The only challenge that may arise is the absence of reliable alternative transportation methods. To get people out of cars, Richmond needs to ensure regular and reliable bus services and expansions of pedestrian and cycling infrastructure. I strongly support eliminating parking minimums as a way to free up land/roads		Less parking will give the city significantly more land for public spaces, housing, and commercial spaces. Cars alienate people and less parking will encourage stronger community bonds. Car-dependency is inherently classist and the elimination of parking minimums will allow the city to focus its efforts on transportation that benefits everyone, not just people who can afford automobiles 		Eliminating parking minimums is the most important step that the city of Richmond can take towards creating a community for people, not cars. I think there is a bit of a misunderstanding among the general public on what it means to eliminate parking minimums. It should be made clear to the public that the city isn’t going to just get rid of all parking overnight. As someone who does not have a car, I don’t think most car owners realize how unbalanced our transportation systems are in favor of cars. We must educate people on what a balanced transportation network looks like.



		You are counting on all persons renters/owners not owning a vehicle which is unreasonable 		I see none.  This will cause a strain on parking for the residential home owners that are already there		I think it is not a good recommendation at this time and would create huge additional parking on the streets which are not conducive on most residential streets in the city



		I fully support removing parking minimums. When minimums are removed, a minimum handicap parking space  level (within a certain distance) should be implemented in order to make the rule equitable.		This is essential! Parking minimums are a barrier to public transportation function (parking could be used as bus lanes) and transportation use (parking everyone encourages car dependency everywhere). Removing parking minimums would allow the city to move towards with climate action goals outlined in Richmond 300 and RVAgreen 2050.  When we require less parking for parks, we can build more housing for people for cheaper, and make housing more affordable. We should be investing in people and equitable mobility to make cities more affordable.		We need to increase density and increase use of walking, biking, and public transportation across the city.  I have seen other cities pass ordinances to require any car owner to have a permit for their car ONLY IF they can prove that they have an off-street space to store their vehicle. This would take the burden of housing cars off of the public and the city and return that space to the public for better uses.  Please also institute a parking maximum.

		None. The city has plenty of available parking. Residents have become complacent in expecting free and immediate parking at a cost to other beneficial infrastructure.		More space for a beneficial land use, whether commercial, residential, or office. Safer interactions with traffic leaving/entering if parking lot accesses are reduced across the city.

		Developers could build apartments in existing neighborhoods and neighbors would lose street parking. That's it. 		I would like to see Richmond invest in multi-modal transportation, in particular bus service and enhancing bike infrastructure to be a safe and convenient alternative to driving. There will be a friction point if parking space minimums are eliminated, but it may drive more to consider alternate modes of transportation that would have a net benefit to our city.		n/a

		Illegal parking in any space available  Spillover into residential areas as one finds parking  Double parking		None		Why try to ruin a decent neighborhood  Dont let Richmond become Atlanta!

		None, I would like to see parking maximums that limit the amount of parking space that can added in certain areas.		More space for additional businesses, promote the use of public transport or alternate forms of transportation.		I fully support the elimination of parking minimums. 

		Since they are minimums I do not see many challenges happening. Richmond has abundant parking in place as is and new development will still build as much parking as they need to.		Will lead to much less wasted more compact and sustainable development. Should help reduce car dependency. Less storm water runoff. Should result in lower costs for everyone as businesses no longer have to pass the cost of parking onto consumers.		I would like to see better enforcement and pavement markings to reduce illegal on street parking. I also think additional parking meters and an expansion of residential parking permits might help ease any concerns around spillover parking in neighborhoods.

		There will be a shortage of parking. 		It will facilitate overdevelopment. It is a major oportunity for developers to make money as they degrade our quality of life

		That would be a disaster!!  Where is someone going to plug in their electric car.  Thinking that everyone is walking or riding their bikes to work.  It is years from now.  People still have children to get to the Dr. - themselves to the Dr.  People have have friends and family come see them.  Don't act like this is New York City!!!		There are no opportunities with eliminating parking		I think everyone likes to have their own parking space

		Don’t know		None		No

		Parking is already at a premium or non-existent before new businesses are added.		It would allow more new businesses who would hope their customers can find spaces created by the businesses that came before.



		people will have to park further away from their residence which becomes dangerous at night, some people may park on the sidewalk like in San Francisco		I see no opportunities since already people are complaining about parking in some new high rise apartments on Broad		Think about persons who work at night and can not find a nearby parking space

		Having sufficient space to have adequate parking - especially if it is a residential building    If an owner is issued a special use property for a building that does not require parking, that special use permit should not be transferable to the next owner when the building is sold.				no

		• Potentially decrease the attractiveness of going into town for those that are further out, ex: "It's not worth trying to find parking"  • creating more parking garages seems like a compromise approach, but then you have to find land to put those on, and/or demolish other buildings. 		• Could help with prioritizing pedestrian and bike access as well as public transit  • Long term -- could create more public green spaces  • Could create pedestrian corridors for mixed commercial/residential areas that would incentivize sticking around longer and stimulate the local economy  • Could introduce space to plant more trees in areas that have little to no shade, reducing the overall effect of "heat islands" and generally beautifying more places throughout the city

		The city is not uniform.  In some areas, such as downtown with ample garages, eliminating parking requirements makes sense. In more suburban areas, fully eliminating parking requirements is distruptive. 

		I do not believe eliminating parking space minimums will create challenges that need to be handled by the City.  Parking space minimums need to go.		Richmond has an opportunity to really transform our city by eliminating parking space minimums -- parking lots could become housing, apartment developers could build more units, and businesses won't be burdened with the cost of building parking that may go unused.  We can finally build denser and enjoy the positive effects of that, like better transit and walkability.		We need to get people out of their cars!  Parking minimums are a step toward the goal of safer, healthier, and more socially and environmentally conscious communities.  A lot of people believe Richmond isn't ready because it doesn't have the pedestrian, transit, or bike infrastructure to support fewer cars.  I think this is a backwards view for two reasons: 1. most people spouting this belief do not utilize the pedestrian, transit, or bike infrastructure we have, so how could they know it's state?  2. We do not live in a "build it and they will come" world, if we want something we have to have the ridership or ped/bike user numbers to prove to funders, politicians, and citizens that the infrastructure needs to be built.

		None		None		No

		the congested created by the massive, recent and already approved and anticipated development is hazardous.  some streets have become nearly impassable and the parking schemes the city has implemented exacerbate the problem (e.g., Libbie Avenue). The current on-street parking creates hazards -- for both pedestrians and vehicles -- which will only increase in what are tight geographic areas.  The City is intent on increasing density in tight areas.  Without parking, the near west end and scott's addition are quickly becoming like Georgetown in Washington, D.C.  Perhaps if developers had to provide parking, they might alter their plans to reduce the footprint of residential or commercial units (ostensibly contrary to the city's quest for more tax dollars) in order to provide the parking.		Sorry - please see above.  I am not in favor of eliminating minimums.  I strongly favor imposing and increasing them.		Please see above.  Without parking space minimums, the areas with the highest rates of development will become hazardous, more congested, and devoid of parking for existing user.  It also impairs traffic flow -- such as drivers' ability to make left hand turns.

		In our area parking is already a disaster. Want new business but not at the cost of inability to park at current business /residency		None positive		No

		Inadequate parking for residents; unsafe sidewalks and lighting making parking farther away dangerous 		Additional development potentially spurs taxation income, but parking requirements should not be reduced—especially for residential areas 

		A blanket elimination of parking space minimums is ridiculous.  This is not the west coast.  Elimination may be appropriate in certain neighborhoods because of the geography and density is what the residents desire.   But to simply rely on developers'  goodwill and let the market dictate the number of spaces available in all neighborhoods once again allows city staff to toss yet another governmental responsibility out the window and fail to support commonsense regulations for many residential neighborhoods.  A street free for all is not what we need.  Current requirements are certainly better than no requirements.		See above.		NO

		Parking is at a premium in most locations in the west end.  Do not make it more difficult or inconvenient by eliminating minimums.		None I can think of.

		No where for existing cars to park once rules change. Commercial vehicles allowed to park on city streets taking up too many parking spaces.		Developers can use more space to build.rather than provide parking places , disaster waiting to happen		Yes, it will not lower cost to renters, tenants, etc. as developers will use space for their economic benefit

		Impact to residents that do not have access to off-street parking		More bike lanes, different styles of business to develop and grow with out a possible burdensome expense. Incerease in multi modal transportations.		No

		Congestion. Vehicles parked for multiple days. Trucks especially   Problems for neighbors		?		No

		Loss of resident parking		Remove restrictions on builder/homeowners 		No

		Less spaces for long term residents  Over building 		None		The Libbie Grove area has become a parking and traffic problem 

		Overcrowding on streets

		Need enough parking to make it easy to get around town and get services 		Don’t see any benefit 		No

		In areas where parking is already limited (i.e. Libbie/Grove commercial area), this could lead to the approval of projects that, while feasible in every other way, would be infeasible vis-a-vis reasonable parking expectations. This could have a negative impact on existing businesses, especially, as consumers who are unable to find parking will choose to take their business elsewhere (and very possibly to another locality). It could also lead to new developments that fail to gain favor with tenants given the lack of parking for their business/operation.		Eliminating parking space minimums could allow more economically-beneficial projects to gain approval.		Instead of requiring a certain amount of parking, perhaps there could be a requirement to assess the feasibility of new projects vis-a-vis parking. This would eliminate statutory minimums while still maintaining an important protection against overbuilding (relative to parking, that is).

		While public and alternate transportation may be an alternative in the future, it is not possible in the current environment. Home owners have limited parking currently and changes would create unacceptable challenges. The proposed changes would burden home owners by bringing more cars than allocated spaces from business and other home owners/ guests and visitors.		There are none and you potentially will force people to move out of the city and harm business as frustrated patrons stop supporting business with limited parking and congestion.		Certain areas of the city are already congested and challenged by limited parking for business patrons, suppliers and residents.  Streets that are frequented by young children are now less safe as traffic attempts to seek alternate routes and parking. 

		This is a terrible, terrible suggestion. There was an uproar when the city suggested adding a .6 mile bike lane to Grove Ave. that would have eliminated on-street parking for neighbors and businesses. Removing parking spaces and/or eliminating the parking space requirements throughout the city while at the same time adding density, both residential and commercial, is first and foremost unsafe. Richmond doesn't have the infrastructure in place to support this. Fix the sidewalks! Add crosswalks with lights! There are so many things needed to be done to make walking around town safer before you suggest that everyone walk/bike/bus everywhere. 		I don't see any opportunities by creating, not solving, a problem. You will not increase bus usage or biking by force, and the city council member who suggested people will just "have to get used to it" has forgotten that he's an elected official serving the interest of his constituents, not developers. 

		Residences will not have places to park their vehicles.

		Lack of parking for residents. Most homes in my neighborhood so not have any off-street parking; allowing increased density – residential and commercial – without accounting for increased numbers of cars does not make sense. I understand wanting to encourage public transit and bikes, but Richmond is not currently prepared to rely on those to the exclusion of cars. 		The only opportunities are for developers. This is not the corner to cut. Please do not remove parking minimums! It clearly only benefits developers while harming residents.		Please do not remove parking minimums! It clearly only benefits developers while harming residents. Glenburnie already sees patrons of businesses in the Libbie/Grove/Patterson businesses. The North end of Seneca Road is already very dangerous due to the mix of street parking for residents & neighboring businesses, pedestrians, and traffic. Traffic on Libbie between Grove and Guthrie is often congested and will likely become worse with the two planned high density developments unfolding there. I walk often in our area to dine, shop, and exercise – but many people patronizing our businesses drive, and a lack of parking isn't going to make them take public transit, it's going to make them **take their money elsewhere.** We have lived here for 12 years and are thrilled with the increased availability of shops and restaurants, we know why people want to be here! But unlimited development without anywhere to park cars is not going to improve anyone's experience.

		Parking minimums ensure adequate area capacity for development. It would be a mistake to eliminate minimums. There would be insufficient parking and overcrowding in the area, leading to more congestion and overflow problems. 		None. 		Do not eliminate parking minimums. 



		Commuters, tourists, visitors from outside the city need parking!  People who live in areas where residents have nowhere else to park but iron the street need parking!  Eliminating parking space minimums entirely is foolish.  There needs to be some flexibility and should vary by neighborhood or area.  One size fits all approach can’t work.		Build in flexibility to better address the diversity of neighborhood layouts/development/needs throughout the city (no one size fits all or blanket regulation).  Beef up public transportation/support (currently inadequate if this regulation really gets removed).		Richmond is a far cry away from larger metro areas like NYC or DC.  We don’t want or need to be like them.  

		1) spillover parking will occur in neighboring neighborhoods  2) will encourage use of cars to get to work, etc.		None.

		People who own residences will not be able to park by their homes.		None that I can see ... due to all of the recent construction along Libbie & Grove, we already have a terrible shortage of parking.		Folks who pay property taxes, which are not cheap, should have access to parking in front of their homes.  In other cities where I have lived, resident got 2 parking spaces/permits and could purchase (extra fee)a third.  The parking permit could be hung inside the car on the mirror and tranferred to a guest car

		Overcrowding & overdevelopment   Strongly oppose eliminating 		Nothing good  This is a very bad idea		Don’t do it

		We will revert back to the chaotic parking conditions that existed years ago before this reasonable zoning change was put in place to address the chaos and make Richmond a more favorable place for businesses to invest, for tourists & local vistors to come to dine, see a movie, attend a museum,  performance, a ball game, attend a lectures, go out in the evening, go to church. Parking decks and these minimal parking space requirements were all solutions to reduce the traffic chaos & confusion with people endlessly circling blocks looking for parking. Parking lots were established downtown and at  schools. This will be a giant step backward, returning to the state of traffick & parking chaos of 50 years ago. I hate to see RVA follow the US Supreme Court when it rolled back 5 decades worth of progress by overturning Roe V Wade. This is a similar action. The zoning restrictions requiring minimum - NOT MAXIMUM, just MINIMUM parking spaces for their clientele halped remove the traffic chaos of clients trying to find parking near a business ro venue they wanted to attend.  This is exactly analogous to overturning Roe V Wad. Look at the chaos that has already ensued across the country since the Supreme Court rolled back that long standing matter. Richmond will return to the chaos of greater traffic problems, eternal circling looking for parking,causing more danger to residents & visitors, increasing risks to all and increasing insurance rates. It is a giant leap backward, a pointless mistake.		Eliminating parking space minimums is yet another a outstanding opportunity for our neighboring counties Henrico, Chesterfield, Hanover, and Goochland Counties to attract more businesses, add more residents, grow their tax base, and become ever more successful than Richmond, accelerating the trend that has progressed ever since Stoney became Mayor.		Climate considerations are one final issue. Inner city residents already suffer MORE from heat islands due to packing people in large concrete & mortar buildings surrounded by concrete & pavement. This misguided idea is to be able to build MORE brick & concrete buildings in the city, which WORSENS the impact on the inner city's climate problems creating MORe heat islands. It is already a fact that concrete, pavement, spaces filled with buildings, create HEAT ISLANDS in cities, making these areas an average of 5 degrees Fahrenheit hotter than surrounding suburbs. This proposed plan will worsen the problem. Current best recommendations for cities in our endangered climate are to create more green spaces & urban forests in cities, not crowd more buildings together increasing density of buildings with ever fewer parking spaces. Any change thius dramatic impacting the most city businesses, residents, visitors by rights must be put to vote by the entire city in a referendum in 2023. It is probably already too late for this 2022 election.

		In the Libbie Grove area, parking is already at a premium.  As new multi-family condos and apartments go up, we need to assure that there is some parking set aside.  Our area is not yet sufficiently accessible by public transportation.		I do appreciate the desire to eliminate open surface lots.  I also know that the costs of parking are often passed on in multi-family projects, thereby making affordable housing difficult.  Are there examples of cities that have reduced parking minimums or made them consistent without complete elimination?		No

		Not somwthing that should slow the removal but, once we get rid of minimums, we need to continue the focus on additional public transit and complete street (bike, pedestrian, and mixed usage) program funding to improve the ability to get around the city without a car.		Finally focus development on people rather than storage of cars.		We should absolutely remove parking minimums.

		You know the challenges.  Favors larger scale development in existing neighborhoods with single family homes		There aren’t many opportunities.  Favors building apartment complexes over single family homes.		No

		Absolutely the WORST IDEA Jones ever came up with.  The goal Jones seeks is to build ever more concrete multistory buildings that are EXACTLY what causes the dangerous heat in cities, including RVA. NO NO NO A THOUSAND TIMES NO   THE ARROGANCE & IGNORANCE OF REVDR JONES SAYING PEOPLE CAN RIDE BIKES OR WALK - HE LIVES IN MACHESTER, HAS NO DIFFICULT DAILY COMMUTE, WORKS AT A CHURCH WITH MANY EXTRA SPACES. HE IS THE LAST PERSON WHOSE IDEAS SHOULD BE FOLLOWED FOR THE CITY AS A WHOLE.  ANY SUCH DRAMATIC CHANGE IMPACTING MANY MILLIONS SHOULD BE SUBJECT TO A REFERENDUM NOT VOTED ON & APPROVED BY 7 POLITICIANS  I SEE JONES DUPLICITOUS MOTIVES, BUT IT IS WRONG FOR EVERYONE INVOLVED. WILL HE IMPOSE THIS RESTRICTION ON HIS CHURCH? IF YOU ASK PEOPLE THE BIGGEST PROBLEMS IN THE CITY, PARKING WILL COME IN ONLY SLIGHTLY BELOW CRIME. HOLD A REFERENDUM OR JUST VOTE THUMBS DOWN AND MAKE JONES START BY REDUCING HIS CHURCHES PARKING SPACES. HOW WILL THEY LIKE THAT? BEYOND THAT IT IS UTTERLY WRONG FOR THE CITY'S CLIMATE EFFORTS.  POURING CONCRETE & BUILDING MORE BUILDINGS CAUSING INNER CITIES TO BE 5 DEGREES F HOTTER THAN SUBURBAN OR GREENER AREAS.  NORTHSIDE HAS GREENERY BUT THIS GILPIN COURT RELOCATION PLAN OF BUILDING MORE OF THE SAME OLD MULTIUNIT BUILDINGS IS INSANITY- DOING THE SAME THING OVER & OVER, EXPECTING A DIFFERENT OUTCOME. THIS IS THINKING FROM THE 60S-70S.  CITIES NEED TO BE LESS DENSE NOT MORE. HARVARD KENNEDY SCHOOL STUDIES ON VIOLENCE AGAINST BLACK PEOPLE SHOWED THAT THE HIGHER THE POPULATION DENSITY THE GREATER THE RATE OF VIOLENT CRIME. WHAT JONES PROPOSES WORSENS PROBABILITY OF VIOLENT CRIME AND WORKS AGAINST EFFORTS TO DEAL WITH CLIMATE IN CITIES, WHICH REQUIRES GREEN SPACE. ELIMINATING PARKING SPACES (GETTING RID OF MINIMUM PARKING SPACE REQUIREMENT) IS THE COMPLETE OPPOSITE OF WHAT IS NEEDED TO MAKE THE CITY MORE LIVABLE & MORE GREEN. WHERE DO CITY COMMUTERS, VISITORS, BUSINESS PEOPLE, RESTAURANT DINERS, PEOPLE ATTENDING ENTERTAINMENT VENUES, ATHLETIC EVENTS, SHOPPERS. PATIENTS SEEKING MEDICAL CARE, STUDENTS - ALL NEED PARKING SPACES. AT NIGHT & OFF HOURS, THE LOTS ARE EMPTY. THAT IS NORMAL. I KNOW WHAT JONES IS TRYING TO DO, BUT HOW ABOUT HE STARTS WITH HIS OWN CHURCH & HIS DAUGHTER'S APARTMENT COMPLEX? CARELESSLY BLOWING OFF LEGITIMATE OBJECTIONS OF THE PEOPLE IMPACTED AND SAYING PEOPLE SHOULD WALK OR RIDE BIKES IS UTTERLY ARROGANT. THIS IS THE OPPOSIT OF WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE TO MAKE THE CITY MORE LIVEABLE FOR ITS POOREST. THIS WORSENS CITY HEAT, WORSES RVA IMPACT ON CLIMATE, REDUCES DESIRABILITY OF THE CITY AS A PALCE TO DO BUSINESS OR TO LIVE. POLL THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY AND CITIZENS INSTEAD OF COUNCIL & MAYOR DOING ANOTHER END RUN AROUNDS THE PUBLIC WHO, AFTER ALL PAYS FOR ALL OF THIS. THE BAD MANAGEMENT BY THIS ADMINISTRATION & THIS CURRENT COUNCIL HAS ALREADY  DRIVEN BUSINESSES OUT OF THE CITY. THAT STARTED BEFORE THE RIOTS& INCREASED CRIME. THIS WOULD COMPLETELY KILL ANY IDEA OF BRINGING BUSINESSES & RESIDENTS BACK INTO THE CITY. FORGET THAT IDEA. THIS IS THE WORST OF MANY THE BAD IDEAS THIS MAYOR & JONES IN PARTICULAR HAVE COME UP WITH. WE NEED TO ATTRACT MORE BUSINESSES & PEOPLE INTO THE CITY, NOT DRIVE THEM OUT. 50 YEARS AGO PARKING WAS IMPOSSIBLE. PARKING DECKS BUILT, BUSINESSES GREW. SOME OF THE LAND NEAR BELVIDERE IS ALREADY LIKELY UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR OTHER BUILDINGS THAT WILL BRING REVENUE INTO THE CITY. THIS HAS TO BE THE DUMBEST IDEA  ANYONE HAS EVER COME UP WITH, REVEALING COMPLETE IGNORANCE OF OR INDIFFERENCE TO THE REAL NEEDS OF THE CITY IN ORDER TO HAVE ANY HOPE OF REVERSING THE RECENT EXODUS FROM THE CITY THAT HAS BEGUN. AGAIN THE LAST COUPLE OF YEARS. HENRICO & CHESTERFIELD COUNTIES ARE BENEFICIARIES OF THIS ADMINISTRATIVE INCOMPETENCE & DESTRUCTIVE ACTIOSN DRIVING BUSINESSES OUT. ANALYTICALLY- WHAT IS THE PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED BY REDUCING PARKING SPACES? wHAT IS THE NEED FOR FEWER SPACES? WHO WANTS THIS? WHY? WHAT STUDIES SHOW ANYONE IN THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY, RESIDENTS OR VISITORS ACTUALLY WANT FEWER PARKING SPACES? WHO IS PUSHING FOR THIS? WHAT IS THE UTLIMATE GOAL, QUANTITATIVELY, THAT REV JONES INTENDS TO ACHIEVE? WHAT DATA SHOW ANY SUBSTANTIVE NUMBER OF PEOPLE OTHER THAN HE WANT THIS? THE OBVIOUS SOLUTION IS TO DEFER ANY ACTIONS UNTIL A REFERENDUM CAN BE HELD TO LET THE BROADER PUBLIC HAVE ITS INPUT BEFORE ACTION IS TAKEN, INSTEAD OF YET ANOTHER STEALTHY END RUN AROUND THE CITY & ITS BUSINESSES & TAXPAYERS.		THERE ARE NONE. THAT IS WHAT I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW. WHAT IS THE BENEFIT? NOT JUST HAND WAVING NOTIONS BY JONES, SAYING "i KNOW YOU'LL BE INCONVENTIENCED BY NOT HAVING PARKING SPACES FOR YOUR CAR, BUT YOU SHOULD WALK OR RIDE BIKES ANYWAY." REAL DATA AND ABOVE ALL SHOWING A DEMAND FOR FEWER PARKING SPACES.		THIS IS THE KIND OF DRAMATIC CHANGE IMPACTING BUSINESS & WORKING PEOPLE'S ALREADY HECTIC LIVES THAT MANDATES A REFERENDUM INSTEAD OF JUST COUNCIL & MAYOR DOING AN END RUN AROUND THE PUBLIC. NO NO A THOUSAND TIMES NO. PEOPLE WILL RUN HARDER THAN EVER AWAY FROM RVA.

		There has to be adequate multimodal transit so people don't have to use cars.  Fan parking is tight but not optimized.  There are many garages that are not used for cars and many spaces in/off alleys that could be made for parking.  I support decreasing the required parking space minimums.				Avoid a huge uproar about this by optimizing parking first and continuing work on car alternatives

		Just the same problems that the minimums were originally created for - commuter students parking in the neighborhoods near their schools, rental residences with many cars per unit, etc. Limiting cars per unit is a good way to prevent these problems.		Less paperwork, fewer fees.		The closer anyone lives to VCU, the worse they are going to be affected by relaxation of the current regulations. It used to be pretty horrible - this would basically revert back to the original form.

		It will open up single family houses to investors who want to convert the building to multi-family. Absentee landlords are generally invested in the building, not the community, and the community suffers accordingly.		As indicated above, the opportunities result in negative impacts. 		Absentee landlords are not interested in affordable housing, they are interested in profit. They’re not bad people, they just aren’t vested in street trees, weeds, managing trash, and the abundant problems that keep code enforcement officers so busy.

		There’s not enough parking in The Fan. Idea: if you have a garage or off-street parking, then maybe not eligible for parking pass in zoned areas. 		I don’t think they should be eliminated. 		No

		Less parking in residential neighborhoods, and when visiting businesses in the city.		Reducing costs for new residential construction and lowering overall housing costs

		That no one will be able to find parking when they need it. New development should have enough onsite parking capacity to accommodate all tenants. If they can’t manage that, they shouldn’t be allowed to build. 		None. The city’s transportation infrastructure is already broken. GRTC is a public liability rather than an asset. Without quality mass transit (again, GRTC is awful), residents need cars and off-street places to park those cars. 		Any elimination of parking minimums would need to be accompanied by a massive investment in transportation infrastructure that takes vehicles off the streets, including new parking decks, light rail, and NOT more busses. 

		Please eliminate parking minimums!		Businesses can develop less expensively, our city will be less filled with parking lots, and will become more human scale. It is a necessary steps to making our city safer and less car-centric.		Please just do it. Eliminate minimums is not the same as eliminating parking. It just allows future development to have less parking if the market demands it.

		The Fan already has serious parking density problems.  We do not want to increase the parking problems we already have.

		This will not "encourage" people to take public transportation, which has limits as to the city areas it covers.  People will simply find street parking, leading to overload in neighborhoods where residents depend on street parking.  If our public transportation isn't being utilized, take a hint that it's not meeting needs where it's wanted and useful.		None.   It's a stupid and bad idea.		No

		There is already a huge parking shortage in this city. In Manchester the city has allowed apartment after apartment to build without adequate parking, while allowing them to block streets while they build, eliminating most parking options. 		The only opportunity is to make it even more difficult on residents and businesses. I don’t even bother going to Scott’s addition anymore to support those businesses because parking is a nightmare.		The zoning should be changed-to require apartments to have adequate parking, not less.

		?		The issue is that people don’t know how to park in the city.  Tight, close parking needs to happen but painting lines doesn’t work 

		No place to park!				There needs to be a parking minimum for all new developments.

		Home owners who do not have rental units will not have parking		Only advantage is to developers and landlords they will make mor money		Parking minimums should stay and be enforced

		None		More people will come to the City and spend money…. More taxes collected 		No

		Parking space minimums should be removed. A challenge is increased demand for other existing parking.		Removing will help create a friendlier, safer less auto centric city, more desirable and affordable to live in.

		People complain about lack of parking but Richmond as a city needs to make a commitment to a city that is not based on personal ownership of vehicles.  At the same time, some portion of the fee for development permits should be allocated to support public transportation systems.		The upsides include reduction in traffic and related air/noise pollution, more affordable housing, and more focus on improving public transportation which supports city workers and residents.		no

		People are not going to get rid of their cars. The obvious challenges are if you get rid of Parking Minimums there will not be enough places to park cars. Not everyone can ride a bicycle or a bus where they need to go		NONE OTHER THAN DISASTERS 		No 

		I refuse to take a car-centric perspective on this.		We need a future of more mass transit, more bicycles and scooters, more pedestrians, more density and less need to go far for essentials. When was the last time you saw a full parking lot at Lowe's on Lombardy or Target? I realize we're talking more apartment and condo buildings, but most people there don't need 3 spaces per unit.		I'm in favor of no parking space minimums, in case you couldn't tell.





				Eliminates massive seas of asphalt paving that produce heat, are not always safe and well monitored, make walkability more difficult, require upkeep, and often, push buildings further from street. This move could potentially encourage more use of public transit and walkability.

		Potential concern that developers will not add parking spaces		Less financial burden on renters and small business owners, reduces dependence on cars

		Parking is already above capacity. Removing the requirement for minimums will only exacerbate the problem. The public transportation system is not capable, nor acceptable to accommodate the current needs. The cities desire to increase population density while continuing to ignore the need for automobiles will only lead to more congestion and increased fees for parking services. The most effective public transportation is light rail and the infrastructure is non existent. Until Richmond City becomes business friendly, the need for workers to commute via car to the surrounding areas will remain.		If you are a developer or a contractor it will remove a hurdle for your multi-million dollar housing/commercial project from moving forward.		The answer is not to eliminate parking space minimums, but to increase them. Parking is finite, the desire to increase population density is infinite. A parking permit process relative to ones address is a good option to protect citizens as well as generate revenue. Requirements including private parking should be mandatory for all new construction. The city should not put the cart before the horse. Establish frequent, timely, reliable, and SAFE public transit options before penalizing people who own vehicles. Busses, ride sharing, bike sharing, and electric scooters all currently exist in the City. Focus more on why they may be under utilized rather than strong arming citizens who use personal transportation options.

		Not having enough parking on the street for residents vehicles. It is difficult enough to find street parking as it is. Residents are currently having to park blocks from home. Allowing new development to eliminate parking minimums will only make it drastically worse. We are not a public transportation city. The city's public transportation would need to be vastly improved before this would be possible. 		Absolutely none. I wholeheartedly disagree and beg you to reconsider. 		Do not eliminate parking minimums in the Museum District. If anything parking minimums need to be enforced AND we need parking permits like the fan. Having a rotating block permit to encourage individuals to park on their block would also be good (a block, b block, c block.. So you'd park on your block or 3 blocks away) . The city has waved parking minimums on some new development a block down and now all those residents are parking on our block and walking down to their homes. PLEASE do not eliminate parking minimums. They exist for a reason. We are not New York City. We do not have a great public transportation system that enables anyone to eliminate their vehicle. 



		Lack of parking for residents 				Parking minimums are needed in a neighborhood like the Fan, where most residents depend on existing street parking that is very limited. A new use could easily take up residents parking, making a nightmare.

		parking in the Libbie/Grove area is already at a maximum level. If minimum parking spaces are not enforced, then parking will become more of an issue 		no opinion		no

		Downtown has had a problem with parking that hasn’t been addressed in 30 years. People still come to the city regardless of parking. However, to build a parking deck in downtown RVA would make it flourish. 		More traffic, greater revenues, through sales and ticketing 		Hosts of STR’s need to run a tight operation, check ID’s, verify guest information,  there’s a lot to running a successful business. 

		On-street parking is difficult in most neighborhoods in the city as it stands.		This would allow the construction of new units that would otherwise not be approved. 		No





		none		require no minimum		more charged parking.

		For urban dwellings, street parking is limited 		Better for small business

				Higher density housing and more green spaces 

		None. It's a great idea		Better use of land  Increased property tax revenue as improvements are move valued than surface lots.  		Great idea, good step in the right direction. I would also support parking maximums in high demand area. 

		"Parking space minimums" can be easily misunderstood by some to mean removing existing parking. Language should be clear to reduce confusion.    Some financing/lenders require certain parking in new development, regardless of zoning requirements. City should seek feedback from developers on this topic.		Lower per-unit/per-SF costs in new development can make new housing easier and faster to construct, including on lots that would not be feasible if parking were required. Space can be better used for human-centered uses, e.g. green space, bike parking, etc.		Consider greatest reductions in parking minimums only for new housing with units affordable to very low-income households (<50% AMI), especially in close proximity to transit.

				Making neighborhoods more walkable. However, the city needs to add more sidewalks and bike lanes. 		If we are eliminating parking space requirements and encouraging residents to use bikes (for example) then we need to add more bike racks across the city. 

		Not enough investment in bus, bike and walking infrastructure. We need more sidewalks, better sidewalks, more bike lanes, safer bike lanes, more bike racks, more bus lines, more frequent bus lines. Cary town should be car free. 		More walkability, lower environmental impact		Parking minimums are outdated. Let’s move on 

		I think there's a certain expectation that street parking will always be readily available to homeowners. 		Most of what makes Richmond so attractive is that it was designed without car parking in mind; removing parking minimums allows density and design flexibility. 

		In Manchester many of the Monroe properties got waivers for parking so a building that has 10 bedrooms only has 4 parking spaces behind it. This has led to a huge parking problem along Bainbridge in particular. Not all homes have any dedicated parking so it is all street parking. People are having to park farther and farther away from their residences which can be dangerous as recent vandalism and assaults in the area have increased. Parking is something the city MUST address or many people will choose to leave and reside elsewhere in areas that have better city planning. 		I can't think of many benefits unless we are talking about large shopping centers that always have empty places. Businesses will be hurt if people can't park nearby to access services. There are a number of areas of the city that I just don't frequent because parking is minimal and a pain and I feel bad for those business owners because otherwise I probably would buy goods or food from them.		I am worried that parking will be an issue in Manchester just like it is in the Fan and other areas on the north side of the river.





		Absolutely none. Eliminate them, please		Every time you see a parking lot, or a building built to house parked cars imagine instead House, Homes, Children running about, playgrounds, school buildings - in short, living beings having a good life.		Think how many fruits and vegetables you could grow in the average parking lot! 

		Eliminating parking space minimums needs to be done. Urban land is too critical of a resource to use for private vehicle parking. It is a wasteful use of space that detracts from the safety, comfort, and enjoyment of the city's streets.		Land used for parking can be used for more housing or businesses, or other amenities. So much more creative design for development is enabled when you remove vehicular access and parking from the picture. 		The same people who are afraid of their historic neighborhood character being diminished will turn around and say eliminating parking minimums will ruin their quality of life. There is nothing historic or charming about both sides of our city streets being lined with cars, nor requiring developers to build parking garages or lots. We need to follow the example of leading cities around the world. 

				Put people and the quality of life before automobiles

		I don't know what this means.



		None, please eliminate parking space minimums and let the free market control how much parking is included in new development.

		people will have trouble adjusting to fewer parking spaces		it creates more opportunity for using the same for other things like larger apartment buildings, more retail space, etc. It could also incentivize the use of public transporation, walking and biking.

		It will be more difficult to park a car. However, this is an urban environment that should not guarantee parking a car freely and easily. People will complain about not knowing how to parallel park. However, they will learn.		Increased density, which increases tax base. Moving away from a car-centric city, which improves safety for pedestrians, cyclists, and other alternative forms of transportation.		Parking minimums should be eliminated.

		Can't think of any.		Affordable housing.  Small businesses.  		I live on a block in the Museum District that has 12 condo units (2 buildings) on one corner and 18 apartments (2 bldgs) on the other - we have no parking spaces and somehow survive fine.  I don't have a car and am happy not to have to pay to own a parking place.

		Does not discourage building of parking, especially in denser areas. Consider parking maximums, banning new parking in certain zones closer to downtown, and counting structured parking towards floor-area ratio limits.		Lightens burden on small businesses; makes more land available for housing, commercial, and other uses; decreases development costs for large multifamily buildings which can help lower rents; encourages alternative transportation modes; reduces permeable surfaces which complicate stormwater management; reduces urban heat island effect; creates more walkable neighborhoods, which contributes to mental, physical, and social health.		There is no shortage of parking in the City. There is, however, a dire shortage of housing, and it's imperative the City do everything it can to encourage new housing development that complies with the Richmond300 plan.

		I have no comments to make.  		No comments to make.		No  

						No



		lenders often require parking minimums due to "marketability", so incentives/tradeoffs for transportation may be needed; timing & funding for add'l public/alternative transportation infrastructure relative (maybe chicken/egg situation)		incents increased use of GRTC, bicycles, and other alternative transportation. large(r) developments could pay into GRTC or provide passes for residents to address marketability - or a payment-in-lieu of meeting a parking minimum

				Free up space for bike, pedestrian, and transit infrastructure and encourage the use of multi-modal transportation. We NEED to move away from a reliance on cars!!!

		GRTC system does not allow easy transit access across the majority of the region and across the city. In addition, the Pulse is over capacity during rush hour, limiting travel on Broad St/Downtown/Shockoe. Richmond is still a very car-dependent city. Providing things like bike parking, bike lanes, scooters, bikeshare, etc. in high activity areas is imperative.		Remove seas of pavement for parking lots and replace with permeable pavers/pavement, trees, and green space!

		Developers have continued to pack every inch of space with more rental units. With these often being multifamily yet in the city (like Church Hill) residents who own are struggling to find a place to park. Especially in historic districts. Why would you eliminate parking space minimums? It does not serve the community at all and only allowers for developers to pack people in.		Absolutely nothing other than to fill developers pockets and to allow the city to pack more people into the highest tax bracket of places to live in Richmond.		no

		Community pushback/misunderstanding (thinking on-street parking will be impacted)		More efficient use of space, especially in dense urban areas. Opportunity for more taxable property. Benefit to developers by reducing relatively arbitrary requirements.		Just hope this doesn't get derailed.



		Id like to see incentive programs to encourage those who choose not to build more parking. the challenge for me would be to see developers actually take advantage of it. (Dominion for example) would have been nice to see them take advantage and maybe they would have with incentive.  		The opportunity for lower costs of living. There’s a complex in Charlotte The Joinery who are able to lower rents due to not building parking.		Make a plain graphic that reiterates this isn’t taking current parking spaces away. Many aren’t understanding we are simply giving choice to developers to save money if they so ever choose 

		NIMBYs.  You should eliminate parking space minimums		More housing.  Redeveloping surface parking lots into useful housing and business.		Yes please eliminate parking space minimums 

		We aren’t doing it fast enough.  Businesses and housing developers are still being forced to build expensive parking they don’t need.		We would have more places for people (more retail & restaurant space / more housing) instead of asphalt.		We should include parking maximums as well to limit our car dependency as developers will keep building too much parking.

		I worry about the new giant apartment complexes not providing enough parking.

		Butts		There are none, stop coddling builders.		Please start publishing the bribe amounts city leadership accept from developers to create the various new construction monstrosities around town 

		Will overflow to other areas		Allow for more housing to be built, encourage use of public transit, walking, biking

		Already it is difficult at times to find parking when residential and commercial use is closely located in mixed use neighborhoods. Eliminating parking space requirements could exacerbate the parking issue for residents.   Currently it is impossible to find parking within a couple block radius of my home when events take place at the VMFA or Historical Society which is every  Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday and more. Even though parking lots are available at both the VMFA and Historical Society visitors would rather use free street parking (residential parking) instead of the paid parking available in the museum lots.   Please study closely how parking is used in various City neighborhoods as it varies tremendously.  		While some bus service is available it is not easily accessible. From where I live in the Museum District  (near the VMFA), it is a 15/20 minute walk to the closest Express bus. This could be an opportunity to make public transportation more accessible which in turn would make it more attractive to potential riders.

		none		economic development, lower building costs leading to lower rents, greater building square footage leading to lower rents, more dense neighborhoods that make walkability and transit more feasible, higher tax income due to higher density and usable square footage		provide parking maximums if not already provided. 

		outdates policies		research shows eliminating parking minimums can increase supply of housing, which is needed at the moment as richmond faces an affordable housing shortage.		parking minimums should be eliminated in the city. developers can choose to add parking spaces without being forced to adhere to a minimum. surface parking lots directly interfere with the creation of new housing.

						The city should eliminate or reduce parking space minimums in order to maximize the amount of land available for multi-family development in Richmond. Increasing the number of multi-family units will make housing significantly more affordable for new and existing residents in a city with one of the lowest rental vacancy rates in the nation.

		Not an issue in my neighborhood		Better access to neighborhood stores and restaurants		No

		The city		More pedestrian and bike-friendly neighborhoods. 		Eliminating parking space minimums should be fine if you actually build AND maintain pedestrian and bike friendly infrastructure. 

		Not sure		Not having enough parking perhaps		No

		The NIMBYs that stop progress will complain 		A more vibrant and exciting neighborhood with great restaurants and businesses 		No

		People will complain about not having enough space to park, but the pros of prioritizing developing better public transportation will be significantly better in the long run. 		Prioritizing public transportation, increased focus on improving bike lane infrastructure. The less we rely on vehicles for local day to day commuting, the healthier our population is and the economic and environmental impacts are significant. 		No



		To me the challenges are not the most important so it's interesting that the first question highlights them.  I suppose people will worry that there will not be enough parking.  Removing minimums does not prevent developers from creating parking, it only stops requiring them to create what I regard as too much of it.  		The opportunities are numerous.  Hopefully this will help free up land for better uses; reduce the cost of housing by reducing the amount a developer has to pay to include parking; and above help further shift the center of Richmond toward a less car-centric pattern of transportation.  Less asphalt is also always a good thing for heat and runoff.  		I hope that the minimums will be eliminated or reduced for residential buildings as well as commercial ones.  And that this applies to zoning around the Diamond that is not TOD.  I hope we can move quickly on this as a lot of development is already in the pipeline under the old rules.  

		In high-density areas with little to no public transportation (e.g. Old Manchester), this could be a disaster.  There is already very little on-street parking, and frequent illegal parking (in front of fire hydrants, crosswalks, etc) in Old Manchester.  Cars are a necessary component of life in Old Manchester to get to grocery stores, pharmacies, and other essentials.  I understand that developers will include parking in new buildings by necessity, but believe that there is a role for city government to ensure that the comprehensive issue of parking is addressed in high-density, car-essential areas like Old Manchester.  		Eliminating minimum parking spaces does make sense for certain small businesses like restaurants and retail establishments.  It also makes sense in more dense, walkable neighborhoods and neighborhoods with reasonable access to other forms of transportation.		The issue of parking in Old Manchester is going to become more and more of an issue as the area develops (which I fully support).  There are always people parking illegally to “do a quick run” into the ABC store on Hull and other similar situations.  

		n/a		n/a		n/a

				It makes it easier for people to walk places, can reduce the heat island effect, reduces costs for development projects, and allows for other, more beneficial, uses for the space.		I am in favor of eliminating parking space minimums.

		Some areas with high density development or constructions may experience overcrowded street parking.		As RVA improves public transportation, this could be less of an issue because people may feel less car dependent. 		No

		None, eliminate parking space minimums 		Incentivizes residents to take public transit and bike		Eliminating parking space minimums is a great move. Please help make Richmond less car-centric 

		Banks already have parking minimum requirements to finance new development so this will not have as much of an effect on reducing parking production until markets shift drastically in mid-sized cities. 		Parking requirements place an undue burden on small business owners, especially those who want to open in denser areas. These business owners have to pay a premium on land in urban centers to build or lease parking spaces, which often go unused because their patrons and employees can easily walk, bike and take the bus. Citywide, parking has become a protected commodity for each property-owner, Cities like Buffalo, NY and Hartford, CT are already beginning to see the benefits of eliminating parking requirements in all or certain parts of their cities as developers and businesses have begun to share parking for more efficient use of space, adaptive reuse of buildings has become far more viable, and there has been a marked increase in affordable housing development along transit corridors.  As we know, parking costs a lot to build, and that cost usually ends up raising tenant rents.  $5,000: Cost per surface space  $25,000: Cost per above-ground garage space  $35,000: Cost per below-ground garage space  $142: The typical cost renters pay per month for parking  +17%: Additional cost of a unit's rent attributed to parking  These numbers are representative of the whole country, not Richmond specifically, but we can reasonably extrapolate that the cost of building parking falls on tenants rather than developers and landlords.  		Let's start having a conversation about introducing parking máximums for new development. 

		Public perception		More housing supply, more economic activity, etc.		No

		People will be upset because they don't fully understand but it is 100% the right move		Taking the burden of applying for exemptions off of small business owners  Allowing our city to be designed for people not cars  Allowing developers to let the amount of parking they provide be a market-driven decision  Taking the burden of administration off of an overburdened city staff that could spend their time doing so many other things		In my role as an architect, I frequently work with small business owners who are impacted by the existing minimums. Many of them are moving into existing buildings where it isn't possible to provide the required parking (Church Hill, Hull St, Chamberbrook).  So, we go through the administrative process of appealing the parking requirement, which is often approved because they are small businesses that neighborhoods want. In effect, all this does is:  1. Add time to an already lengthy permitting process (BZA adds 6 weeks, SUP adds 120 days, minimum)  2. Add additional expense in fees to the City AND paying me to handle the application process  3. Pile more work on to an already overburdened planning department      There are numerous studies and examples illustrating that removing minimum parking requirements from our cities is absolutely the correct move. 

		The problem is that cars don't pay for the government provided parking spot.    Also I think we should shift Scott's addition to angled parking instead of two lanes. Slow cars and add parking		I think all parking should shift to the private model rather than public and abundant. The abundant parking model increases the cost for lots of stuff but cars don't pay for it.

		Parking is at a premium already, we should not eliminate parking space minimums until there truly is no need for cars and people choose not to have cars		It will help bring in growth EVENTUALLY, but eliminating parking in the short term will be too much of an inconvenience or cost especially to our poorer and/or BIPOC neighbors		The city values mobility and convenience. Add bus stops, increase ride sharing, lower costs of all of that, AND THEN you can eliminate parking

		None. Only opposition from residents who do not understand the benefits. Please remove parking minimums.		The city should be focused on alternative and public transportation options to decrease the need for parking.  Eliminating parking minimums will catalyze more development of commercial and residential. Parking minimums which often result in surface parking take valuable square footage that could be developed.		The City must move forward with eliminating parking space minimums and focusing on new transit alternatives to help stem climate impacts. 

		It is already hard to find parking with VCU expanding forever- we need parking spaces		None I can see		No

		street parking especially in restricted on street parking districts		none		no

		Heavy residential construction in areas such as Scotts Addition has created difficulties for commuters in the area. Public transportation infrastucture is not sufficiently built up throughout the city to allow for easy access to popular areas of the city, increasing the need for parking spaces. 		Increased density in construction, greater housing opportunities per acre, and improved environmental impacts due to lower asphalt coverage. 		I support reducing parking minimums, however without an increase in public transit options and availability, the reduction would likely increase congestion in popular and high-residency neighborhoods. 

		Minimal and terrible public transportation options for most of the city mean the average resident still needs to drive to any and all destination. Until a more robust public bus network is created cars are needed in the city. Eliminating spots only creates more problems because of this.		Gives patrons somewhere to park near the business they are going to		No

		Providing adequate funding for our public transit system, and safe bike and pedestrian infrastructure for those that choose not to use cars.		So many more opportunities for affordable housing. Opportunity to make our streets safer and more beautiful without surface parking and cut outs of sidewalks for car entrances. 		I strongly support removing parking minimums. We do not have a shortage of parking in the city and people who feel that having a parking space at their residence is a priority have no shortage of available places to live. Taking this step to remove minimums will help increase access to housing and make our city much more livable. 

		Parking will be slightly harder. It still needs to happen. 		Massively increase density, developers aren’t hamstrung into making the same 5 over 1s. Increased public transit usage and as such we can fund it more. 		We need to eliminate parking minimums. Despite how much complaints there are parking is INCREDIBLY easy in this city and the benefits to density far outweigh the complaints of the slightly troubled people who have to park a bit further out. 

		Need better transportation options, sidewalks, bike lanes etc 		More bike lanes, side walks, lower cost of housing by eliminating parking costs that the consumer will ultimately pay for 

		None. The city is currently oversupplied with parking for a city. I live and drive in the city constantly and never have to Park more than a few feet from my destination.  That's way too much parking		We can provide housing and we desperately need housing for people not cars		We have a housing crisis not a parking crisis

		Congestion of street parking in those areas.		Greater use of public transportation and higher population density.		I think that eliminating parking minimums would be a good idea to increase construction and urban density. I think that parking is a poor use of valuable real estate.

		Limited horizontal space and surface area for vehicles coupled with narrow streets and nowhere to expand in RoWs. If the complexes don’t have to build any parking at all, will they stop including subsurface parking decks or small adjacent lots with their builds? How will the city mitigate for scarcity in areas where there’s no reasonably near parking?		Encourages dense development in areas previously overlooked due to site limitations for parking. With denser housing and more site specific opportunities to build it, the city can leverage these kinds of locations as attractive building opportunities for builders who previously couldn’t meet the ROI projection requirements to build the “affordable” housing stock most needed. The city will need to ensure they are not offering these sought out places to luxury builders as it will defeat the purpose. These sites need to be carefully selected to ensure they have access to public transportation should parking spaces be fewer in number than usual. There will be pressure in the neighborhood for street parking regardless.  		We need housing and it needs to be much more affordable and complimentary to the low end of median salaries and wages commonly paid out by our city’s largest employers. I was once 24 and making $12/hour at VCU Health with a college degree, and I couldn’t afford rent those 12 years ago. I can’t imagine how anyone in that same position who is likely making the same wage or a dollar higher (because they notoriously pay low wages) is able to afford an apartment in the city. I’m thrilled to see luxury apartments and investment around the city, but there’s nothing left for the average residents. Please continue rehab tax credit programs and encouraging building conversion. However, we absolutely need more voucher based age-restricted communities in the city for all of the older residents who are being gentrified out of their neighborhoods. I’m part of the trend in this problem because I bought in Fulton, but I myself couldn’t afford to buy a house anywhere else or in the counties, and I definitely couldn’t afford the average rent anymore in the luxury apartments. Every mid-sized city worth anyone’s interest is dealing with these issues right now, and not one of them has implemented meaningful actions to improve cost of housing. I think the city is going in the wrong direction by hyper focusing on the two fundamental regulations for STRs around owner length of stay and cost for permits. STRs aren’t possibly contributing to soaring housing costs. If it is, prove it and show us the data and statistical relationship. The parking minimums are an excellent place to focus attention, but I’m cautiously optimistic that the end result won’t end up being lots of dense, vertical, premium cost housing and no parking anywhere at all in a city with limited and unreliable public transportation (I’m a regular GRTC rider). Richmond has an opportunity to demonstrate the prowess of Planners, and we happen to have an excellent Urban Planning school putting out graduates year over year, so it’s a little bit unacceptable to not be able to solve these problems with innovation and effective ideas. 

		This has to be a neighborhood by neighborhood decision		Allow double one space to service 2 cars		No

		None		Better walkability, higher pedestrian safety, encourage use of fare-free GRTC transit, potential to increase service of public transit in the future, etc.		No

		Parking space minimums favor those with enough property for off street parking. Air BNB s in my neighborhood fought against our neighborhood parking permit process which actually made our streets more of a parking lot for VCU.     I'm not sure how I feel about requiring parking for air BNB s besides knowing that smaller households with less property will be discriminated against.		Less affluent Airbnb locals can earn money that they would otherwise be excluded from by requiring parking space minimums.		Keep the 6 month residency requirement for air BNB.     Or make it all year long.    This benefits Richmond even if discourages out of Towner's from doing Air BNB here.    We need to keep our housing affordable.        

		Eliminating parking space minimums will create more congested street parking, increasing the likelihood of collisions with parked and moving vehicles as drivers attempt to navigate more crowded streets. Richmond already has a huge problem with the lack of availabile street parking. Neighbors will complain about overcrowded streets, other people parking in front of their homes, and other issues associated with increased street parking. The lack of available surface lots also presents a safety issue, as residents may have to walk farther from their cars to reach their homes, which can make them more vulnerable to crimes such as assault or robbery. Having designated surface lots for apartment complexes greatly reduces these issues. 		If the city allows more free street parking, tenants may save money on the cost of parking passes, depending on the requirements of their zone and apartment complex. However, this is heavily dependent on whether or not the city can provide enough space for FREE street parking to residents as a viable alternative to parking lots. Considering the already sparse amount of off-street parking and over crowded street parking that exists in Richmond, this is unlikely. 		Parking space minimums should not be eliminated, as surface lots afford residents with safer, more spacious and more convenient parking options than street parking. They also reduce disputes with neighbors, complaints about the lack of availability of street parking, and can reduce traffic issues such as collisions and hit and runs due to narrow and over crowded streets. 

		Uh, parking spaces		Just allows investors to save money and profit while making the public suffer.		You should go the other direction and add more parking  solutions, not less.



		there won't be parking for businesses, so it will be difficult to get to the businesses by car.  residential areas, which in richmond are next to business areas, will become congested with cars looking for parking.  		new businesses will open, but they won't stay in business unless the city provides higher density parking options.		more parking garages

		Richmond is not a very large city.  I think it is ridiculous to limit parking in areas where there is commerce  		It doesn’t make sense		There should be a maximum not minimum 

		Not sure		Not sure



		will create even tighter parking challenges		encourage fewer cars, perhaps		we do not have a vibrant, inclusive public transportation system that is needed if you discourage people from owning cars

		None. They have no upside		Lower rent, improved walkability, improved safety and accessibility(especially in the snow), lower traffic from fewer turning vehicles, more housing/businesses, fewer ugly parking decks, smaller climate impact as a heat island, particularly bad for low income people who drive less and rent more		Parking minimums are one of the worst single policies in Richmond and many cities. They are very expensive and help no one. 

		Get rid of them to increase density and improve transit		Makes the city more eco friendly!		n/a

		Lack of parking. We need better public transportation. 		More development and potential affordable housing. 		None

		I don’t have parking issues in my area (broad/Allen) 		See above 		N/a

		Reduces available parking for residents		Encourages more biking, walking, scooters and use of public transit. Reduces the amount of paved surfaces needed in the City.



		In certain areas of the city, it's already impossible to park (i.e. Scott's Addition).  It's dangerous to drive there as well.  We need to make sure that as development happens that we're accommodating parking needs in the absence of really good public transportation (i.e. GRTC routes are a mess).		To eliminate more spaces doesn't force people onto public transportation unless that transportation is reliable, timely and makes sense.  

		Street parking is a normal part of living in the city. Many neighborhoods, especially more desirable neighborhoods like the fan and museum district rely on street parking. This requirement severely restricts most of those home owners from being able to list their homes and help make ends meet. 		You could make vehicle limits for the guests. This is normal for hosts already. We have to communicate how many cars the guest can bring anyways. 

		None		Less asphalt 		No

		Something like this should be neighborhood specific as different parts of the city have different challenges and needs. Could see in some areas how this could hinder development.		More development but there is a balance between too much development and not enough parking.		No

		In areas without driveways street parking could become crowded. 		Allow people who are not able to afford to add parking or where it's not feasible to do so the opportunity to change their life through STR income. I am a huge believer in the power of even one rental to give women economic freedom.		Start broad, when there is an actual issue then attack it at the root (for example neighbors consistently complaining). Most hosts will do their best to make sure everyone is happy and avoid issues even by limiting number of guests and vehicles in their house rules. 

		Public perception that they are useful or needed		Increased commercial investment

		Some people like to have affordable/guaranteed space for their own car and will likely get upset with this. 		This will help the environment, allow for more green space. We can promote public transportation more, charge for people that do want to have a parking space of their own. We can also promote ridesharing more (Uber, Lyft, etc.). If people have less cars, they'll save more money ...this is the future, so let's get on it!		Public transportation is the way to go!

		Adequate provision of interconnected reliable transit. Adequare provision of interconnected safe bicycle lanes / routes. Accessible sidewalks that don't force people in wheelchairs to use the street! Encouraging mixed use zoning and construction so that Richmonders can access basic resources and entertainment in their neighborhoods without driving and parking. 		Easier to build and operate a greater diversity of uses within neighborhoods. Eliminates obstacles for urban business owners. Opens up much needed space to provide adequate bicycle and transit infrastructure, much needed green spaces. Stops subsidizing the use of automobiles; fewer cars = less traffic, fewer automobile related injuries and fatalities, less pollution, healthier Richmond. 		As an architect I find almost all of my non-residential clients struggle to provide adequate parking and find enough space to build out their business. Parking requirements are holding us back from more diverse, creative, and accessible neighborhoods.  

		There is inadequate on-street parking to serve the community as it is. Developers will not build parking if they are not required to. That means the CITY would be on the hook to provide parking, such as the structured parking lots in Carytown.  Structured parking costs $10,000 per space.  No way City will do that.  And this urban planning idea that if there is no parking, people will use public transportation instead of cars, is silly.  Have you tried to ride a bike in Richmond in August?  It's not practical or reasonable for anyone with a professional-ish job to ride a bike/scooter/bus to work for 4+ montgs of the year.  I feel like "Mean Girls" - "Stop trying to make 'fetch' happen!  It's not going to happen."		I don't understand what this question means.  But I guess I'd say none.  I don't believe you will ever get mass adoption of public transportation in Richmond. 		Developers should be on the hook for providing some amount of parking with their projects. Otherwise that cost will be shifted to the City and/or communities.  

		Landlords charging tenants for parking passes for off-street parking.  Tow companies that profit from removing cars from private parking.  		No idea... 		The safety improvements for bump-outs have not helped as planned.

		As part of eliminating parking space minimums, the City should increase support for public transportation (GRTC) as well as bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure.		Eliminating parking space minimums will allow for more efficient land use and creative re-use of current spaces (parklets).

				Free up space for bike and pedestrian infrastructure.  Encourage bus use (and walking/biking)

		Convincing people that they don't have an inalienable right to store their private property in public space, and have it be subsidized.		Increasing multi-modal travel, decreased traffic, cleaner air, less noise pollution, nicer looking streets, healthy density, less infrastructure wear saves the city money, saves developers money, saves residents money



		None! Though it is fun to FOIA for old, suspicious COs to see what may have been sanctioned.  Would have to see that go.		Zoning officers having better lives.



		It will negatively effect business and development.  There are 5 lots and a deck within 2 blocks of this library.  All 5 lots are under contract and the deck will only accept people from The National.  I cannot find a monthly spot within 3 blocks now!  What will happen with 5 new large developments?		Opportunity for developers to make $$$$.  Opportunity for lot owners to charge $100-$200/month for what's left.

		Disgruntled neighbors/guaranteed parking		More bike lanes/walkability

		Dealing with fears of businesses "losing opportunity" and customers who use cars		More space for development (like housing & ADUs), more greenspace and street trees, space for sidewalk seating for restaurants and businesses)

		Doesn't discourage building parking.  Ban surface lots and count structured parking towards FAR.  Consider creating parking maximums.		Frees up space for hight and better use.  More room for housing, commercial and green space.  More tax revenue for City.  Decrease development east for large multifamily and commercial developments.  Move away from car-centric planning towards denser, more climate-resilient, healthier city.

		If previous residents are scared of excess parking demand, we could implement a 2-tier parking permit system, where old properties get more permits, and new properties don't.		It's a great way to increase the number of homes within the City's limited area.  Especially in dense, transit-friendly areas.



		Consider elimination of parking on the congestion consideration required by state law with special use permits		All of my favorite buildings in Richmond were built before parking requirements and don't conform with them

		Do not eliminate minimum parking requirements.  Parking is a problem in the City.		Greener Healthier City

		Consider coupling the zoning change with other parking strategies		Let the market determine the need for parking

		No parking strategy for Manchester		Lower Development costs

		Need more protected bike lanes and funding for GRTC		Easier to building more types of housing, removes regulatory burden, helps transition to multi-modal transportation system

				Let property owners make their own parking decisions

				More affordable housing!

				Fewer cars - other transit - better quality of life

				More potential space for bike lanes, more density, more housing













by color

		What are some challenges with eliminating parking space minimums?		What are some opportunities with eliminating parking space minimums?		Do you have any other comments on this topic?

		I think the hardest thing is that our public transportation system needs loads and loads of improvement. Also, that we already do not have enough street parking 		I can’t currently see any opportunities with the current state of our public transportation. 		Please consider fixing our public transportation before removing parking minimums. 				Green		266		53%

		The Fan and other city neighborhoods are already suffering from acute shortages of parking spaces. Eliminating or reducing the parking requirements for short term rentals would only exacerbate an already critical shortage for residents.		There are none!						Yellow		129		26%

		there will not be enough parking for the people who live in those areas		none that are worth the consequences of eliminating them						Red		109		22%

		Such a change is likely to result in an insufficient number of places for people to park.  This is especially true w/ the high density building that is occurring in more and more of the city.  The idea of more people biking, walking, and taking public transportation is something to be encouraged, but that will not happen overnight.  Even the most dedicated bikers, etc. need access to a car when the weather is bad or they start to have children and lots of child-related paraphernalia to transport.   It is already challenging to find sufficient parking in Scott's Addition and that is before the bigger condo/apts under construction have been completed.    I would imagine that the increasingly limited parking in that area will impact the restaurants and local businesses that have and are developing there.  Taking an Uber or walking to them isn't always possible or a desired mode of transport.   I use Scott's Addition as an example, but it is easy to apply the same arguments against eliminating parking requirements to other parts of the City that are undergoing or are slated for development.		None that outweigh toe terrible consequences of it, in my opinion.		Pls do not eliminate parking space minimums!						504

		Hardships on neighbors		None		Have a neighborhood parking enforcement with stickers/ tags

		There will not be enough street parking for residents and we will have to move out of the city 		It would benefit the countries because business and people would move there		Thank you for asking

		Parking minimums should not be expanded. There is not enough parking in the City.		Do not eliminate minimums. Require more parking than is already mandated. There is not enough parking because there is not enough equitable public transportation.		Parking is a problem and decreasing the requirements is not the right solution.

		Investors will purchase single family homes, making our neighborhood housing stock commodities for profit. It would be a huge and devastating setback to years of community work to make our neighborhood livable for families. Absentee landlords are often not desirable neighbors.		None that our neighbors can foresee.		We’d like to keep investors in our neighborhood housing out of our neighborhoods. The city worked for decades with community leaders to work toward more owner occupied homes in established new. This change will will reverse that goal and open up old Richmond neighborhoods to investors with no vested interest in the community where their investment resides.

		Do not eliminate parking space minimums		Eliminate bike lanes and special accommodations for bicycles 		Stop special considerations for bicycles

		Developers will overbuild.		I don't know of any.		Developers now have the opportunity to ask for zoning changes and variances in regard to parking. It seems the city is always giving more to the developers.. making it easier and less cumbersome ...     Using the argument, by taking the minimum requirement off the table, you are making a less car centric city and keeping rents lower doesn't make sense to me. As always it seems like a win win for the developer.  As far as thinking this is a way to make the city less car centric... I totally disagree. We are putting the cart before the horse. There is really no good public transportation in the city.       I don't think this is a good motivational resolution.  "Owning a car in the city is painful because there is no parking- so, now we will walk, ride our bikes and take a bus." This seems far fetched. In Richmond for most people - one needs a car. So it becomes where can we park. And you get double parking and this crowded feeling, cars bumper to bumper like some parts of Shockoe Bottom ... this isn't pedestrian friendly and isn't biker friendly.  We would want one to say "I don't need a car because I can walk to stores, ride my bike and take a bus to the grocery store, doctors office etc." or "I can drive less".    But I don't get the impression that people are buying less cars or smaller cars- the country is talking about electric cars, not -how can have a better public transportation system so we can have less people on the road.  The country spent 50 plus years developing roads and highways systems for cars - developing a car centric society... so there has to be a better plan than just eliminating parking.    Second that minimum requirements save renters money is is debatable. You may have to pay more for parking if there is limited parking and you want guaranteed parking... but I am under the impression that supply and demand raise rents and housing prices. People that own property will always test the market. I don't see property owners passing  savings to customers. Development is all about profits.    If we want a cleaner city less car centric city ... the city needs to think about a  better public transportation in the city and beyond. We need to have a city where it is obvious you don't need to use a car all the time.   We need to preserve green space and make people want to live in the city not flee to the near suburbs. 

		Extra on-street parking creates issues for residents		NONE		Please consider the impact that this could have on a neighborhood.

		Establishments should provide parking - makes it more appealing to shop there which means spending money!

		Parking will become on the streets		None - do not eliminate		Require a large minimum for development

		If on-site parking is no longer required, it will be pushed onto public streets.  There may be areas of the city where there is adequate street parking, but there are also areas where the street parking areas cannot absorb extra parking.  In addition, where residential areas abut commercial areas, eliminating parking space minimums will inevitably push commercial parking into residential areas, which is a considerable negative feature to this proposal.  Rather than eliminating all parking minimums, a more nuanced approach should be implemented that allows the Planning Department to consider all the impacts and adjust parking requirements accordingly.		There might be areas of the city where there is adequate street parking capacity to absorb additional parking.		As proposed, eliminating all parking minimums should be seen as hostile to the interests of residential neighborhoods.

		Encroachment into neighborhoods where kids play. There are already a lot of cars parked on the residential streets due to traffic from home maintenance teams as well as lack of driveways in a lot of the homes.		I do not support eliminating parking space minimums.

		More illegal parking, residents unable to park close to their homes, unsafe driving conditions and increase traffic back ups as drivers search for parking or double-park for short errands. 		More “walkable” neighborhoods with amenities in close proximity. Promote use of bikes and public transportation. Positive impact on environment and carbon footprint as driving is discouraged. 		Eliminating parking space minimums must be done in conjunction with plans to make neighborhoods more easy to navigate by bike, on foot, or with public transportation. Too much of Richmond is still only easily accessible by car. 

		There already is not enough parking, posing obstacles to visiting businesses.

		Do not do this!! Ridiculous idea. Just makes it so parking is forced onto neighborhood streets. 		None		Horrible idea

						Parking is a problem in the Libbie/ Grove area. People are now parking blocks away alongside Grove and even into neighborhoods which worries us given the many young children playing in the streets. All the congestion is also making it harder to see when entering the street from a side street and turning onto Grove.

		currently there is too little parking!		none

		Do not decrease minimum, actually increase it		Can't get out of it because of travel outside of Richmond 		No

		Do not eliminate parking space minimums! Parking is at a premium already. Promote small business.		None. Do not eliminate parking space minimums.		Do not eliminate parking space minimums! Parking is at a premium already. Promote small business.

		Most areas of the city need more parking not less

		Lack of public parking lots and street parking. Eliminating parking requirements is a giant mistake 		None 		None

		The obvious one…overloaded neighborhood streets. With all the residential development you have allowed on Grove and Libbie, it’s already overly crowded and we have MANY children who walk to and from neighborhood schools so it would become an even greater safety hazard		Can’t think of a single one		Don’t allow parking space minimums to be eliminated 

		We need more parking. Don't do a Scotts Addition. 

		This is an absolutely ridiculous proposal. If you are inviting more people into area you must provide parking. Parking is already a challenge throughout the city and to continue developing and opening up areas for more people without providing parking is ludicrous. This is a basic service that must be guaranteed to accommodate an increase in traffic and people 		None. Stop taking green space for development so that some  Can remain while you mandate additional parking. 		Who comes up with these ideas??

		There is a shortage of parking in the Libbie Grove Area. The overspill into the residential streets is going to become an even bigger problem and eventually the high tax paying homeowners are going to leave the area ! 		None .   Lots of opportunities for confusion!!! sounds like a free for all

		Parking is already difficult. Minimum requirements help insure sufficient parking in the future 		Unknown 		No

		Not enough parking!  Cars park illegally close to intersections making it impossible to see oncoming traffic. Cars are forced to park on narrow residential streets making 2 way traffic impossible.		Opportunities are for developers and city to make more money on land occupied with housing or shops and not used as a parking lot.

		In areas where special use permits have set aside the existing requirements parking blocks traffic. For example Grove Avenue between Granite and Maple often is blocked due to semi truck traffic lane parking.		Increased car parking challenges, reduced business due to potential customers giving up and going somewhere else.		Often I am unable to access the roadway behind my home due to the  number of cars parked at the entry point. The elimination of parking space requirements will simply make such issues more common place. 

		Will cause parking issues in nearby neighborhoods in which parking for homes is already an issue without driveways and curbs. Office bldgs should be required to provide parking for employees. 		None. Parking will bevome a greater issue than it already is. 

		parking congestion on surrounding streets where long time residents live and need to park		Less space devoted to wasteful surface parking.  		Developers should be required to provide covered parking as part of their site planning, incorporated into the development design.  

		Over-crowding of already scarce street parking; forcing visiting traffic into residential neighborhoods where children play, residents walk their dogs, etc.		The opportunity is for the real estate developers who build new office space, condos, apartments, etc. without regard to neighborhood impact.		None to add.

		It's a bad idea, for starters.  A gift to developers and businesses at the expense of homeowners and neighborhoods.  Look at the Granite and Grove area.  Street parking is ridiculous there due to the main public parking area being privatized and monetized.  People aren't going to magically stop driving cars just because parking space minimums are eliminated.  		The only opportunities I see are for developers and businesses.   		Please don't do it.  It will be a boondoggle.  Someone will get seriously hurt or worse over parking spaces.  Also, please enforce existing parking regulations.  It would be an income producer for the city.  It's a parking free-for-all around here.

		Should not be city wide. Certain districts would be more suited to the elimination of parking but many residential areas would not.		Each project should have to address its parking issue. Could be controlled by district zoning standards or permit conditions.

		Do not eliminate current restrictions		Get rid of bike lanes and return previous parking spaces		Get rid of bike lanes and restore parking

		I don't believe we should eliminate parking space minimums. I live in a live/work/play community which I appreciate, but residents need to be able to conveniently park. If we want to encourage "urban" living accommodations for the residents must exist.		I don't know of any		no.

		Insufficient in street parking 		None, increases street congestion and creates disincentive to shop or dine in the City		It is far too common to see poorly parked cars, on street, taking up space that would have allowed for additional cars to park. The city should paint lines to delineate parking spaces and ticket those who do not remain within the defined space. 

		Insufficient parking for tenants seriously limits spots available for home owners.  I'm in my 70's and already have to double park to unload groceries instead of carrying bags 1 to 3 blocks from parking spot to my home.

		It is one thing to encourage more mass transportation (eg the Pulse) and bicycle transportation for short-term trips or commuting to work.  But we are several decades away from a situation where, like New York City, it will be easy not to own and have access to a car.  Hence, there should be a distinction between having parking minimums for residential development vs. considering loosening or eliminating parking minimums for business development.  Most people will still own a car and need a parking space at their place of residence.  Eliminating parking minimums for residential development will in most neighborhoods create increased pressure on the availability of on-street parking, which is currently at a premium.  For example, under the current regime, some residential developments are getting approved with an average of 1.5 parking spaces per unit, which itself is not realistic given the size of some of the units for couples/small families.  Consequently, eliminating the parking requirement altogether is a recipe for increased tension with the existing neighbors for on-street parking.		Nothing that outweighs the downsides.

		Manchester has no full service grocery store, no post office (ours is 5 miles away). We are still trying to attract a range of biz.  The bus system is still a new venture for most Richmonders and I think few folks, if not coming from work, will use it at night to get to/from a restaurant. Hailing a Lyft/Uber when one has a perfectly good car to try a new restaurant or check out a new shop I think is still an option that is in the distant future for most locals. Really limits which biz would do well in Manchester.  And then there is medical care. We have prim care docs, it is getting back and forth to appts/surg, etc outside of the area that requires transportion. After surg, colonoscopies, etc you can not take a Lyft/Uber home. Has to be someone you know - with a car.  		+car sharing-like Zipcar, bike share  +city shuttle service - central pick up location, central drop up location, only available during rush hour. For ex: Manchester to downtown 7-9, Downtown to Manchester 4-6. Runs every 15-20 min during these times.  +could require developers to use some of project space to create pockets of (desperately needed) green space and parks, some dedicated to playgrounds, some for dog parks		eliminating parking spaces in Manchester at critical time of development seems to be a recipe for undermining development and certainly creating an unreasonable burden on those of already here who want to support biz in the area. For ex. It is virtually impossible to find any parking for The Continential and Stella's grocery. That fine for the folks who live with 1-2 blocks. I live on 9 and Porter and it is very difficult to return home w/ a heavy bag of items from Stella's.  I had been sick a few months ago which limited how far I could walk, esp in the heat. Unless someone (w/a car) could drop me off , The Continential, Stellas, Cafe Zata all became inaccessible. I run to the post office at least twice a month. Usually Carytown, as I  can couple it with other needed errands. Usually there is a line b/c the post office is about more than buying stamps. For the occasional trip, sure the bus would work but who has the 2 hr+ roundtrip time to go to mail a couple of packages? happy to walk up to 15 min in both directions to go to the post office, but not possilbe at the moment in Manchester.  

		You have to have the public transportation infrastructure in place first. This means all stops serviced every 10-15 min. 		Environmental impact but will only work if pubic transport options are avail first 

		In the Museum district, there would be considerable problems for existing residents if parking space minimums are adjusted for new construction.  Parking is already a premium.		None

		City residents who utilize on-street parking because of the efficient grid design of their neighborhoods will find it difficult to be able to continue to park vehicles near their homes if commercial and new residential development is not required to build in off-street parking.  		If the city had better cycling and pedestrian facilities, and if Richmond streets were rebuilt to slow vehicle traffic, and make the city more attractive and liveable,then there would be better justification for the proposed changes.		The city currently does a poor job in enforcing ordinances that prohibit parking of commercial trucks, detached trailers, boat trailers, and campers/recreational vehicles on public streets.  There is a need for storage of such vehicles and trailers on remote lots, perhaps operated in conjunction with privately-owned property storage unit facilities, provided that these are properly secured and monitored {which should be done through a special exception process to be required for such facilities}.

		Over- crowding, strain on existing services, over-population, home owners inability to find parking, general down grading I’m of the quality of life in the city		Developers can make LOTS of money while degrading the city		Why is the city so determined to increase density while struggling to provide services to current citizens?

		Um... parking for actual long-term residents/owners and/or customers (if retail)?? More illegal parking because not enough space (or people don't know how to parallel park). 		Potentially more small businesses, although they'd have to be ones that don't require [many] customers to physically come because if the business does not provide parking, the customer will have difficulty finding parking because of the influx of vehicles looking to do the same.		I do believe that businesses below a certain size (square footage? type of business? a mix of these?) should not have to provide parking, as we want to facilitate opening small businesses (legally, of course) as much as possible. So raise the minimum, basically.   I think the main logic for removing such minimums is flawed/unrealistic. Do we have any convincing evidence that the reduction of vehicle use in high-density areas because presumably inhabitants walk more places or use public transportation is greater than the parking availability gained by having the minimums? In other words, I don't see that having less space in which to park leads to a reduction in vehicular traffic or to an increase in walking, cycling or using public transport. Rather, I see that people who use cars will continue to use their cars, so fewer available spaces in which to park them will only lead to more frustrated drivers (road-raged gunfights?), hit-and-runs and accidents (parking on the edges of the blocks, blocked views, more cars in a smaller space to hit), and for those who consider shopping or dining in the city, well, they'll opt for Short Pump instead, where they can easily find parking.

		Cannot eliminate without already having alternatives in place.		Transition our city to a less car-centric, which has immense oppurtunity - green space vs parking lots, reduced immersions, more funds for robust public transportation, density that allows for greater walkability, and bike/peds safety.

		I don’t believe Richmond had the public transportation that other cities have to eliminate the parking requirements. 		Developers can put more money in their pocket while renters drive around looking for a parking spot.

		Handicap space is absolute necessary, walking long distances to and from destination can be critical.		No comment		It is not broken, why try to fix it.

		The issue with eliminating parking space minimums for commercial properties is the overflow parking in adjacent residential areas.		Don't eliminate parking space minimums for commercial development.

		There are already too few street parking spaces. Eliminating parking space minimums will make for a very bad situation for neighbors and visitors seeking street parking. 		I see no opportunities/advantages to eliminating parking space minimums.		It is wishful thinking that people will rely on public transportation, bike riding and walking. Eliminating parking space requirements for developers will create serious problems in an already congested city for residences who have to park on the street. 

		This will simply create a parking issue larger than the present one that exists. It will not incentivize people to go without a car. For example, I walk to work but still own a car that I must park on the street. Many of my neighbors are the same.     I moved to Richmond from Baltimore where parking is a HUGE issue. The city has to regulate it with parking permits and frequent ticketing. It also prompts neighborhood disputes (particularly in poor weather). I spent many nights debating if it was worth going to run an errand, knowing that I would loose my parking spot.     You may make it easier for developers with this addendum but you make it harder for all the people that continue to try to live here (despite all these developer forward changes). 		None that are beneficial to the average resident. 		Don't do it. 

		People have lived in the neighborhood for years and years and as development continues, parking becomes less and less. There are many elderly people that can’t walk three blocks from a parking space to their home.		There are no opportunities for residence! Only for businesses and developers. 		Please don’t eliminate minimum parking spaces. This has been a big issue in our neighborhood.

		Our ability to go to local businesses will be much more difficult. Many of the city businesses particularly restaurants do not have any on site parking. Any increase in on street parking will hurt these businesses.		Neighboring cities will see an increase in business.		Relying on real estate developers to include adequate parking is unrealistic. I would also expect that many businesses that currently have parking will eliminate it. Let’s keep the city livable.

		Why is this a citywide proposal? One size does not fit all. Different neighborhoods have different parking issues, and some neighborhoods do not have other transportation options. You can't just wave a magic wand and eliminate motor vehicle traffic needs citywide. Parking regulation changes should be done on a neighborhood by neighborhood basis, with studies conducted to determine what parking rules are most appropriate for different areas.		This may provide an opportunity to examine "shared parking" programs, to consider remedies for commercial parking spill-over into residential neighborhoods, or to address the problems of delivery vehicles double-parking in commercial areas. But this all should be studied and considered in a comprehensive package before any extreme action is taken to abolish parking requirement citywide.		The City should consider holding an election referendum on this topic before enacting an ordinance. 

		There already isn't enough street parking now.  I have at least five (5) quad units across the street from me.  It is ugly finding a space.  Especially when 1/3 of the vehicles are SUVS or trucks.  And you want to eliminate the requirement?  Guess you want my tax money to go for Henrico residents to park here.				You need to keep this in place.

		Cars are an undeniable reality.  New multi-unit residential buildings MUST be required to provide off street parking for the influx of new residents.  		Parking requirements for small businesses are a different story.  Minimums can be eliminated without major impact on existing neighborhoods.		I would simply emphasize how strongly my neighbors and I feel about requiring off-street parking for new residents. Richmond should be trying to attract young families, not millennial with money to burn at the breweries.  

						Minimums should remain

		Short term rentals take up on-street parking spaces that full-time residents rely on. 		Prioritize bike and scooter parking spaces at entries and add plenty of space for lock up/rack locations at all public buildings and new buildings. More bike lanes so it's safer to ride a bike instead of a car. Continue the free-GRTC program. Removal of overly aggressive no parking" zones that have occurred recently when we ask for cross walks.  The State Law of 20 feet it way too much. 6 ft is plenty for not blocking a cross walk. 		The city has to be more focused on transportation alternatives to cars. Right now, it's unsafe to ride a bike in most areas of the city. Cars are aggressive to cyclists. GRTC service also needs to be better. Its inconsistent and poorly routed now. 

		eliminating parking minimums would obviously put more cars on the streets adding to congestion.  Providing parkings to ones customers is a cost of doing business in a city.  Mom and Pop stores should be exempted.		Large developers would be able to build larger edifices, thus compounding the parking problem

		I don't understand what problem you are trying to solve.  My house has no off street parking.  If I or my co tenants have no place to park, how does this help that situation?  We have a restaurant two doors away which operates under conditions of an SUP which limits parking.  Removing the limits then creates a situation where you will have to have neighborhood licenses or permits for vehicles.  I'm still puzzled how you envision this working, but thank you for asking my opinion.		If you are proposing this, you must have some idea already.  I'd like to know why you think this is ever a great idea for the residents of an area?

		The Museum District, the Fan and Scott's Addition are all areas where finding parking is a challenge.  Recently some properties have been approved to change from a one family dwelling to a multi unit site with no consideration for parking.  This makes life more difficult for the existing residents who now have to search for parking spaces and have to part further from their residence.		I do not agree with eliminating the minimum.  In fact, I think there have been too many special use permits that have been approved without regard to parking.		already made them above

		As population density increases in Richmond, there is a obviously going to be an increased need for parking options. This is especially so for the many people who commute outside of the city for their jobs. When a vacant lot gets turned into apartment housing without any additional parking, it affects multiple blocks of residents and visitors that have lived there for years in many cases. Going to Shockhoe Bottom has become nearly impossible at some times because of the high density of apartments without any parking solutions.		Small lots can be converted into livable housing. Apartment buildings can contain more units.		Waivers could apply to lots that would be otherwise unbuildable, however I believe parking requirements could be waived for single family dwellings if and only if every new apartment dwelling also included a parking garage with adequate parking for every tenant. Parking concerns could also be reduced if city-owned paid parking lots were made to be free or if parking lots were converted to multi-story garages. Perhaps also allow for a zoning variance to convert a residential lot into a parking deck or single-story multi-car garage that had to meet certain design requirements to fit the aesethic of that portion of the city. The person who built the garage could then store their own vehicles on an otherwise unused lot or rent out parking spaces to others in the neighborhood.

		This is insane!  Where are people supposed to park? Landlords rent homes to 3 people that each have love interests that equals 6 cars no matter how much you try to convince us that Richmond is bike friendly or that the Pulse matters. Deal in REALITIES WHILE CREATING POSSIBILITIES! Until massive changes occur we are a car dependent region. I'm all for requires permits for tax paying owners!!!!! 		The opportunity to create congestion and increase frustration...who comes to restaurant with no parking - nobody! 		Try really hard to get this one right...AND, hold VCU accountable for the parking mess they've created in the bottom. 

		There is insufficient parking today, eliminating the minimums would exasperate the problem				Small businesses should be exempt from providing a minimum but large businesses and residential should abide with a parking space minimum

		That it favours developers and tenants of high density buildings that don't want to pay for parking and not the real estate tax paying home owners in the areas that surround these buildings. Historic districts like St Johns/Church Hill butress the lofts along the canal. These old homes were built before cars, therefore almost all of them are without off-street parking. Parking has become incredibly difficult as developers have continued to squeeze the area. Richmond and Virginia as a whole is still a commuter state. The public transport and infrastructure is not strong enough to adequately offer an alternative to vehicles for most people and especially not for people who are likely to be renting downtown. The wording alone suggests that there is more interest and favour towards developers which creates distrust "facilitate cost savings for  DEVELOPERS of businesses and housing that MAY be passed on to the consumer". Developers won't stop building because they have to consider parking requirements, they simply want to save money and hassle. They should have to more effectively consider how to integrate parking and be accountable for the impacts it has on EVERYONE. This will not affect community dependence on transport but it will make it much more challenging for residents and homeowners.    People treat streets like E Franklin and E Grace as long term parking when they go away. There are cars constantly being dumped in Church Hill or reported for being left for weeks. Eliminating the minimum will only make it harder especially for the elderly, disabled and families with small children to be able to park anywhere near their homes which is already a constant and serious problem.		Developers get to keep more money?		We hope that the council will consider the experience of the residents of the city as more important than the needs of developers.    The city could require developers to subsidize or provide FREE parking to low-income residents or some other alternative that puts the onus on the developer rather than the public.

		While I agree with elimination of parking space minimums in general, the city must consider how to assist with parking in already congested areas that push people to park in adjacent neighborhoods. Parking in Carytown is always a challenge and typically we have to park somewhere away from the main restaurant shopping area and walk to it. Add a Festival and the challenge soars excluding the ability of those with disabilities, senior citizens that can't walk as far or fast, or people with small children to attend the festival or go to any of the restaurants.  The city needs to be mindful of areas that only have on street parking in neighborhoods the impact of potentially adding more vehicles parking within the area during primary dining, Saturday shopping, and venue events.		Small business will be allowed to startup.		For City owned areas such as Brown's Island, expanding the current gravel parking near the Belle Isle walkway, getting Dominion, War Memorial, and Tredegar approval to use their parking after hours or during special events would potentially help 'reduce' but not eliminate the overflow parking into nearby neighborhoods.

		we already have too few spaces and city not willing to mark spaces to allow proper spacing- mark the streets to see parking space - mark by curb - will double parking capacity		see above		yeah mark curbs but require spaces for parking on all new developments - if people can't park how can they visit, see or even be tourist around here or be willing to buy a house

		Huge challenges. Do not pass this change. People will have cars and motorcycles, and they need to park them somewhere. New construction that does NOT include this regulation will destroy any chance of existing parking. With so much work occurring at home, people need to put their cars somewhere. It is extraordinarily naive to think that new residents will NOT have vehicles. Of course they will. They will crowd out all other spaces, forcing people to park even farther from their existing homes/apts. So many bad consequences from this rule.		1. Lower the cost for developers to build.  2. Increase the profits for developers.  3. That's it. "passing on savings to residents?" Don't make me laugh. Unless you REQUIRE that, it won't happen.		Increased density without a comprehensive plan for increases in garbage and recycling collection is irresponsible.   Increased density without a comprehensive plan for fire safety mitigation is irresponsible.  Increased density without a comprehensive plan for crime prevention is irresponsible. 

		Public transportation is terrible. People need cars to get to many places in our city and buses are so slow it takes an 40 minutes to get to VCU hospital when driving takes 10 minutes.  If you want less cars, start with good public transit. With all the cars parked on the street, people are at risk to be crime victims coming home late from work at night when there is no parking at their home or apartment complex. 		You could build affordable housing units, but we all know you won’t 		Put people before profits. 

		Not everyone can take public transit to work. Public transit in this city is a nightmare. Most people still use cars, and street parking is extremely limited. Anyone who says there’s no demand for parking obviously has a driveway. New complexes should be required to provide some parking, there simply is not enough street parking for everyone. 		Nothing except saving VCU money. Detrimental for RVA residents. 		We need more parking, specifically more underground parking, not less. 

		Parking continues to be problematic in many blocks throughout the Fan. We already contend with VCU traffic, restaurants, churches and entertainment venues. It is not uncommon to have to park many blocks away from your residence - and walking at night alone for a female is increasingly unsafe. 		Increased crime and violence on other residents that will be forced to park many blocks away from their residence and walk after dark. 

		Parking is already limited. Broad Street is not a pleasant street for pedestrians. Need more green space along Broad before easing parking minimums.				No

		Some neighborhoods (the Fan) already experience parking issues, this only increases the problem.  It is a very bad idea.		None		Creating some parking space in support of the building are a good idea.

		Parking in the city and neighborhoods is already a nightmare. Eliminating any requirement regarding parking in new construction is a ridiculous idea. Just because individuals choose to bike, scooter or bus on a regular basis does not mean they wont also have a car. We see that already with the new and established apartment complexes. It is particularly challenging for homeowners when the city does not enforce parking regulations, as is now the case.		Can’t think of any.		Only to repeat that I think is one more example of the city powers that be not thinking through the negative impacts of an issue.

		Neighborhoods that already have tight parking could bear the burden of this given that many of these denser areas in Richmond are along the Pulse corridor where much new development is to take place. It seems like common sense that not requiring new development to provide a one or more car/per unit minimum will greatly impact any neighborhood that relies on street parking. All ages continue to drive cars especially if they desire to go anywhere other than their immediate neighborhood and along the bus corridor.		None, I think there should be minimums.		Not at this time.

		MORE illegal parking in front of fire hydrants and alleys. 		Saving Developers money at the expense of home owners and renters. Hmmm.  Doesn't seem prudent. 		No

		Minimum parking space requirements should be done on a neighborhood by neighborhood basis. There are very different situations in different areas of the city.				Parking for local businesses in many areas is already challenging so eliminating min parking requirements will only worsen the problem & negatively affect local businesses. For homeowners who do not have driveways - as is true in many neighborhoods - this will make parking in front of home even harder.

		There's already parking shortages throughout the city and in popular residential neighborhoods that also have restaurants.  This isn't feasible for residents.		None. It's a bad idea!		Minimum parking requirements are necessary in mixed use and residential areas in the City!

		Parking is already a HUGE problem in my neighborhood.  Eliminating parking ordinances would make it a nightmare.  This will force many current residents living in the fan without parking garages to move to neighboring counties 		I can’t think of any 		I am adamantly opposed to getting rid of parking minimums 

		It will exacerbate the existing issue of inadequate parking as increased number of city-center car drivers compete for a finite number of spaces.  It is a very bad idea.		Instead of eliminating minimum parking spaces, there is an opportunity to facilitate and prepare for the move to different types of mobility, like electric bikes, regular bikes, scooters, more public transport, etc..  People will only stop using cars if there are attractive alternatives.		You're trying to accommodate the developers' complaints about the cost of minimum parking spaces, but those need to be the legitimate costs of building in a city center.  Let's encourage further development of many of the less developed parts of the city and suburbs.

		Blocking out of residents from parking. Parking requirements need to stand as is. This is imperative to good, organized development.		None for residents who own primary residence. 		Leave as is. Do not weaken.

		Parking is too difficult as it is.  Stop looking out for corporate expansion at the inconvenience of current residents. This change does not improve life for RICHMONDERS. 		Bad wording on your question.  Obviously biased. 		No

		Where is everyone going to park? 		Existing parking spaces can be converted to outdoor dining use.  Maybe more businesses can open in spaces that don’t have dedicated parking. But those businesses will likely fail without parking alternatives. Nobody will take dumb ass bus. 		No

		our public transit system is not robust enough to accommodate more demand as a result of parking space minimums being removed 

		If I understand the situation, for families and individuals living in the community possibly having nowhere to park.		“First come, first serve.		No, not at this time.

		Terrible idea. You will create a issue with street parking.

		No parking left for the residents.		None		Currently the has a major lack of parking spaces for its residents.  Why make it worse?

		Increased lack of parking for visitors		None that I can see		No, don't do it!

		Will put enormous pressure on neighborhoods like the Fan where people count on being able to park on the street. 		The City could try this in a single neighborhood (NOT MINE!) to see if it works.   		I understand the goal of going to a car-free environment, but our infrastructure isn't ready for that yet. 

		In established residential neighborhoods new/repurposed development should be required to provide parking so that on-street parking is not impacted.		There's the opportunity to increase the angst between neighbors as we jostle for less and less available on street parking. 

		On-street parking is limited on my block, especially with several multiple-family buildings in the vicinity. I participated in several meetings hosted by the the developer wanting to convert St. Gertrude’s School to a high-density multiple family development. The majority of the participants expressed concerns about the limited parking. 		In theory, people would be encouraged to use mass transit or alternative transportation (e.g., bicycles); however, I don’t think Richmond has a good enough mass transit system that would serve as a viable alternative to car ownership. 		No

		Parking in the area is difficult enough as it is. There is very little room for guest parking. There has been a surge of new buildings on previously vacant buildable lots.  Eliminating the minimum required parking will surely lead to insufficient parking for residents. 		There is no room for eliminating these requirements. 		Do not approve this change. 

		Having lives in the fan, I can tell you that parking is a real challenge for those whose units don’t include parking spaces.  As a pedestrian I can attest to the unsafe conditions caused by people parking on corners.  And the situation forces the delivery drivers to double park which leads to some pretty dangerous driving conditions. I know that parking minimums are an expense to businesses but the streets and roads in Richmond are already pretty unsafe compared to where I came from in Syracuse, NY.		As I said, I’m sure it lowers expenses for business.  I know we want the city to be friendly to business developers but it also needs to be livable.  If Richmond were like Manhattan where you can take public transportation anywhere you go then we wouldn’t need so much parking.		No.

		Rental properties (multiple family dwellings) should be required to have at least one parking space per unit, preferably two.  Builders of single family and town homes should similarly be required to provide for one to two spaces per unit.  Lack of available parking will be exacerbated.  Without requiring parking space minimums, population density will be increased, as the space once used for parking will be used to increase the number of units in multiple family dwellings. Builders will rake in more money at the expense of residents.		Opportunities?  There will be opportunities to parking a long distance from your home, particularly if you live in an apartment building.  There will be more cars parked on streets.  Currently, parked cars often reduce visibility at intersections.  This problem will be increased with elimination of parking space minimums.  There will be increased opportunity for accidents.  In other words, nothing that benefits residents would come from this ill thought out proposal.		The elimination of parking space minimums only serves builders and landlords (slum lords).  Why would the city council do something that will make the city a WORSE place to live?

		lack of parking for home owners. Home owners have an investment in the community and deserve to be able to park near their home. 		Destroying communities and positive neighborhoods.  You would destroy a large part of conviviality. 		no

		THE IMPACTS WILL DISPROPORTIONATELY HARM THE PORTION OF THE POPULATION LIVING IN DENSE NEIGHBORHOODS. 		SMALL BUSINESS SHOULD BE EXEMPT.		RICHMOND NEEDS TO FUND PUBLIC TRANSIT SO THAT TRANSPORTATION AROUND THE CITY -- BEYOND BROAD STREET -- IS PRACTICAL FOR PEOPLE. AFTER WE HAVE FUNCTIONAL PUBLIC TRANSIT, WE CAN ELIMINATE PARKING REQUIREMENTS. 

		For each new development (commercial or residential) that has no parking requirements you will be reducing available parking for existing residents and businesses. It is a zero-sum game.		Reduced costs for new development.		Rather than eliminating parking minimums city-wide, the City should experiment with one or two areas (e.g., Scot's Addition, Manchester) and then evaluate for impact, including unintended consequences.

		A major apartment building with no parking. Where do you suppose the people with cars will park? On the street, making an already difficult problem even worse. It is my understanding that the city is now going to allow developers and banks to dictate how many parking spaces are to be provided. This in nothing but a blatant give away to developers who care nothing for the city except to make as much money as possible. I understand that you cite Buffalo, New York, as an example where this has been tried. I suggest you look at a recent article that states that since this zoning was adopted there have been 53% less parking spaces provided on new projects.  This proposed zoning change might work in a city that has both a citywide bus system and a subway system. Neither of which this city has.		This will help new small restaurants and small offices.		You do not have enough space on this form for all my comments. I suggest you conduct more in person meetings around the city to see just how unpopular this proposed zoning change will be.

		Parking in Manchester -- especially down near the new Hatch Food Hall -- is absolutely awful. A bunch of my husband's coworkers had a meeting at Benchtop Brewing shortly after it opened and decided Never Again. The parking was too horrible and one of them had to pay a lot of money for parking. So they will go elsewhere in the future. Not having parking space minimums will kill business in this area.		I guess it means developers can build more units so they make more money. 		Please don't do this. Developers don't actually care about how what they build impacts a neighborhood long-term. Of COURSE they want you to eliminate parking space minimums but it's a HORRIBLE idea.

		Should not eliminate any. There is limited parking spaces available in certain areas of the city. Many resident do not have accessible yards to create a parking space. 		There is no opportunity except to create more congestion and lack of resident street parking.		As a long term resident of over 40 years I do not want to see a decline in the city. Many houses in the fan district were run down rental properties that that were boarding houses. Fear is in 10 years nonresident required AIrbnb’s will not be maintained. Houses are not hotels.

		It will encourage developers to build more units for profit and disregard the parking needs of the current residents.  		The only opportunity is for developers to maximize their profit at the expenses of neighborhoods they don’t have to live in.  		For each parking space eliminated developers should pay a fee of $100k toward improving public transit.  

		This is ridiculous.  There are not enough parking opportunities to support businesses and residents now.  

		The cars for tenants will still be there. It will lead to parking crunches and adversely hurt residents with mobility limitations. It's a public good to make the developers provide the minimums to preserve public spaces and resources. 		There are none. 		Eliminating them is a bad idea because it will only lead to problems with lack of parking on the streets. We lack the infrastructure to support such a move. 

		Overcrowding to blockage of the existing road system,  decreasing existing green space, increasing apartment density without parking availability		None		No

		None of which I am aware other than additional costs for developers.		None of which I am aware.		Parking in the Fan is already difficult so why increase the problem for residents.

		overcrowding. I have a 2 car garage in my townhouse. I live next to 300 new units, with several 1000 units in the neighborhood. Parking is already a problem. if the City does not require it, developers will not provide parking, saving the expense, greatly reducing the price they must sell for, creating density on a big city scale without the necessity. Keep Richmond liveable, particularly Manchester. Look at the experience in the Fan, until the City imposed street parking restrictions. 		None, except encouraging even greater density than the City neighborhoods can support.

		this would be nuts - it would create even worse parking and would do nothing to enhance use of public transportation or sustainable practices.  More routes and more frequent buses are the way to go		why not make this a zoning exception and require developers to enhance bus stops, provide for added stops, require deluxe bike storage (meaning ample, secure space) and provide for shared transportation IF they want this exception.  Any less parking must be replaced with more trees and green space not to mention desperately  eeded shaded play areas. Why would you give this exception away? 		Enuring amenities that are walkable is the most sustainable and equitable approach. 2,000+ units added to Manchester in the recent past - and how has the City increased public amenities? library hours? playgrounds? park space? school enhancements? senior day care? additional recreational spaces? job development spaces? increased public transportation? placemaker spaces?  need I keep going? 

		Large apartment buildings are being erected all over our neighborhood. Eliminating parking minimums will add to congestion on already crowded city streets - both in terms of parking and traffic. Overflow will move into already existing neighborhoods making it more difficult for current homeowners and renters to find a spot.    Sidewalks are narrow already so I anticipate increased pedestrian injuries and/or fatalities also will result.		Eliminate variability in requirements where possible - e.g., retail v. restaurant so that a new business coming into a previously established building already "meets code" and doesn't have to make modifications.		We need green space in Manchester desperately. Eliminating parking minimums eats into the opportunity to create any.

		Lack of street parking. Large Apartment builders will not continue to plan for their own parking spots if the minimums are eliminated.   Most residents still commute to work (largely in Glen Alan), public transportation is not a valid option for even a portion of current commuters.		Business owners gain more money without increased taxes.   No benefits for current residents.		City planners/politicians should not be making decisions based on “perfect world scenarios” only on realistic data for current residents and space. Improve the infrastructure first.

		As a small business, we are already struggling with the consequences of over development and lack of parking.  our business has been seriously impacted by the rapid development of the area and the poor planning to accommodate customers who see us as a destination. A reason to come to Manchester.		Not only should developers have to supply parking, they should not be allowed to charge their tenants for them.		no

		Street congestion; theft; traffic collisions		None. Strongly oppose removing minimums.		I strongly oppose removing parking minimums.

		Manchester in particular has almost no parking. City permitting is overly zealous rubber-stamping all growth that they have neglected other infrastructure. Manchester is a classic case where parking on Hull St. and thereabout causes massive traffic. Eliminating parking space minimums without considering how these areas are used seems absolutely ludicrous. 		More pedestrian friendly/bike-friendly. I say that as one of the rare individuals who bikes to work. However, until infratructure is built and maintained, the elimination seems only like a handout to developers that will hurt 99% of citizens. 		Listen to the community on this one. 

		making it harder for long term residents and owners to park		none		no

		There is already not enough on street parking in Manchester and neighborhood growth is extensive.  I strongly oppose eliminating parking space minimums within apartment communities. 		None		It should be part of the development plan to include and provide parking for residents in an area that already doesn't have enogh parking for those who reside here.

		There is not enough parking in Manchester.  All apartments should come with at least one parking space in each deck.  It should not be an option rather a requirement.		None.  I’m opposed to eliminating parking

		Where will those folks park? They will overflow into parking spaces in use by other owners who are paying taxes for the right to park near their property. Impacts to s.all business owners vs larger congolmerates/developers with deeper pockets. Consider different requirements for SB		N/A		No

		Nowhere to park - is the city planning on building any parking garages?		Honestly, I think it's the opportunity for problems - parking is essential.

		In Manchester, generally north of Commerce, the streets and sidewalks are narrow and on-street parking is already difficult to find. Eliminating on-site parking requirements would exacerbate the on-street parking problem. You need to concentrate on creating green space and streetscapes which would attract people to the area. Free city parking would help. Developers generally do not include parking in their buildings' rent because tenants are resistant. So much on-site parking goes unused and the tenants try to find on-street parking. Manchester does not want to become the next Shockoe Bottom and eliminating minimums will cause that.		Apparently, the City's only desire is to drive up density and therefore increase its RE tax revenues. You should realize that by making Manchester friendly to owners and visitors by the creation of green space and environmentally friendly streetscapes property values and rents would rise. 		The City is using a one size fits all approach. Clearly, Manchester north of Commerce should not be included in the proposed zoning change.

		This is an absolutely terrible idea. This would encourage extreme density building (for profit sake) with no infrastructure and could seriously impact already parking-stressed neighborhoods who have just been rezoned. A compromise of reduced parking requirements could encourage development that remains modest instead of cramming too many people into areas. In addition, this favors large apartment building construction when what people really need is affordable housing options. Eliminating parking to encourage more apt buildings does not address the real issue with the housing crisis in this city		Infill in areas with access to Pulse bus line.		Find a better way to address housing issues and incentivize construction. 

		The number of housing units, especially rentals is expanding at an astounding rate in Manchester.  Because many of the new units house more than one driver, and developers are only required to provide one spot per unit, parking will continue to become more of a concern		Eliminating parking space minimums would give developers more flexibility and save them money, but I don't think the city should do this at the expense of the residents. The only opportunity I see for residents is a possibility to create green space or a playground instead of parking spaces. Having said that, I would like to see the city prioritize the creation of green space and playgrounds in Manchester without sacrificing parking for residents.		The Truist parking lot near the river in Manchester is often empty, and creates a bottleneck for walkers and bikers accessing the river. Is there a way to make use of those parking spaces? They would be great to have available for events on Brown's Island. Also, it Ould be great to open up the walkway there so that there is more space for walkers and bikers entering and leaving the park

		Over crowded streets can’t find parking I’ve lived in cities where this is a major problem and that’s why people choose to live in Richmond it is more liveable . Appropriate parking is necessary! 		None 		Be wise . Long term impacts not just short term financial gain. 

		There are already challenges with parking in Manchester. As more buildings are put up the shortage of street parking will only get worse. It will also make it hard for businesses to attract customers.		None from my perspective. Perhaps developers will be able to save money on construction costs but that shouldn't be the city and it's residents concerns. It is clear that developers have not stopped building.		I feel that developers should be subject to not only creating parking spaces but also preserving some green space. It is all disappearing quickly.

		Well let’s see…because we are a car centric society and our local public transportation is unreliable almost everyone has a car; if you build a 200 unit apartment building there will in all probability be over 200 cars…if you only allow for parking of 125 of them that leaves 75 with nowhere to go.  Children know better 		Incentives public transportation/ride share/bike use		Think things out and consider interconnectivity of issues 

		Parking is already very challenging for residents and businesses. Requiring minimum dedicated parking for air bnb ventures will free up on street parking 		Can’t see any; residential and existing businesses should be prioritized. We pay the bulk of the real estate taxes after all. 		No

		Lack of parking currently will be exacerbated 		None		No

		Public transit is not comprehensive enough to replace a personal vehicle, especially if one works in the counties. Manchester still doesn’t have an easily accessible grocery store		More profits for developers! One would think it could be green space, but they will just pack in as many units as possible. 		Public transit should come first

		Parking is already extremely difficult. I believe Richmond public transportation use was also down (meaning people are not using the public transport by and large to traverse). Parking requirements should remain. Developers need to ensure adequate parking for new residents, particular with the high volume buildings added to the city. 		No opportunity for tax paying citizens. This is EXTREMELY unpopular. 

		Not enough parking now!  The new condos have 2 parking spaces (2 units), but there are 5 bedrooms. Multiple adults are renting and buying these units, and each adult has a car. Not enough on street parking on Bainbridge, Porter, Perry, and McDonough. 		Absolutely none!		See previous. 

		parking is already an issue in the city with bus lane, bike lanes and the poor conditions of streets and alleys. dont make things worse for the sake og more tax dollars.		none		parking is bad enough, dont make it worse

		Large high rises not properly incorporating the community thus making impossible high density spaces with no way to get to them.  		We need cohesive community plans that include parking community-wide instead of plans on a per business setup.  Some small businesses do not need parking if parking is handled elsewhere.  We need ways to promote more small business while keeping high rises in check that don't accommodate for parking.

		Parking is already tough in the city. It should ample, safe and affordable 		I don’t know		No

		Public transportation network not robust enough for this. People who commute into and out of the city will still need parking. Will need more than just city buses (something like trolley or trains) and will need a lot more of them.		More green space, more opportunities for businesses to pop up where parking lots once were		I think this is a good idea in the future, but not until the public transportation is improved. Decreasing the amount of parking spaces will only lead to more congestion and frustration and will disadvantage those who need to commute outside of the city for work. Other cities that do similar things to this have significantly more robust public transportation networks and are located in much more metropolitan areas.

		As a quickly overdeveloped neighborhood and Manchester we are lacking parking currently. There is much more development headed our way and no space for residents to park. We are also dealing with businesses that do not have any parking available at all.		The environment 		We still need to have developers require some parking and not get rid of it totally

		There are very few designated bike paths in Manchester and no dedicated bike paths in Old Manchester.  We also lack any grocery stores that are within walking/biking distance. 		Can't think of any. If you could magically build a metro system in Richmond....that would be great!  LOL		We continue to see vacant retail spaces at the bottom of these new apartment buildings. I think those retail spaces are doomed to ever become occupied if there is no where to park. Our city does not have the transportation infrastructure in place to live here without a car......period.   If the city wants income diversity living in the city, then we need to accommodate residents who own cars. 

		Not enough residential parking now! The pulse line and bike lanes killed even more.  Now you want unlimited development without parking, that is a recipe for disaster. 		Only good for development and increasing density. Not good for the current or future residents.		Parking requirements are necessary in an urban environment for controlled development.  Getting rid or them is a bad idea

		maximum adequate paring for all areas of the city		there are none - parking needs to be adequate; with the advent of bicycle lanes, parking is now even worse than it was before these lanes

		I want reasonable access to parking in my neighborhood.  I want further building to require parking space set aside, especially as it seems that lots that previously were not buildable now seem to be filled with new construction. 

		In Manchester parking is difficult in many places , forcing people to park in spaces too close to intersections. This often creates completely blind corners - there are places - example , coming from Hull and crossing Bainbridge, where you have to pull into the street to see if it is safe   ( and that of course, is not safe). If there is not enough space for parking for whatever monstrosity they want to build , they need to downsize the building . 		The opportunities seem to be solely for developers . 		We need more trees in Manchester, green spaces etc - not more boxes. 

		Parking for residents is already tight. Apt bldings need minimum parking enforcement.  The large companies that build these structures don't live here and won't care about oarking		None		The people who want these changes are deluded if they believe large corporations will ensure parking. You say they already include parking for their buildings. . I don't think that will happen with out minimum parking enforcement within city planning.    At leat separate residential and business parking minimums.  Large residential properties need mumimum parking guidelines.  They don't live here.

		Parking is already a challenge in The Fan. Many of these old row homes come with no parking or a single parking spot which leaves most residents dependent on street parking. Removing the parking minimum could mean more higher occupancy buildings without parking to support creating issues for both current and new residents.		None that I can think of for residents. Reduce minimums helps developers but will hurt residents 

		It's hard enough to park close to one's own house, to unload groceries, etc., without having to compete with the overflow from nearby businesses. 

		No place to park. Burden on surrounding single-family homes		None		No

		Not enough parking as it is. This would be a disaster for those of us owning houses

		Richmond is still a city that requires cars to get everywhere. Eliminating parking space minimums will result in the streets being overcrowded with parked vehicles. This could hurt local businesses if customers who drive to them cannot find parking. 		Profits for developers. 		Many people live in the city but work in the counties. As a mother, I would always want my car available to me in case I  needed to respond to one of my children at school. It would take too long to catch a bus back to my neighborhood to retrieve my car. If you have children, you have to have a car at all times. 

		Many residents do not have off street parking and would be crowded out of their own neighborhoods.  We don’t want to turn Richmond into a super-dense city of renters who have no long term commitment to The city		Developers get richer, unless the land not used for parking is used for green space rather than yet another high rise.  Looking at the sad overdevelopment of Scott’s Addition - now a morass of concrete and a heat sink with no trees - I suspect that the city is trying to shoehorn in whatever the developers want.  Perhaps this is your solution to failing schools - make the city unattractive to families so the children are in the counties		No

		Uh. No parking?? Keep minimums. 		None. Terrible idea. Try carrying your groceries or kids blocks just to get from your car to home. 		No

		This is not DC, NY, Chicago, Boston. Richmond does not have sufficient public transportation (rail) and the primary mode of travel is by car. This will only exacerbate already limited parking in popular neighborhoods (Scott's Addition, Manchester, Church Hill). 		None. It is a terrible idea. 		Require minimum parking until the City invests in a true public transportation plan (not busses). 

		We have insufficient parking to begin with.  This would just exacerbate the problem.		Making developers rich.  We should require more proffers, not fewer.

		Eliminating parking minimums is crazy.  We don't have room for the cars we have.  We have inadequate public transportation to support something this radical.  The lack of adequate parking reduces willingness of residents and visitors to attend events, restaurants and other civic and cultural undertakings.  This is the cart before the horse.  We need more parking not less.		Enrichment of developers.		See above

		Difficulty finding parking. Particularly at night. Overcrowding of our neighborhood. 		None. 		No

		Dont eliminate any restrictions   Must be restricted Must not increase and make it easy.  Who cares about the rich  business firms and packed in parking for their profit   Parking is at a premium   You make us pay and make it a nightmare for residents why help make it more crowded		obviously none 

		Richmond as a whole alredy does not have enough parking. Allowing developers to build properties without parking minimums would exacerbate the issue as they would opt for the cheaper option of not building parking to add more units to residntial buildings. Additionally,   Richmond does not have proper public transportation (the pulse is a joke) to support commuters or people looking to travel without a car. 		None		No

		left with places like Manchester that have no parking available for patrons from other parts of town to enjoy shopping /dining experience in that neighborhood. 		don't know 		no

		On street parking being stressed far more will reduce the quality of life for residents, especially permanent residents.  There are practical considerations surrounding the quality of life of neighborhoods that are unfortunately just disregarded by the government.  In certain neighborhoods there is a long standing mixed use urban reality, and reducing parking minimums even more risks the economic success or even survival of small businesses therein.  This City is not just about apartments.  Public transit is not a practical and available solution in many instances, and that should be recognized.  		Bigger buildings with exponential density will be okay for short term residents, maybe.  The near downtown historic neighborhoods will shortly not exist.		Tread carefully and think long term about all of the people who live here.  Act like a Trustee, and be careful about impacts.  

		There is little to space to park now. Where will people park who lives in new spaces or try to go to restaurants?   You can build places, but will come if they cannot accommodate their vehicle?

		Implicit subsidy to overly dense residential. Impact on adjacent neighborhoods. 		Small businesd only. 		Terrible idea to eliminate residential minimums.     Will result in even more parking districts to regulate

		We do not have infrastructure in place to support less car centric life.   Bus routes are not useful to all residents. Cyclists and pedestrians are clearly not adequately protected. Streets in mixed use and residential neighborhoods have been designed as thoroughfares.   Lack of available parking will damage small businesses.  Residents, particularly people who rent, will be discouraged.  The occupancy rate will go down and city income will decrease. Housing shortages do not last forever and we should plan for the long term. 		When existing landlords are no longer required to provide parking more land will be available for other uses. The removal of parking requirements may encourage business and raise income for the city. 		I fully support building a less automobile dominated city. And I believe less (not more) parking on city streets must be part of that vision. Eliminating all parking minimums may be counterproductive if it is not handled responsibly. Current property owners should be incentivized  to utilize their own property for personal parking. Owners of decrepit garages or sheds in the middle of alleys or behind houses should be required to maintain those structures and make them functional. Our older neighborhoods have many garages that no longer accommodate cars. Building codes and zoning requirements might be changed so those garages could become useful for parking or ADUs.  Lastly, the city will have to build parking garages at the edge of busy retail or business locations. Or those businesses will no longer be a "destination". Charlottesville has done a good job of this. Because developers are currently buying every scrap of available land, the city will have to plan and act quickly to make this possible.

		Parking is already so limited in the city.

		Unit dwellers are forced to park on streets making for unsafe conditions! ....especially for cyclists!		None. If developers want to develop, they should be required to provide spaces for all of their residents. The residents appreciate that also.		Above

		As a home owner in the Fan, I own one car and use off-street parking. Renters, short or long term, come with one car per person. Not limiting cars associated with a rental address is a very bad policy. We are not the kind of urban environment (like New York City) that has public transportation options that make people want to give up their cars.		The opportunities are that landlords will be able to break properties up into multiple units without fear of penalty. Residentially zoned neighborhoods will see more commercial conversion. The problems we have with noise and crowds go unaddressed. The city wants neighborhood associations to solve the problems that arise but ignore our grievances. We call the police and they have no authority.

		Not enough parking is frustrating for anyone - whether you are a resident, a visitor/tourist, or worker. Ample (and ideally free) parking encourages visiting businesses and bringing people into the city. 		The opportunity lies in easing some of the already difficulty regulations and requirements of businesses, new construction, more housing, etc. We need to make investment in the city easier not harder. Some areas of the city may require more parking spaces than others and may need to depend on neighborhood/area. 		No

		Once again, the discussion regarding eliminating parking space minimums needs to be considered neighborhood by neighborhood. There are some areas within our city where this change would be a positive. There are also many neighborhoods in our city (including mine) where this change would be extremely detrimental.		One rule does not apply to all geographic areas within our city. Do NOT make a blanket statement ruling. Take a nuanced case by case approach. 		One size does not fit all. Do not regulate as if it did.

		Parking is the number one reason people don’t come to the city to dine, recreate, and live. Eliminating parking space requirements will cause congestion, traffic and a strain on residents and businesses. 		Beautiful, easy to use public parking decks could alleviate the challenges around eliminating parking space requirements.     Downtown Santa Monica, CA is a great example of this. Without their 6 public decks, Santa Monica would never have see the level of development and investment they have over the last 20yrs, turning it into an international destination and popular corporate headquarters. 		Eliminating parking space requirements to promote public transit ignores decades of evidence to the contrary around the country. 

		A positive feature of Richmond is that it does a great job facilitating driving from the suburbs into the city.				I do not think eliminating parking would lead to more walking/taking of public transportation.  A highly likely effect would be the reduction of visits into the city from the suburbs.

		FOR THE LOVE OF PETE!  The City is already well aware of the massive shortage of street parking particularly in the Fan and the Museum District.  Eliminating parking space minimums will be catastrophic.  It’s ludicrous to cite the “walkability” ranking of these neighborhoods as justification for eliminating parking space minimums.  Even if residents walk to SOME of their destinations, everyone still has an automobile.  I have no sympathy for developers being required to provide for adequate parking for each and every dwelling unit.  		None! How about instead promoting developers building multi-level parking garages! I lived in Houston Texas for 20 years, and this type of parking facility was critical in accommodating the population. 		No

		Do not change the parking minimum 		Downside is worse than upside

		The obvious one is that those living in an area will have a hard time parking if businesses and apartment buildings don't have to have parking. When one applies for a permit there should be included in the submission a plan for parking.  This will help the city plan for any adjustments it may need to make. If the plan just calls for street parking the city can adjust hourly times, special permits, etc.				We need even more bus routes, crosswalks, sidewalks, and bike lanes. Maybe a two tiered bus size. The traditional size bus for rush hour and and other smaller buses during the day late evening with more frequent bus stops. 

		Impacting parking for existing residents. Lack of sufficient SAFE infrastructure for non-car transportation. Lack of walkable neighborhoods.		Require contributions to bike/walk/public transportation and infrastructure in lieu of parking minimums. For example many businesses don’t even have bike racks, forcing patrons to lock to street signs. This is unacceptable. Also even on streets with bike lanes, businesses contribute to unsafe biking by blocking them, allowing customers and loading trucks to park in them. If parking minimums are eliminated then businesses must be required to provide other opportunities for transportation. 		We need to create better non-vehicle infrastructure before eliminating parking minimums and we must require businesses to contribute to the costs

		More building without anywhere to park. Most of the city is already too congested. I would never rent or buy anywhere that didn't have dedicated parking. 		No opportunities. It will just cause runaway building. 		Inconsiderate towards moderately disabled/handicapped that will be forced to walk greater distances. 

		Where are residents and visitors supposed to park. Jackson Ward is ludicrous with increased density, parking removed  to provide valet parking, and no place for residents or visitors to park.  Not everyone travels by bike or public transit 		Don't 		Parking is a disaster in this city.

		Parking already challenging in many Richmond neighborhoods. Too many residents not using public transportation as alternative. Work at home lifestyle already creating parking issues because residents are parked for long hours at home and not commuting to work frequently. Richmond has several centers of business - downtown, innsbrook, west creek and there is no public transportation from the city to the other areas so it isn’t realistic to think residents will eliminate having cars. 

		City parking is always a challenge. Eliminating minimums will make it that much harder to park, especially for visitors. Keep the minimums!		That only benefits the developers & builders due to cost. That’s not an opportunity in my opinion.		No

		Enough parking for both residents and visitors 

		We already have too many cars parked on the streets. It makes visibility for making turns very difficult. To build without providing for more parking just makes the problem worse.		Can we work on more underground parking garages? Have developers pay into fund to develop them in certain areas?

		Discourages housing sales, rentals (if I have a walk half a mile to get home, that could be a problem); safety - walking late a night; convenience - especially for the elderly.		N/A		N/A

		Finding parking is already an issue. Now the bldgs will be denser/ more cars more people and parking will be less per person		There are none		Dont do this

		No place to park in front of residence

		Nowhere for visitors to park. Unsafe for tenants who have to park far from their building.

		Museum District already hard to park		Public transport. Green spaces. More trees		Make some areas parking for residents, others only hourly and pay

		Terrible situations with cars circling and hunting for anywhere to park.  A total traffic mess.  		NONE.  This is a Terrible idea.  Richmond is NOT Washington DC.  Being a “Livable City” means having enough parking spaces for everyone.  		Keep - and INCREASE- the minimum parking spaces needed !

		Parking is already a challenge in many of the areas that are being developed. If minimums are eliminated with new development the problem will only get worse. 

		As a long time city resident, I have long been perplexed by the fact the city seems to discourage people (citizens, tourists, visitors) from coming downtown due to limited parking, strict parking limits, quick to tow, etc.  Surely, the City of Richmond can learn from other cities who actually encourage people to come to their downtown districts by making more parking available, making parking safe,  accessible, and affordable.  By doing so, people are inclined to spend their money in dining establishments and other small businesses in the downtown, slip, and bottom.  I read a bit about the motivation behind this resolution:  encourage use of public transit, make housing more affordable, etc.  I can tell you that while I do like going downtown to dine in the restaurants, walk around the bottom and slip, etc., I will not use public transportation.  If I cannot drive and park where I feel safe and feel I can afford, I'm not coming downtown to spend money, I will drive to locations in the surrounding counties to spend my money.   I am sure others feel the same.   We need to encourage people to come downtown, to the slip, to the bottom, to spend money, not discourage them.   We already do a great job making it difficult for people to drive downtown and park their cars, the city has always been very good at that.  Now, in 2022, soon to be 2023, can we not start thinking differently?  		I don't know - the thinking seems to be we will force or push people to use the bus if we further eliminate parking access - I don't think that will take place.  I won't use the bus to come downtown, to the slip, to the bottom, in the evenings to spend money in restaurants, bars, or other businesses and I'm sure others feel the same as I - for a variety of reasons.  If parking continues to be reduced or eliminated, I'll head to the counties to spend my money and increase their tax revenue instead.  Make housing more affordable?  I absolutely agree that rent is outrageous and I have no idea how people can afford to rent but unless you pass a resolution to force landlords and property owners to pass on the savings of eliminating required parking minimums to tenants, it isn't going to happen.  Landlords and property owners would still charge the same (or higher) rent and will pocket any cost savings.  If you do pass a resolution to force landlords or property owners to reduce rents by the amount of money they save by not forcing them to have parking minimums, you risk discouraging them from staying in the city rather than head to the counties.  My understanding and statements here may appear simple and rudimentary but all I know right now is the fact the city already makes it challenging to drive downtown, park the car, and head to restaurants and other businesses.  This resolution only seems designed to further discourage people from coming downtown to spend money.  		No. 

		I think this is premature, at best. We reside in the Fan and have no off street parking. Over time parking has become increasingly challenging. The city has done a number of things that have reduced available spaces- bump,ours, circles, bus routes, increased density. Eliminating parking minimums will not eliminate cars. In addition to work commute issues the layout of the city and counties disburses destinations making use of public transport unavailable. Look at the low ridership if GRTC even with free fares. I oppose this change. 		Given my previous answer and the proliferation of apartment buildings in already dense areas I do not see any. 		I understand the desire to encourage alternative transport.  It is simply unrealistic in the near future. 

		Without parking spaces, cars will be piled up along the streets. In my neighborhood, an owner seeks to covert a church at the corner of Moss Side Avenue and Laburnum Avenue into 8 apartments with no off street parking. It is impossible.		None.

		1.  Inability to require handicap accessible parking  2.  This would hinder customers ability to utilize local merchants and may encourage them to drive to county/suburban stores instead  3. Less parking lots do not necessarily mean a better carbon footprint or less hot zones in city.  		The only reason to eliminate parking spaces would be to create an equal amount of green space		As someone who chose to live in the city (returning to home town), I feel strongly that eliminating parking requirements will have a negative impact on local businesses as well as people's desire to live in the City.

		Need to upgrade our transportation options before eliminating parking requirements.

		Individuals who live in the suburbs will find alternatives and shift commerce to the outer lying counties where parking is readily available. 		None 		There aren't enough businesses - grocery stores, drug stores downtown to support the amount of housing going up.     Do you think people would take the bus with 5-6 bags of groceries?    Why are State agencies moving out to the counties - VEC, ABC, etc..?

		Less parking for businesses, most dwellings have 2 cars which means more folks will be parking in public areas.		none		Please require at least 2 spaces per unit.

		We still need parking space minimums to avoid parking going into neighborhoods

		Residents may not find a space 		None		No

		I don't agree with eliminating parking space minimums as it would absolutely crowd the streets with automobiles.  The higher density the city becomes the more demand for parking there will be and parking lot fees will sky rocket. A great example of this is the 12 story 428 bed "The Ascend RVA building at Broad and Lombardy".  This is a very high density apartment complex and those future residents will definitely need a parking spot, they will over-fill the Carver neighborhood.  How this development was approved with only 79 planned parking spaces is extremely disappointing.  		I can't think of any. Parking minimums is integral to ensuring less congestion.  People would spend a whole lot more time searching for a spot without minimums. 

		The City wants people without worrying about the negative impact on the neighborhoods. Westhampton and the Fan should not be lumped in with other districts with big surface parking areas. If Westhampton has ACU dwellers using precious parking  spaces, where are those who patronize the shops and restaurants going to park? They are the ones making the area viable economically. It will be a long long time before people bicycle vs drive cars, so we need to not make parking ever tighter		None that I can see from the point of view of a long time property owner abs resident of Westhampton 		Please please do not adopt a cookie cutter approach to approving ACUs by right and not requiring dedicated parking. 

		Residents still have cars and developers will build as many units as allowed, so everyone will be competing for fewer available parking spots. 		I do not believe there really are any		No

		RVA is still a car dependent city despite the city’s intentions. Many citizens will still drive cars and they will start to encroach on resident’s parking. For instance if a new apartment building is built with no planned parking, the tenants will still bring their car and take parking spaces from local residents.		I don’t think there are any “opportunities” besides to aggravate constituents.		Don’t do it.

		Although I understand the desire to have all bike and walkable areas, we are still a mobile community with vehicles. As such, great care should be given before we eliminate parking space minimums. It should be a case-by-case application process, not a blanket policy for all of the city and/or areas. 		If done right, you can have some great piazzas-type spaces. That said, businesses and true residents of the areas should be consulted before acting. Don’t allow the bike community to dictate their desires over the true residents\taxpayers of that street. 		Again, public dialog/traffic studies are needed before acting. 

		I do not believe in eliminating parking requirements for new construction. Richmond is not the most bike/public transport/pedestrian friendly city and is still car oriented. We should focus on connecting the city with public transport infrastructure		Focusing on connecting the city with public transport infrastructure

		At present, there are neighborhoods where this, if enacted, should be phased in.  Without an actual study of parking availability and limitations, it is difficult to determine need.  Additionally, some neighborhoods are lagging in access to functioning sidewalks, bike lanes, and public transportation and those needs or lack thereof should be addressed concomitantly with changing or eliminating parking requirements.  Finally, while there are tremendous benefits to small businesses, retail, and restaurants, large scale development such as what is going on in Manchester, should continue to have parking requirements until issues like access to public transportation, grocery stores, and police are addressed.  		There are tremendous benefits for small businesses, retail, and restaurants in eliminating the proposal.  And, it is a very laudable long term goal from an overall livability perspective.  However, without public transportation and/or the types of ride-share programs that have been successful in the past in cities with limited parking, the lack of access to a grocery store and a lack of ADA compliant sidewalks and streets will make this difficult in neighborhoods like Manchester.		Again, this is a very laudable goal.  But the city needs to work comprehensively on this.   For example, if the idea is to make the city more bike-friendly and walkable, then it makes no sense to rebuild the Mayo bridge without bike lanes or wider sidewalks, which is currently what is being proposed.  Additionally, the issues with no setbacks for wider sidewalks, particularly here in Manchester, should be addressed to make walking more attractive.

		So much traffic now — no more acceptions		None		Parking in libbie and Grove already too crowded    

		You are counting on all persons renters/owners not owning a vehicle which is unreasonable 		I see none.  This will cause a strain on parking for the residential home owners that are already there		I think it is not a good recommendation at this time and would create huge additional parking on the streets which are not conducive on most residential streets in the city

		Illegal parking in any space available  Spillover into residential areas as one finds parking  Double parking		None		Why try to ruin a decent neighborhood  Dont let Richmond become Atlanta!

		There will be a shortage of parking. 		It will facilitate overdevelopment. It is a major oportunity for developers to make money as they degrade our quality of life

		That would be a disaster!!  Where is someone going to plug in their electric car.  Thinking that everyone is walking or riding their bikes to work.  It is years from now.  People still have children to get to the Dr. - themselves to the Dr.  People have have friends and family come see them.  Don't act like this is New York City!!!		There are no opportunities with eliminating parking		I think everyone likes to have their own parking space

		people will have to park further away from their residence which becomes dangerous at night, some people may park on the sidewalk like in San Francisco		I see no opportunities since already people are complaining about parking in some new high rise apartments on Broad		Think about persons who work at night and can not find a nearby parking space

		Having sufficient space to have adequate parking - especially if it is a residential building    If an owner is issued a special use property for a building that does not require parking, that special use permit should not be transferable to the next owner when the building is sold.				no

		The city is not uniform.  In some areas, such as downtown with ample garages, eliminating parking requirements makes sense. In more suburban areas, fully eliminating parking requirements is distruptive. 

		the congested created by the massive, recent and already approved and anticipated development is hazardous.  some streets have become nearly impassable and the parking schemes the city has implemented exacerbate the problem (e.g., Libbie Avenue). The current on-street parking creates hazards -- for both pedestrians and vehicles -- which will only increase in what are tight geographic areas.  The City is intent on increasing density in tight areas.  Without parking, the near west end and scott's addition are quickly becoming like Georgetown in Washington, D.C.  Perhaps if developers had to provide parking, they might alter their plans to reduce the footprint of residential or commercial units (ostensibly contrary to the city's quest for more tax dollars) in order to provide the parking.		Sorry - please see above.  I am not in favor of eliminating minimums.  I strongly favor imposing and increasing them.		Please see above.  Without parking space minimums, the areas with the highest rates of development will become hazardous, more congested, and devoid of parking for existing user.  It also impairs traffic flow -- such as drivers' ability to make left hand turns.

		In our area parking is already a disaster. Want new business but not at the cost of inability to park at current business /residency		None positive		No

		Inadequate parking for residents; unsafe sidewalks and lighting making parking farther away dangerous 		Additional development potentially spurs taxation income, but parking requirements should not be reduced—especially for residential areas 

		A blanket elimination of parking space minimums is ridiculous.  This is not the west coast.  Elimination may be appropriate in certain neighborhoods because of the geography and density is what the residents desire.   But to simply rely on developers'  goodwill and let the market dictate the number of spaces available in all neighborhoods once again allows city staff to toss yet another governmental responsibility out the window and fail to support commonsense regulations for many residential neighborhoods.  A street free for all is not what we need.  Current requirements are certainly better than no requirements.		See above.		NO

		Parking is at a premium in most locations in the west end.  Do not make it more difficult or inconvenient by eliminating minimums.		None I can think of.

		No where for existing cars to park once rules change. Commercial vehicles allowed to park on city streets taking up too many parking spaces.		Developers can use more space to build.rather than provide parking places , disaster waiting to happen		Yes, it will not lower cost to renters, tenants, etc. as developers will use space for their economic benefit

		Less spaces for long term residents  Over building 		None		The Libbie Grove area has become a parking and traffic problem 

		Overcrowding on streets

		Need enough parking to make it easy to get around town and get services 		Don’t see any benefit 		No

		In areas where parking is already limited (i.e. Libbie/Grove commercial area), this could lead to the approval of projects that, while feasible in every other way, would be infeasible vis-a-vis reasonable parking expectations. This could have a negative impact on existing businesses, especially, as consumers who are unable to find parking will choose to take their business elsewhere (and very possibly to another locality). It could also lead to new developments that fail to gain favor with tenants given the lack of parking for their business/operation.		Eliminating parking space minimums could allow more economically-beneficial projects to gain approval.		Instead of requiring a certain amount of parking, perhaps there could be a requirement to assess the feasibility of new projects vis-a-vis parking. This would eliminate statutory minimums while still maintaining an important protection against overbuilding (relative to parking, that is).

		While public and alternate transportation may be an alternative in the future, it is not possible in the current environment. Home owners have limited parking currently and changes would create unacceptable challenges. The proposed changes would burden home owners by bringing more cars than allocated spaces from business and other home owners/ guests and visitors.		There are none and you potentially will force people to move out of the city and harm business as frustrated patrons stop supporting business with limited parking and congestion.		Certain areas of the city are already congested and challenged by limited parking for business patrons, suppliers and residents.  Streets that are frequented by young children are now less safe as traffic attempts to seek alternate routes and parking. 

		This is a terrible, terrible suggestion. There was an uproar when the city suggested adding a .6 mile bike lane to Grove Ave. that would have eliminated on-street parking for neighbors and businesses. Removing parking spaces and/or eliminating the parking space requirements throughout the city while at the same time adding density, both residential and commercial, is first and foremost unsafe. Richmond doesn't have the infrastructure in place to support this. Fix the sidewalks! Add crosswalks with lights! There are so many things needed to be done to make walking around town safer before you suggest that everyone walk/bike/bus everywhere. 		I don't see any opportunities by creating, not solving, a problem. You will not increase bus usage or biking by force, and the city council member who suggested people will just "have to get used to it" has forgotten that he's an elected official serving the interest of his constituents, not developers. 

		Residences will not have places to park their vehicles.

		Lack of parking for residents. Most homes in my neighborhood so not have any off-street parking; allowing increased density – residential and commercial – without accounting for increased numbers of cars does not make sense. I understand wanting to encourage public transit and bikes, but Richmond is not currently prepared to rely on those to the exclusion of cars. 		The only opportunities are for developers. This is not the corner to cut. Please do not remove parking minimums! It clearly only benefits developers while harming residents.		Please do not remove parking minimums! It clearly only benefits developers while harming residents. Glenburnie already sees patrons of businesses in the Libbie/Grove/Patterson businesses. The North end of Seneca Road is already very dangerous due to the mix of street parking for residents & neighboring businesses, pedestrians, and traffic. Traffic on Libbie between Grove and Guthrie is often congested and will likely become worse with the two planned high density developments unfolding there. I walk often in our area to dine, shop, and exercise – but many people patronizing our businesses drive, and a lack of parking isn't going to make them take public transit, it's going to make them **take their money elsewhere.** We have lived here for 12 years and are thrilled with the increased availability of shops and restaurants, we know why people want to be here! But unlimited development without anywhere to park cars is not going to improve anyone's experience.

		Parking minimums ensure adequate area capacity for development. It would be a mistake to eliminate minimums. There would be insufficient parking and overcrowding in the area, leading to more congestion and overflow problems. 		None. 		Do not eliminate parking minimums. 

		Commuters, tourists, visitors from outside the city need parking!  People who live in areas where residents have nowhere else to park but iron the street need parking!  Eliminating parking space minimums entirely is foolish.  There needs to be some flexibility and should vary by neighborhood or area.  One size fits all approach can’t work.		Build in flexibility to better address the diversity of neighborhood layouts/development/needs throughout the city (no one size fits all or blanket regulation).  Beef up public transportation/support (currently inadequate if this regulation really gets removed).		Richmond is a far cry away from larger metro areas like NYC or DC.  We don’t want or need to be like them.  

		1) spillover parking will occur in neighboring neighborhoods  2) will encourage use of cars to get to work, etc.		None.

		People who own residences will not be able to park by their homes.		None that I can see ... due to all of the recent construction along Libbie & Grove, we already have a terrible shortage of parking.		Folks who pay property taxes, which are not cheap, should have access to parking in front of their homes.  In other cities where I have lived, resident got 2 parking spaces/permits and could purchase (extra fee)a third.  The parking permit could be hung inside the car on the mirror and tranferred to a guest car

		Overcrowding & overdevelopment   Strongly oppose eliminating 		Nothing good  This is a very bad idea		Don’t do it

		We will revert back to the chaotic parking conditions that existed years ago before this reasonable zoning change was put in place to address the chaos and make Richmond a more favorable place for businesses to invest, for tourists & local vistors to come to dine, see a movie, attend a museum,  performance, a ball game, attend a lectures, go out in the evening, go to church. Parking decks and these minimal parking space requirements were all solutions to reduce the traffic chaos & confusion with people endlessly circling blocks looking for parking. Parking lots were established downtown and at  schools. This will be a giant step backward, returning to the state of traffick & parking chaos of 50 years ago. I hate to see RVA follow the US Supreme Court when it rolled back 5 decades worth of progress by overturning Roe V Wade. This is a similar action. The zoning restrictions requiring minimum - NOT MAXIMUM, just MINIMUM parking spaces for their clientele halped remove the traffic chaos of clients trying to find parking near a business ro venue they wanted to attend.  This is exactly analogous to overturning Roe V Wad. Look at the chaos that has already ensued across the country since the Supreme Court rolled back that long standing matter. Richmond will return to the chaos of greater traffic problems, eternal circling looking for parking,causing more danger to residents & visitors, increasing risks to all and increasing insurance rates. It is a giant leap backward, a pointless mistake.		Eliminating parking space minimums is yet another a outstanding opportunity for our neighboring counties Henrico, Chesterfield, Hanover, and Goochland Counties to attract more businesses, add more residents, grow their tax base, and become ever more successful than Richmond, accelerating the trend that has progressed ever since Stoney became Mayor.		Climate considerations are one final issue. Inner city residents already suffer MORE from heat islands due to packing people in large concrete & mortar buildings surrounded by concrete & pavement. This misguided idea is to be able to build MORE brick & concrete buildings in the city, which WORSENS the impact on the inner city's climate problems creating MORe heat islands. It is already a fact that concrete, pavement, spaces filled with buildings, create HEAT ISLANDS in cities, making these areas an average of 5 degrees Fahrenheit hotter than surrounding suburbs. This proposed plan will worsen the problem. Current best recommendations for cities in our endangered climate are to create more green spaces & urban forests in cities, not crowd more buildings together increasing density of buildings with ever fewer parking spaces. Any change thius dramatic impacting the most city businesses, residents, visitors by rights must be put to vote by the entire city in a referendum in 2023. It is probably already too late for this 2022 election.

		In the Libbie Grove area, parking is already at a premium.  As new multi-family condos and apartments go up, we need to assure that there is some parking set aside.  Our area is not yet sufficiently accessible by public transportation.		I do appreciate the desire to eliminate open surface lots.  I also know that the costs of parking are often passed on in multi-family projects, thereby making affordable housing difficult.  Are there examples of cities that have reduced parking minimums or made them consistent without complete elimination?		No

		You know the challenges.  Favors larger scale development in existing neighborhoods with single family homes		There aren’t many opportunities.  Favors building apartment complexes over single family homes.		No

		Absolutely the WORST IDEA Jones ever came up with.  The goal Jones seeks is to build ever more concrete multistory buildings that are EXACTLY what causes the dangerous heat in cities, including RVA. NO NO NO A THOUSAND TIMES NO   THE ARROGANCE & IGNORANCE OF REVDR JONES SAYING PEOPLE CAN RIDE BIKES OR WALK - HE LIVES IN MACHESTER, HAS NO DIFFICULT DAILY COMMUTE, WORKS AT A CHURCH WITH MANY EXTRA SPACES. HE IS THE LAST PERSON WHOSE IDEAS SHOULD BE FOLLOWED FOR THE CITY AS A WHOLE.  ANY SUCH DRAMATIC CHANGE IMPACTING MANY MILLIONS SHOULD BE SUBJECT TO A REFERENDUM NOT VOTED ON & APPROVED BY 7 POLITICIANS  I SEE JONES DUPLICITOUS MOTIVES, BUT IT IS WRONG FOR EVERYONE INVOLVED. WILL HE IMPOSE THIS RESTRICTION ON HIS CHURCH? IF YOU ASK PEOPLE THE BIGGEST PROBLEMS IN THE CITY, PARKING WILL COME IN ONLY SLIGHTLY BELOW CRIME. HOLD A REFERENDUM OR JUST VOTE THUMBS DOWN AND MAKE JONES START BY REDUCING HIS CHURCHES PARKING SPACES. HOW WILL THEY LIKE THAT? BEYOND THAT IT IS UTTERLY WRONG FOR THE CITY'S CLIMATE EFFORTS.  POURING CONCRETE & BUILDING MORE BUILDINGS CAUSING INNER CITIES TO BE 5 DEGREES F HOTTER THAN SUBURBAN OR GREENER AREAS.  NORTHSIDE HAS GREENERY BUT THIS GILPIN COURT RELOCATION PLAN OF BUILDING MORE OF THE SAME OLD MULTIUNIT BUILDINGS IS INSANITY- DOING THE SAME THING OVER & OVER, EXPECTING A DIFFERENT OUTCOME. THIS IS THINKING FROM THE 60S-70S.  CITIES NEED TO BE LESS DENSE NOT MORE. HARVARD KENNEDY SCHOOL STUDIES ON VIOLENCE AGAINST BLACK PEOPLE SHOWED THAT THE HIGHER THE POPULATION DENSITY THE GREATER THE RATE OF VIOLENT CRIME. WHAT JONES PROPOSES WORSENS PROBABILITY OF VIOLENT CRIME AND WORKS AGAINST EFFORTS TO DEAL WITH CLIMATE IN CITIES, WHICH REQUIRES GREEN SPACE. ELIMINATING PARKING SPACES (GETTING RID OF MINIMUM PARKING SPACE REQUIREMENT) IS THE COMPLETE OPPOSITE OF WHAT IS NEEDED TO MAKE THE CITY MORE LIVABLE & MORE GREEN. WHERE DO CITY COMMUTERS, VISITORS, BUSINESS PEOPLE, RESTAURANT DINERS, PEOPLE ATTENDING ENTERTAINMENT VENUES, ATHLETIC EVENTS, SHOPPERS. PATIENTS SEEKING MEDICAL CARE, STUDENTS - ALL NEED PARKING SPACES. AT NIGHT & OFF HOURS, THE LOTS ARE EMPTY. THAT IS NORMAL. I KNOW WHAT JONES IS TRYING TO DO, BUT HOW ABOUT HE STARTS WITH HIS OWN CHURCH & HIS DAUGHTER'S APARTMENT COMPLEX? CARELESSLY BLOWING OFF LEGITIMATE OBJECTIONS OF THE PEOPLE IMPACTED AND SAYING PEOPLE SHOULD WALK OR RIDE BIKES IS UTTERLY ARROGANT. THIS IS THE OPPOSIT OF WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE TO MAKE THE CITY MORE LIVEABLE FOR ITS POOREST. THIS WORSENS CITY HEAT, WORSES RVA IMPACT ON CLIMATE, REDUCES DESIRABILITY OF THE CITY AS A PALCE TO DO BUSINESS OR TO LIVE. POLL THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY AND CITIZENS INSTEAD OF COUNCIL & MAYOR DOING ANOTHER END RUN AROUNDS THE PUBLIC WHO, AFTER ALL PAYS FOR ALL OF THIS. THE BAD MANAGEMENT BY THIS ADMINISTRATION & THIS CURRENT COUNCIL HAS ALREADY  DRIVEN BUSINESSES OUT OF THE CITY. THAT STARTED BEFORE THE RIOTS& INCREASED CRIME. THIS WOULD COMPLETELY KILL ANY IDEA OF BRINGING BUSINESSES & RESIDENTS BACK INTO THE CITY. FORGET THAT IDEA. THIS IS THE WORST OF MANY THE BAD IDEAS THIS MAYOR & JONES IN PARTICULAR HAVE COME UP WITH. WE NEED TO ATTRACT MORE BUSINESSES & PEOPLE INTO THE CITY, NOT DRIVE THEM OUT. 50 YEARS AGO PARKING WAS IMPOSSIBLE. PARKING DECKS BUILT, BUSINESSES GREW. SOME OF THE LAND NEAR BELVIDERE IS ALREADY LIKELY UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR OTHER BUILDINGS THAT WILL BRING REVENUE INTO THE CITY. THIS HAS TO BE THE DUMBEST IDEA  ANYONE HAS EVER COME UP WITH, REVEALING COMPLETE IGNORANCE OF OR INDIFFERENCE TO THE REAL NEEDS OF THE CITY IN ORDER TO HAVE ANY HOPE OF REVERSING THE RECENT EXODUS FROM THE CITY THAT HAS BEGUN. AGAIN THE LAST COUPLE OF YEARS. HENRICO & CHESTERFIELD COUNTIES ARE BENEFICIARIES OF THIS ADMINISTRATIVE INCOMPETENCE & DESTRUCTIVE ACTIOSN DRIVING BUSINESSES OUT. ANALYTICALLY- WHAT IS THE PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED BY REDUCING PARKING SPACES? wHAT IS THE NEED FOR FEWER SPACES? WHO WANTS THIS? WHY? WHAT STUDIES SHOW ANYONE IN THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY, RESIDENTS OR VISITORS ACTUALLY WANT FEWER PARKING SPACES? WHO IS PUSHING FOR THIS? WHAT IS THE UTLIMATE GOAL, QUANTITATIVELY, THAT REV JONES INTENDS TO ACHIEVE? WHAT DATA SHOW ANY SUBSTANTIVE NUMBER OF PEOPLE OTHER THAN HE WANT THIS? THE OBVIOUS SOLUTION IS TO DEFER ANY ACTIONS UNTIL A REFERENDUM CAN BE HELD TO LET THE BROADER PUBLIC HAVE ITS INPUT BEFORE ACTION IS TAKEN, INSTEAD OF YET ANOTHER STEALTHY END RUN AROUND THE CITY & ITS BUSINESSES & TAXPAYERS.		THERE ARE NONE. THAT IS WHAT I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW. WHAT IS THE BENEFIT? NOT JUST HAND WAVING NOTIONS BY JONES, SAYING "i KNOW YOU'LL BE INCONVENTIENCED BY NOT HAVING PARKING SPACES FOR YOUR CAR, BUT YOU SHOULD WALK OR RIDE BIKES ANYWAY." REAL DATA AND ABOVE ALL SHOWING A DEMAND FOR FEWER PARKING SPACES.		THIS IS THE KIND OF DRAMATIC CHANGE IMPACTING BUSINESS & WORKING PEOPLE'S ALREADY HECTIC LIVES THAT MANDATES A REFERENDUM INSTEAD OF JUST COUNCIL & MAYOR DOING AN END RUN AROUND THE PUBLIC. NO NO A THOUSAND TIMES NO. PEOPLE WILL RUN HARDER THAN EVER AWAY FROM RVA.

		There has to be adequate multimodal transit so people don't have to use cars.  Fan parking is tight but not optimized.  There are many garages that are not used for cars and many spaces in/off alleys that could be made for parking.  I support decreasing the required parking space minimums.				Avoid a huge uproar about this by optimizing parking first and continuing work on car alternatives

		Just the same problems that the minimums were originally created for - commuter students parking in the neighborhoods near their schools, rental residences with many cars per unit, etc. Limiting cars per unit is a good way to prevent these problems.		Less paperwork, fewer fees.		The closer anyone lives to VCU, the worse they are going to be affected by relaxation of the current regulations. It used to be pretty horrible - this would basically revert back to the original form.

		It will open up single family houses to investors who want to convert the building to multi-family. Absentee landlords are generally invested in the building, not the community, and the community suffers accordingly.		As indicated above, the opportunities result in negative impacts. 		Absentee landlords are not interested in affordable housing, they are interested in profit. They’re not bad people, they just aren’t vested in street trees, weeds, managing trash, and the abundant problems that keep code enforcement officers so busy.

		There’s not enough parking in The Fan. Idea: if you have a garage or off-street parking, then maybe not eligible for parking pass in zoned areas. 		I don’t think they should be eliminated. 		No

		That no one will be able to find parking when they need it. New development should have enough onsite parking capacity to accommodate all tenants. If they can’t manage that, they shouldn’t be allowed to build. 		None. The city’s transportation infrastructure is already broken. GRTC is a public liability rather than an asset. Without quality mass transit (again, GRTC is awful), residents need cars and off-street places to park those cars. 		Any elimination of parking minimums would need to be accompanied by a massive investment in transportation infrastructure that takes vehicles off the streets, including new parking decks, light rail, and NOT more busses. 

		The Fan already has serious parking density problems.  We do not want to increase the parking problems we already have.

		This will not "encourage" people to take public transportation, which has limits as to the city areas it covers.  People will simply find street parking, leading to overload in neighborhoods where residents depend on street parking.  If our public transportation isn't being utilized, take a hint that it's not meeting needs where it's wanted and useful.		None.   It's a stupid and bad idea.		No

		There is already a huge parking shortage in this city. In Manchester the city has allowed apartment after apartment to build without adequate parking, while allowing them to block streets while they build, eliminating most parking options. 		The only opportunity is to make it even more difficult on residents and businesses. I don’t even bother going to Scott’s addition anymore to support those businesses because parking is a nightmare.		The zoning should be changed-to require apartments to have adequate parking, not less.

		No place to park!				There needs to be a parking minimum for all new developments.

		Home owners who do not have rental units will not have parking		Only advantage is to developers and landlords they will make mor money		Parking minimums should stay and be enforced

		People are not going to get rid of their cars. The obvious challenges are if you get rid of Parking Minimums there will not be enough places to park cars. Not everyone can ride a bicycle or a bus where they need to go		NONE OTHER THAN DISASTERS 		No 

		Parking is already above capacity. Removing the requirement for minimums will only exacerbate the problem. The public transportation system is not capable, nor acceptable to accommodate the current needs. The cities desire to increase population density while continuing to ignore the need for automobiles will only lead to more congestion and increased fees for parking services. The most effective public transportation is light rail and the infrastructure is non existent. Until Richmond City becomes business friendly, the need for workers to commute via car to the surrounding areas will remain.		If you are a developer or a contractor it will remove a hurdle for your multi-million dollar housing/commercial project from moving forward.		The answer is not to eliminate parking space minimums, but to increase them. Parking is finite, the desire to increase population density is infinite. A parking permit process relative to ones address is a good option to protect citizens as well as generate revenue. Requirements including private parking should be mandatory for all new construction. The city should not put the cart before the horse. Establish frequent, timely, reliable, and SAFE public transit options before penalizing people who own vehicles. Busses, ride sharing, bike sharing, and electric scooters all currently exist in the City. Focus more on why they may be under utilized rather than strong arming citizens who use personal transportation options.

		Not having enough parking on the street for residents vehicles. It is difficult enough to find street parking as it is. Residents are currently having to park blocks from home. Allowing new development to eliminate parking minimums will only make it drastically worse. We are not a public transportation city. The city's public transportation would need to be vastly improved before this would be possible. 		Absolutely none. I wholeheartedly disagree and beg you to reconsider. 		Do not eliminate parking minimums in the Museum District. If anything parking minimums need to be enforced AND we need parking permits like the fan. Having a rotating block permit to encourage individuals to park on their block would also be good (a block, b block, c block.. So you'd park on your block or 3 blocks away) . The city has waved parking minimums on some new development a block down and now all those residents are parking on our block and walking down to their homes. PLEASE do not eliminate parking minimums. They exist for a reason. We are not New York City. We do not have a great public transportation system that enables anyone to eliminate their vehicle. 

		Lack of parking for residents 				Parking minimums are needed in a neighborhood like the Fan, where most residents depend on existing street parking that is very limited. A new use could easily take up residents parking, making a nightmare.

		parking in the Libbie/Grove area is already at a maximum level. If minimum parking spaces are not enforced, then parking will become more of an issue 		no opinion		no

		In Manchester many of the Monroe properties got waivers for parking so a building that has 10 bedrooms only has 4 parking spaces behind it. This has led to a huge parking problem along Bainbridge in particular. Not all homes have any dedicated parking so it is all street parking. People are having to park farther and farther away from their residences which can be dangerous as recent vandalism and assaults in the area have increased. Parking is something the city MUST address or many people will choose to leave and reside elsewhere in areas that have better city planning. 		I can't think of many benefits unless we are talking about large shopping centers that always have empty places. Businesses will be hurt if people can't park nearby to access services. There are a number of areas of the city that I just don't frequent because parking is minimal and a pain and I feel bad for those business owners because otherwise I probably would buy goods or food from them.		I am worried that parking will be an issue in Manchester just like it is in the Fan and other areas on the north side of the river.

		Developers have continued to pack every inch of space with more rental units. With these often being multifamily yet in the city (like Church Hill) residents who own are struggling to find a place to park. Especially in historic districts. Why would you eliminate parking space minimums? It does not serve the community at all and only allowers for developers to pack people in.		Absolutely nothing other than to fill developers pockets and to allow the city to pack more people into the highest tax bracket of places to live in Richmond.		no

		I worry about the new giant apartment complexes not providing enough parking.

		Butts		There are none, stop coddling builders.		Please start publishing the bribe amounts city leadership accept from developers to create the various new construction monstrosities around town 

		Already it is difficult at times to find parking when residential and commercial use is closely located in mixed use neighborhoods. Eliminating parking space requirements could exacerbate the parking issue for residents.   Currently it is impossible to find parking within a couple block radius of my home when events take place at the VMFA or Historical Society which is every  Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday and more. Even though parking lots are available at both the VMFA and Historical Society visitors would rather use free street parking (residential parking) instead of the paid parking available in the museum lots.   Please study closely how parking is used in various City neighborhoods as it varies tremendously.  		While some bus service is available it is not easily accessible. From where I live in the Museum District  (near the VMFA), it is a 15/20 minute walk to the closest Express bus. This could be an opportunity to make public transportation more accessible which in turn would make it more attractive to potential riders.

		In high-density areas with little to no public transportation (e.g. Old Manchester), this could be a disaster.  There is already very little on-street parking, and frequent illegal parking (in front of fire hydrants, crosswalks, etc) in Old Manchester.  Cars are a necessary component of life in Old Manchester to get to grocery stores, pharmacies, and other essentials.  I understand that developers will include parking in new buildings by necessity, but believe that there is a role for city government to ensure that the comprehensive issue of parking is addressed in high-density, car-essential areas like Old Manchester.  		Eliminating minimum parking spaces does make sense for certain small businesses like restaurants and retail establishments.  It also makes sense in more dense, walkable neighborhoods and neighborhoods with reasonable access to other forms of transportation.		The issue of parking in Old Manchester is going to become more and more of an issue as the area develops (which I fully support).  There are always people parking illegally to “do a quick run” into the ABC store on Hull and other similar situations.  

		Parking is at a premium already, we should not eliminate parking space minimums until there truly is no need for cars and people choose not to have cars		It will help bring in growth EVENTUALLY, but eliminating parking in the short term will be too much of an inconvenience or cost especially to our poorer and/or BIPOC neighbors		The city values mobility and convenience. Add bus stops, increase ride sharing, lower costs of all of that, AND THEN you can eliminate parking

		It is already hard to find parking with VCU expanding forever- we need parking spaces		None I can see		No

		street parking especially in restricted on street parking districts		none		no

		Heavy residential construction in areas such as Scotts Addition has created difficulties for commuters in the area. Public transportation infrastucture is not sufficiently built up throughout the city to allow for easy access to popular areas of the city, increasing the need for parking spaces. 		Increased density in construction, greater housing opportunities per acre, and improved environmental impacts due to lower asphalt coverage. 		I support reducing parking minimums, however without an increase in public transit options and availability, the reduction would likely increase congestion in popular and high-residency neighborhoods. 

		Minimal and terrible public transportation options for most of the city mean the average resident still needs to drive to any and all destination. Until a more robust public bus network is created cars are needed in the city. Eliminating spots only creates more problems because of this.		Gives patrons somewhere to park near the business they are going to		No

		This has to be a neighborhood by neighborhood decision		Allow double one space to service 2 cars		No

		Eliminating parking space minimums will create more congested street parking, increasing the likelihood of collisions with parked and moving vehicles as drivers attempt to navigate more crowded streets. Richmond already has a huge problem with the lack of availabile street parking. Neighbors will complain about overcrowded streets, other people parking in front of their homes, and other issues associated with increased street parking. The lack of available surface lots also presents a safety issue, as residents may have to walk farther from their cars to reach their homes, which can make them more vulnerable to crimes such as assault or robbery. Having designated surface lots for apartment complexes greatly reduces these issues. 		If the city allows more free street parking, tenants may save money on the cost of parking passes, depending on the requirements of their zone and apartment complex. However, this is heavily dependent on whether or not the city can provide enough space for FREE street parking to residents as a viable alternative to parking lots. Considering the already sparse amount of off-street parking and over crowded street parking that exists in Richmond, this is unlikely. 		Parking space minimums should not be eliminated, as surface lots afford residents with safer, more spacious and more convenient parking options than street parking. They also reduce disputes with neighbors, complaints about the lack of availability of street parking, and can reduce traffic issues such as collisions and hit and runs due to narrow and over crowded streets. 

		Uh, parking spaces		Just allows investors to save money and profit while making the public suffer.		You should go the other direction and add more parking  solutions, not less.

		there won't be parking for businesses, so it will be difficult to get to the businesses by car.  residential areas, which in richmond are next to business areas, will become congested with cars looking for parking.  		new businesses will open, but they won't stay in business unless the city provides higher density parking options.		more parking garages

		will create even tighter parking challenges		encourage fewer cars, perhaps		we do not have a vibrant, inclusive public transportation system that is needed if you discourage people from owning cars

		In certain areas of the city, it's already impossible to park (i.e. Scott's Addition).  It's dangerous to drive there as well.  We need to make sure that as development happens that we're accommodating parking needs in the absence of really good public transportation (i.e. GRTC routes are a mess).		To eliminate more spaces doesn't force people onto public transportation unless that transportation is reliable, timely and makes sense.  

		Something like this should be neighborhood specific as different parts of the city have different challenges and needs. Could see in some areas how this could hinder development.		More development but there is a balance between too much development and not enough parking.		No

		There is inadequate on-street parking to serve the community as it is. Developers will not build parking if they are not required to. That means the CITY would be on the hook to provide parking, such as the structured parking lots in Carytown.  Structured parking costs $10,000 per space.  No way City will do that.  And this urban planning idea that if there is no parking, people will use public transportation instead of cars, is silly.  Have you tried to ride a bike in Richmond in August?  It's not practical or reasonable for anyone with a professional-ish job to ride a bike/scooter/bus to work for 4+ montgs of the year.  I feel like "Mean Girls" - "Stop trying to make 'fetch' happen!  It's not going to happen."		I don't understand what this question means.  But I guess I'd say none.  I don't believe you will ever get mass adoption of public transportation in Richmond. 		Developers should be on the hook for providing some amount of parking with their projects. Otherwise that cost will be shifted to the City and/or communities.  

		It will negatively effect business and development.  There are 5 lots and a deck within 2 blocks of this library.  All 5 lots are under contract and the deck will only accept people from The National.  I cannot find a monthly spot within 3 blocks now!  What will happen with 5 new large developments?		Opportunity for developers to make $$$$.  Opportunity for lot owners to charge $100-$200/month for what's left.

		Do not eliminate minimum parking requirements.  Parking is a problem in the City.		Greener Healthier City

		No challenges with eliminating.  I can’t see how the parking minimums are useful.		I can speak for my business.  The parking minimum as I understand the requirement has presented a barrier to our ability to expand seating in our shop.  Expanding seating will increase our opportunity for revenue since we currently have to turn potential guests away.		No

		We will need the administration and the council to prioritize multi modal transit infrastructure. 		Walkability, more space for housing, safer for pedestrians, removes a barrier to development: without minimums developers’ hands aren’t tied with needless requirements. 		I am firmly opposed to parking minimums. 

		None, the market will take care of it. Eliminate the mimimum		People can use public transit or uber.  Use existing open spaces in alleys.		none

		People who drive will think that there will never be another parking spot in existence ever. Competition for parking spaces may increase and lead to competition.		Allow the market to determine the demand for parking spaces needed. Individuals who do not want/cannot afford to drive may have less of a financial burden. Less surface parking dedicated to automobiles allows for more room for residences. Building parking costs a lot and has next to no profit for a developer, and costs a lot to maintain utilities with negligible property tax revenue to pay for said utilities. Less cars on the road will reduce traffic and make public transit more efficient.		Do it! 

				- Increase population density  - Increase pressure for creation of better public transportation system and transportation alternatives (i.e. bike lanes)  - Increase more green space  - Increase outdoor eating areas, if restaurant are allowed to spread seating into street

		It might reduce the ability of neighborhoods to stop development they don't want. It might make it harder to find free parking in some areas of the city. On the whole parking space minimums should be eliminated because our city needs to be more dense, and it should be made as difficult as possible for able-bodied people to drive in the city.		Density can be increased, allowing for more things within walking and biking distance. Density also makes mass transit more viable, reducing the cost of transport per person.		In 2019 we began to build Richmond Cohousing in Manchester. Had we not been required to put in 19 off street parking spaces, we could have had more common space and/or bigger units, perhaps as much as 15,000 more square feet in three stories spread over the use of 19 units. In 2005 I saw WRIR almost not be able to start over two parking spaces. So please eliminate parking minimums. Thank you.

		none		anything to reduce motorized vehicle use is benificial

		Homeowners will complain about their street parking bring infringed up on as more cars need to park on residential blocks to visit economic centers.		It makes dense and transit-oriented development more of a priority and increases the demand for active-transportation options and less car-oriented development. More parking lots would also exacerbate our already very serious urban heat island problem, so eliminating parking minimums helps avoid that.		Not only should parking minimums be eliminated, but also any new parking that is constructed should be required to either be vertical, covered parking or, if street level, the lot should be required to include a certain amount of solar panels as covering.

		None. We should be following the lead of other cities and skipping past eliminating burdensome minimums to implementing parking maximums. 		Lowering the cost of housing, increasing the number of units being built, not forcing people without cars to pay for parking they don’t need or want. 		We should be doing everything and anything to eliminate as many car trips in the city as possible. 

		None, there should be no minimums. 		Better development. NO one wants a building swimming in a parking lot. 		N/A

				Allows for a greater density of businesses with less burden on the owners.

		I don't see any problems with eliminating parking space minimums. The city has tons of free street parking and adding parking spaces makes areas more dangerous, more car-centric, and worse for everyone outside of a vehicle.  		Elimination of parking minimums will allow vibrant development throughout the city, promote public transit, walking, and cycling, reduce car crashes, and make the city more appealing to tourists.  

		None.  We have too much parking in the city of richmond.  		Parking minimums cost too much, are unnecessary, and make Richmond City into a poor imitation of short pump.    We need to be a first class city, not a second rate short pump		No one ever went to Paris and said they wish they saw more parking lots while they were there.  Surface parking is a blight on the city

		None. We have a tremendous amount of paved lots that are not used at nights. Eliminate street parking and find a way to pay or incentivize business owners to let the public use their lots during the hours they are closed. 		Increased road space, better visibility, more bike lanes. 		No

		Adequate public transportation everywhere.		More green space, less traffic congestion, more density.		I support eliminating the minimum.

		Street parking would become more congested. 		Denser commercial development, which could make Richmond more walkable as a city. 		I am in support of eliminating the parking space minimum. I think Richmond has too many surface parking lots. These are an eyesore, and make commercial development too sparse. 

		None, get rid of them.		Encourage bus ridership and put better use to our city's property.		Get rid of parking minimums.

				I fully support eliminating parking space minimums. I think this is a good step towards sustainability, walkability, mobility, and safety. I would also support parking maximums and other ways to reduce parking and encourage walk/bike/public transportation. 

		People may say they want more parking but they need to be presented with evidence that it makes doing business more expensive and makes building affordable housing harder 		Eliminate them for new builds especially for multi family housing		No

		People complaining about the "lack of parking".		Higher density, better urban design, more interaction with the streetscape, walkability. 		parking minimums are dumb, outdated, and help contribute to bad urban planning, they are one of the easiest things to climate that would have the best effect on the city.  

		Lack of political will we should invest in public transport and walkable streets instead of requiring parking minimums for building 		Parking space minimums make it more expensive to do business downtown. 

				prioritize pedestrian / bike / public transit options over car storage

		Existing business owners will complain that this will reduce business, as customers will struggle to find parking. Customers might be less likely to visit neighborhoods like Carytown because of a lack of parking.		Fewer cars is always a good thing! It will also reduce business expenses.		I support eliminating parking space minimums.

		There are certainly areas of Richmond that lack adequate parking but in large part I see adequate parking being available.		It will allow for continued mixed use and higher density development in Richmond.		None

		Need to provide better transport alternatives, ie buses. 		Greater density. Reduced tax burden. More eco-friendly. Less reliant on gasoline prices. 		If a business needs parking, they can provide it. If not, a city shouldn't force them.

		I do not see challenges with eliminating parking space minimums		Eliminating parking space minimums allows for increased density in a city that is growing rapidly. It also encourages people to use public transportation

		Public opposition		Encouraging density while discouraging driving, which would in turn bolster the need for effective public transportation and reduce locally generated greenhouse gasses.		Richmond should eliminate parking minimums as part of an effort to build an affordable, environmentally sensitive 21st-century city.

						Elimination of parking requirements is an overall great benefit for midsized to large urban areas. Design must be people centered and not parking or car importance. 

		Residents in the fan near VCU may struggle to find easy parking access.		Reduced cost to small businesses, easier business permitting and makes RVA more attractive to small businesses. Also decreased labor to manage the issue.		Mandatory parking minimums have tied up valuable real estate for cars. Reducing the number of cars inside the city core would increase land availability.

				Improves options for entrepreneurs and business owners, reduces auto congestion and pollution

		There aren't any! Get rid of parking space minimums! Do it! 		Use this as an opportunity to develop affordable housing! Give developers and permit seekers a fast track if they intend to build affordable housing (60AMI and below) and eliminate their parking minimums if they build several affordable units! (even better if they intend to create permanently affordable units! 		Again - remember the affordable units!!! These changes to zoning are a huge opportunity for the City to commit to their Equity plan and the affordable housing plans they've put out in the past. This would be a huge way to actually implement affordable housing! 

		I don't really see any challenges here.		It makes doing business in the city less expensive for small businesses, and encourages more investment in the downtown area.		While the parking space minimum seems on paper to be a good idea, it too often stifles businesses from establishing themselves in the downtown area, making it too expensive for them to set up shop.

		Mostly people whining. Parking minimums keep us stuck. Forcing people to change the way they live will improve public transportation and biking and pedestrian infrastructure 		Density. Green space. 

				Opportunities for more businesses and housing. Since some people end up paying the fee to waive parking minimums this will also reduce financial burden on some. 

		Convincing the public that this is a net good; determining how to pair this removal of a requirement with more funding for active and public transportation; getting local developers to share their interpretation of how this would impact the city		Lowering costs of new housing and doing business throughout the city. Providing more space for people like parks. 		This should go farther and set parking maximums 

		I don't know		We need less cars and more pedestrian infrastructure. 		No

		None. Get rid of parking minimums. 		It is easier for small business owners to get started. Also a city the size of Richmond with free public transit needs to deprioritize cars immediately. 		Nope

				1.) Car storage is a wasteful use of land. Less car storage area means more space for Richmond residents to live, work, and play. (Property owners can fit more apartment units, more shop square footage, more flexible office space, more outside dining on their property.)  2.) Eliminating parking minimums will not eliminate parking spaces. Developers will still create parking spaces for their customers and residents. They will simply provide the necessary amount.  3.) Fewer parking spaces will hopefully incentivize walking, biking/bikeshare, public transit use, ride sharing, and micromodal options (like scooters). They take up much less space than parked cars and trucks. And more public transit/bikeshare usage will help our buses and bikes be more cost-efficient.		1.) If people are concerned that eliminating parking minimums will cause there will be no available parking when they reach their destination, then perhaps you might considering keeping some parking minimums but encouraging shared parking. (For example, the ordinance might keep a 5-car parking minimum for a business and state that 3 of those spaces are allowed to be shared with another business. Perhaps it could regulated as a ratio.) Just an idea.  2.) Encourage the strategic location of parking decks so businesses and shopping centers can share the parking facility, and not be forced to have their own on-site parking to meet the minimums. I'm thinking about the Carytown public parking decks, and the VCU/BroadStreet parking deck, and the Shockoe Slip/VirginiaStreet parking deck where you park you car and then walk to your nearby destination.

		No challenges, needs to be done		More space for actual development		No

		Education! Removing minimums doesn’t remove physical spaces immediately, and there are already processes in place for waivers/SUPs but often the. general public seem to think a change in regulations will have an immediate impact on parking near them. 		Eliminating minimums means that there’s a much lower administrative burden on the city in the SUP/waiver process and especially for smaller businesses in areas like Carver, Jackson and Monroe Wards, downtown, there is one less barrier to leasing space and opening a business. 

		None, I hope the City will follow through with a great policy.		The City declared a climate emergency and shouldn't be forcing its citizens to build fossil fuel infrastructure. Opportunity for further infill, which is environmentally friendly by itself.		I hope the City follows through with this, there are a lot of people who want to live in an actual city and not a suburb

		There really aren't any...		It will allow us to build a denser and more climate friendly city which will better serve future generations and make space for more homes for our growing unhoused population. The opportunities here are huge and critical to the health of our city		Plllllllleeeeeeease eliminate parking minimums

		None. Quit relying on everyone having a car and start making our cities better places to walk, ride, and take public transportation around.		More focus on walkability and less on cars.		Cars are a crutch to this city, not a solution. People want to be able to get where they want. They don't necessarily like taking care of a hunk of metal and finding a place to park it.

		Misconceptions from the public about the amount of parking required. People have been consistently misinformed and conditioned to expect far more parking than is necessary or healthy for a city our size.		Less public space used to store private property for free, safer streets, less pollution, and more room for bike lanes other infrastructure. Eliminating minimums will also make it easier to build more homes and better keep up with skyrocketing demand. 

		Some people may occasionally have a harder time parking if they drive or live in a neighborhood with limited parking options. 		It will allow for denser building, which has many benefits for community health, resources, stabilizing housing prices, encouraging and improving public transportation options, lower climate change impact, and greater social wellbeing and happiness according to several studies. 		I don't want to dismiss that removing parking space minimums will impact people who rely heavily on driving and these folks may have to spend an extra couple minutes finding a place to park. Yet, Richmond is still a relatively easy city to park in on the East Coast, and will likely be so for many years to come. The slight inconvenience that some people will face will be far outweighed by the benefit of creating denser spaces in the city that will benefit all who live there and visit.

		There is a "chicken and egg" issue with becoming a more walkable city. However, we have to start somewhere.		More affordable housing (less money spent on parking)  Easier to convert or repurpose old buildings. Easier to open a new business.  Address climate change  The market will still provide parking, even if it's not mandated by the city. People who want parking can pay for it.  Less drunk driving. Parking minimums for places that serve alcohol is a truly unhinged idea.  More walkable neighborhoods  More geen space and backyards instead of sad driveways and parking lots. I live in an apartment that has no green space because it has a giant parking court.   Less impervious surface means less stormwater runoff and reduced heat island effects		It should still be legal to build parking if people want to. It just shouldn't be illegal to build a house without also building a garage.

		There are no challenges except for public perception of a lack of parking space - which is laughable		Decreased developer costs and as we move further and further away from being a car dependent city, eliminating the minimums will prevent us from having large amounts of unused space in apartment buildings		Density is a GOOD think for Richmond and we MUST move away from our dependence on cars. Public Transit is a viable option. 

		Public opposition due to ignorance. More education and communication that (a) eliminating mins does NOT equal eliminating parking; and (b) data/evidence that shows no ill effects on businesses and homes		Freeing up space for walkable spaces, parklets, traffic calming, better design and friendlier development

		Rather biased survey set-up in which the first question about minimums is negatively worded. We should eliminate parking space minimums. They hinder progress and development. We should be looking forward to less reliance on a car as a personal mode of transport. 		Quicker progress to development. Promoting transportation that is healthier and/or better for the environment (public transit, walk, bike, e-bike, etc.)		No.

		It'll be a bitter pill to swallow for car-dependent citizens		It makes the city more beautiful, safer, encourages density and makes Richmond an overall better place to live. 		Any steps taken toward reducing the amount of cars on Richmond's roads are good ones, in my view. 

		None		Improves commerce 		None

		None. Eliminating parking space minimums can help create a more vibrant and accessible city. 		More opportunities for homes and businesses, increased walkability, increased accessibility, more beautiful spaces		No

				More businesses will pop up.  

		Less parking for long-time residents that might not have parking on their property		Eliminating parking space minimums will significantly reduce available parking but it will force people to drive less and walk and take other modes of transportation more. It will push Richmond towards a more transit oriented City and less driver dependent, aka a more equitable City.		Parking lots are an eyesore to our City and removing parking minimums will help eliminate these ugly lots and instead that land will be used for more housing we desperately need.

		ensuring that our transportation and pedestrian facilities have the required and necessary infrastructure to accommodate multi-modal transportation		increased housing/residential, commercial, density, additional real estate tax revenues for the City coffers, increase in pedestrian level activity making spaces more inviting for people instead of cars		In addition to removing parking minimums, the city should consider incentivising developers to reduce parking on all projects. Without a carrot, I'm concerned developers will still build more parking than is necessary at the cost to the City and our citizens

		Parking congestion and frustration of local business owners. 		Free up space for more sense development 		Fully support this! 

				with the elimination of parking space minimums, many doors will be opened for further change and better future development and land use.		I like this change and hope that further change is spurred by it. I look forward to the future of zoning reform, the Richmond 300 plan has good goals, and if changes like this continue to be made, we will reach those goals.

		The only challenge that may arise is the absence of reliable alternative transportation methods. To get people out of cars, Richmond needs to ensure regular and reliable bus services and expansions of pedestrian and cycling infrastructure. I strongly support eliminating parking minimums as a way to free up land/roads		Less parking will give the city significantly more land for public spaces, housing, and commercial spaces. Cars alienate people and less parking will encourage stronger community bonds. Car-dependency is inherently classist and the elimination of parking minimums will allow the city to focus its efforts on transportation that benefits everyone, not just people who can afford automobiles 		Eliminating parking minimums is the most important step that the city of Richmond can take towards creating a community for people, not cars. I think there is a bit of a misunderstanding among the general public on what it means to eliminate parking minimums. It should be made clear to the public that the city isn’t going to just get rid of all parking overnight. As someone who does not have a car, I don’t think most car owners realize how unbalanced our transportation systems are in favor of cars. We must educate people on what a balanced transportation network looks like.

		I fully support removing parking minimums. When minimums are removed, a minimum handicap parking space  level (within a certain distance) should be implemented in order to make the rule equitable.		This is essential! Parking minimums are a barrier to public transportation function (parking could be used as bus lanes) and transportation use (parking everyone encourages car dependency everywhere). Removing parking minimums would allow the city to move towards with climate action goals outlined in Richmond 300 and RVAgreen 2050.  When we require less parking for parks, we can build more housing for people for cheaper, and make housing more affordable. We should be investing in people and equitable mobility to make cities more affordable.		We need to increase density and increase use of walking, biking, and public transportation across the city.  I have seen other cities pass ordinances to require any car owner to have a permit for their car ONLY IF they can prove that they have an off-street space to store their vehicle. This would take the burden of housing cars off of the public and the city and return that space to the public for better uses.  Please also institute a parking maximum.

		None. The city has plenty of available parking. Residents have become complacent in expecting free and immediate parking at a cost to other beneficial infrastructure.		More space for a beneficial land use, whether commercial, residential, or office. Safer interactions with traffic leaving/entering if parking lot accesses are reduced across the city.

		None, I would like to see parking maximums that limit the amount of parking space that can added in certain areas.		More space for additional businesses, promote the use of public transport or alternate forms of transportation.		I fully support the elimination of parking minimums. 

		Since they are minimums I do not see many challenges happening. Richmond has abundant parking in place as is and new development will still build as much parking as they need to.		Will lead to much less wasted more compact and sustainable development. Should help reduce car dependency. Less storm water runoff. Should result in lower costs for everyone as businesses no longer have to pass the cost of parking onto consumers.		I would like to see better enforcement and pavement markings to reduce illegal on street parking. I also think additional parking meters and an expansion of residential parking permits might help ease any concerns around spillover parking in neighborhoods.

		I do not believe eliminating parking space minimums will create challenges that need to be handled by the City.  Parking space minimums need to go.		Richmond has an opportunity to really transform our city by eliminating parking space minimums -- parking lots could become housing, apartment developers could build more units, and businesses won't be burdened with the cost of building parking that may go unused.  We can finally build denser and enjoy the positive effects of that, like better transit and walkability.		We need to get people out of their cars!  Parking minimums are a step toward the goal of safer, healthier, and more socially and environmentally conscious communities.  A lot of people believe Richmond isn't ready because it doesn't have the pedestrian, transit, or bike infrastructure to support fewer cars.  I think this is a backwards view for two reasons: 1. most people spouting this belief do not utilize the pedestrian, transit, or bike infrastructure we have, so how could they know it's state?  2. We do not live in a "build it and they will come" world, if we want something we have to have the ridership or ped/bike user numbers to prove to funders, politicians, and citizens that the infrastructure needs to be built.

		Not somwthing that should slow the removal but, once we get rid of minimums, we need to continue the focus on additional public transit and complete street (bike, pedestrian, and mixed usage) program funding to improve the ability to get around the city without a car.		Finally focus development on people rather than storage of cars.		We should absolutely remove parking minimums.

		Please eliminate parking minimums!		Businesses can develop less expensively, our city will be less filled with parking lots, and will become more human scale. It is a necessary steps to making our city safer and less car-centric.		Please just do it. Eliminate minimums is not the same as eliminating parking. It just allows future development to have less parking if the market demands it.

		None		More people will come to the City and spend money…. More taxes collected 		No

		Parking space minimums should be removed. A challenge is increased demand for other existing parking.		Removing will help create a friendlier, safer less auto centric city, more desirable and affordable to live in.

		I refuse to take a car-centric perspective on this.		We need a future of more mass transit, more bicycles and scooters, more pedestrians, more density and less need to go far for essentials. When was the last time you saw a full parking lot at Lowe's on Lombardy or Target? I realize we're talking more apartment and condo buildings, but most people there don't need 3 spaces per unit.		I'm in favor of no parking space minimums, in case you couldn't tell.

				Eliminates massive seas of asphalt paving that produce heat, are not always safe and well monitored, make walkability more difficult, require upkeep, and often, push buildings further from street. This move could potentially encourage more use of public transit and walkability.

				Higher density housing and more green spaces 

		None. It's a great idea		Better use of land  Increased property tax revenue as improvements are move valued than surface lots.  		Great idea, good step in the right direction. I would also support parking maximums in high demand area. 

		Absolutely none. Eliminate them, please		Every time you see a parking lot, or a building built to house parked cars imagine instead House, Homes, Children running about, playgrounds, school buildings - in short, living beings having a good life.		Think how many fruits and vegetables you could grow in the average parking lot! 

		Eliminating parking space minimums needs to be done. Urban land is too critical of a resource to use for private vehicle parking. It is a wasteful use of space that detracts from the safety, comfort, and enjoyment of the city's streets.		Land used for parking can be used for more housing or businesses, or other amenities. So much more creative design for development is enabled when you remove vehicular access and parking from the picture. 		The same people who are afraid of their historic neighborhood character being diminished will turn around and say eliminating parking minimums will ruin their quality of life. There is nothing historic or charming about both sides of our city streets being lined with cars, nor requiring developers to build parking garages or lots. We need to follow the example of leading cities around the world. 

		None, please eliminate parking space minimums and let the free market control how much parking is included in new development.

		It will be more difficult to park a car. However, this is an urban environment that should not guarantee parking a car freely and easily. People will complain about not knowing how to parallel park. However, they will learn.		Increased density, which increases tax base. Moving away from a car-centric city, which improves safety for pedestrians, cyclists, and other alternative forms of transportation.		Parking minimums should be eliminated.

		Can't think of any.		Affordable housing.  Small businesses.  		I live on a block in the Museum District that has 12 condo units (2 buildings) on one corner and 18 apartments (2 bldgs) on the other - we have no parking spaces and somehow survive fine.  I don't have a car and am happy not to have to pay to own a parking place.

		Does not discourage building of parking, especially in denser areas. Consider parking maximums, banning new parking in certain zones closer to downtown, and counting structured parking towards floor-area ratio limits.		Lightens burden on small businesses; makes more land available for housing, commercial, and other uses; decreases development costs for large multifamily buildings which can help lower rents; encourages alternative transportation modes; reduces permeable surfaces which complicate stormwater management; reduces urban heat island effect; creates more walkable neighborhoods, which contributes to mental, physical, and social health.		There is no shortage of parking in the City. There is, however, a dire shortage of housing, and it's imperative the City do everything it can to encourage new housing development that complies with the Richmond300 plan.

				Free up space for bike, pedestrian, and transit infrastructure and encourage the use of multi-modal transportation. We NEED to move away from a reliance on cars!!!

		Community pushback/misunderstanding (thinking on-street parking will be impacted)		More efficient use of space, especially in dense urban areas. Opportunity for more taxable property. Benefit to developers by reducing relatively arbitrary requirements.		Just hope this doesn't get derailed.

		Id like to see incentive programs to encourage those who choose not to build more parking. the challenge for me would be to see developers actually take advantage of it. (Dominion for example) would have been nice to see them take advantage and maybe they would have with incentive.  		The opportunity for lower costs of living. There’s a complex in Charlotte The Joinery who are able to lower rents due to not building parking.		Make a plain graphic that reiterates this isn’t taking current parking spaces away. Many aren’t understanding we are simply giving choice to developers to save money if they so ever choose 

		NIMBYs.  You should eliminate parking space minimums		More housing.  Redeveloping surface parking lots into useful housing and business.		Yes please eliminate parking space minimums 

		We aren’t doing it fast enough.  Businesses and housing developers are still being forced to build expensive parking they don’t need.		We would have more places for people (more retail & restaurant space / more housing) instead of asphalt.		We should include parking maximums as well to limit our car dependency as developers will keep building too much parking.

		none		economic development, lower building costs leading to lower rents, greater building square footage leading to lower rents, more dense neighborhoods that make walkability and transit more feasible, higher tax income due to higher density and usable square footage		provide parking maximums if not already provided. 

		outdates policies		research shows eliminating parking minimums can increase supply of housing, which is needed at the moment as richmond faces an affordable housing shortage.		parking minimums should be eliminated in the city. developers can choose to add parking spaces without being forced to adhere to a minimum. surface parking lots directly interfere with the creation of new housing.

						The city should eliminate or reduce parking space minimums in order to maximize the amount of land available for multi-family development in Richmond. Increasing the number of multi-family units will make housing significantly more affordable for new and existing residents in a city with one of the lowest rental vacancy rates in the nation.

		The city		More pedestrian and bike-friendly neighborhoods. 		Eliminating parking space minimums should be fine if you actually build AND maintain pedestrian and bike friendly infrastructure. 

		To me the challenges are not the most important so it's interesting that the first question highlights them.  I suppose people will worry that there will not be enough parking.  Removing minimums does not prevent developers from creating parking, it only stops requiring them to create what I regard as too much of it.  		The opportunities are numerous.  Hopefully this will help free up land for better uses; reduce the cost of housing by reducing the amount a developer has to pay to include parking; and above help further shift the center of Richmond toward a less car-centric pattern of transportation.  Less asphalt is also always a good thing for heat and runoff.  		I hope that the minimums will be eliminated or reduced for residential buildings as well as commercial ones.  And that this applies to zoning around the Diamond that is not TOD.  I hope we can move quickly on this as a lot of development is already in the pipeline under the old rules.  

				It makes it easier for people to walk places, can reduce the heat island effect, reduces costs for development projects, and allows for other, more beneficial, uses for the space.		I am in favor of eliminating parking space minimums.

		None, eliminate parking space minimums 		Incentivizes residents to take public transit and bike		Eliminating parking space minimums is a great move. Please help make Richmond less car-centric 

		Banks already have parking minimum requirements to finance new development so this will not have as much of an effect on reducing parking production until markets shift drastically in mid-sized cities. 		Parking requirements place an undue burden on small business owners, especially those who want to open in denser areas. These business owners have to pay a premium on land in urban centers to build or lease parking spaces, which often go unused because their patrons and employees can easily walk, bike and take the bus. Citywide, parking has become a protected commodity for each property-owner, Cities like Buffalo, NY and Hartford, CT are already beginning to see the benefits of eliminating parking requirements in all or certain parts of their cities as developers and businesses have begun to share parking for more efficient use of space, adaptive reuse of buildings has become far more viable, and there has been a marked increase in affordable housing development along transit corridors.  As we know, parking costs a lot to build, and that cost usually ends up raising tenant rents.  $5,000: Cost per surface space  $25,000: Cost per above-ground garage space  $35,000: Cost per below-ground garage space  $142: The typical cost renters pay per month for parking  +17%: Additional cost of a unit's rent attributed to parking  These numbers are representative of the whole country, not Richmond specifically, but we can reasonably extrapolate that the cost of building parking falls on tenants rather than developers and landlords.  		Let's start having a conversation about introducing parking máximums for new development. 

		Public perception		More housing supply, more economic activity, etc.		No

		People will be upset because they don't fully understand but it is 100% the right move		Taking the burden of applying for exemptions off of small business owners  Allowing our city to be designed for people not cars  Allowing developers to let the amount of parking they provide be a market-driven decision  Taking the burden of administration off of an overburdened city staff that could spend their time doing so many other things		In my role as an architect, I frequently work with small business owners who are impacted by the existing minimums. Many of them are moving into existing buildings where it isn't possible to provide the required parking (Church Hill, Hull St, Chamberbrook).  So, we go through the administrative process of appealing the parking requirement, which is often approved because they are small businesses that neighborhoods want. In effect, all this does is:  1. Add time to an already lengthy permitting process (BZA adds 6 weeks, SUP adds 120 days, minimum)  2. Add additional expense in fees to the City AND paying me to handle the application process  3. Pile more work on to an already overburdened planning department      There are numerous studies and examples illustrating that removing minimum parking requirements from our cities is absolutely the correct move. 

		None. Only opposition from residents who do not understand the benefits. Please remove parking minimums.		The city should be focused on alternative and public transportation options to decrease the need for parking.  Eliminating parking minimums will catalyze more development of commercial and residential. Parking minimums which often result in surface parking take valuable square footage that could be developed.		The City must move forward with eliminating parking space minimums and focusing on new transit alternatives to help stem climate impacts. 

		Providing adequate funding for our public transit system, and safe bike and pedestrian infrastructure for those that choose not to use cars.		So many more opportunities for affordable housing. Opportunity to make our streets safer and more beautiful without surface parking and cut outs of sidewalks for car entrances. 		I strongly support removing parking minimums. We do not have a shortage of parking in the city and people who feel that having a parking space at their residence is a priority have no shortage of available places to live. Taking this step to remove minimums will help increase access to housing and make our city much more livable. 

		Parking will be slightly harder. It still needs to happen. 		Massively increase density, developers aren’t hamstrung into making the same 5 over 1s. Increased public transit usage and as such we can fund it more. 		We need to eliminate parking minimums. Despite how much complaints there are parking is INCREDIBLY easy in this city and the benefits to density far outweigh the complaints of the slightly troubled people who have to park a bit further out. 

		None. The city is currently oversupplied with parking for a city. I live and drive in the city constantly and never have to Park more than a few feet from my destination.  That's way too much parking		We can provide housing and we desperately need housing for people not cars		We have a housing crisis not a parking crisis

		Congestion of street parking in those areas.		Greater use of public transportation and higher population density.		I think that eliminating parking minimums would be a good idea to increase construction and urban density. I think that parking is a poor use of valuable real estate.

		None		Better walkability, higher pedestrian safety, encourage use of fare-free GRTC transit, potential to increase service of public transit in the future, etc.		No

		Richmond is not a very large city.  I think it is ridiculous to limit parking in areas where there is commerce  		It doesn’t make sense		There should be a maximum not minimum 

		None. They have no upside		Lower rent, improved walkability, improved safety and accessibility(especially in the snow), lower traffic from fewer turning vehicles, more housing/businesses, fewer ugly parking decks, smaller climate impact as a heat island, particularly bad for low income people who drive less and rent more		Parking minimums are one of the worst single policies in Richmond and many cities. They are very expensive and help no one. 

		Get rid of them to increase density and improve transit		Makes the city more eco friendly!		n/a

		Some people like to have affordable/guaranteed space for their own car and will likely get upset with this. 		This will help the environment, allow for more green space. We can promote public transportation more, charge for people that do want to have a parking space of their own. We can also promote ridesharing more (Uber, Lyft, etc.). If people have less cars, they'll save more money ...this is the future, so let's get on it!		Public transportation is the way to go!

				Free up space for bike and pedestrian infrastructure.  Encourage bus use (and walking/biking)

		Convincing people that they don't have an inalienable right to store their private property in public space, and have it be subsidized.		Increasing multi-modal travel, decreased traffic, cleaner air, less noise pollution, nicer looking streets, healthy density, less infrastructure wear saves the city money, saves developers money, saves residents money

		None! Though it is fun to FOIA for old, suspicious COs to see what may have been sanctioned.  Would have to see that go.		Zoning officers having better lives.

		Doesn't discourage building parking.  Ban surface lots and count structured parking towards FAR.  Consider creating parking maximums.		Frees up space for hight and better use.  More room for housing, commercial and green space.  More tax revenue for City.  Decrease development east for large multifamily and commercial developments.  Move away from car-centric planning towards denser, more climate-resilient, healthier city.

				Let property owners make their own parking decisions

				More affordable housing!

				Fewer cars - other transit - better quality of life

				More potential space for bike lanes, more density, more housing



		Parking space is difficult to find in parts of the city and public transportation is inadequate		If we can provide adequate alternatives, reducing parking will bring down costs for residents		Richmond needs safer streets for pedestrians. Our streets are designed for cars, not people. We need more speed humps, stop lights for pedestrian crossings, and more traffic law enforcement. 

		Must have one space per resident.		Burn the City to the ground.

		Impact on street parking which is currently a challenge		Promoting public transportation		No

		in some areas there are not enough parking spaces to reach the minimum required by the city

		on street parking is limited		more people could walk - location dependent

		get rid bike lanes				don't allow them

		I am not in favor of it in principle. Are we talking about a residential neighborhood where home owners park in front of their house? 		I don’t know. See last comment 		Perhaps if I understood it better 

		Complaints. But focus on building better transit infrastructure to replace car dependency 		More pedestrian oriented spaces		Cars can’t disappear overnight but we have to drastically decrease our dependency to address climate and social equity issues

		It will make street parking in residential areas more difficult.		Transit, bike, ped increase.		Be mindful that permit parking may be required in neighborhoods that do not currently require it as a result.

		Parking spill over. Car owners will find the closest parking spaces. 		Free public transportation. 		No!

		Not enough safe parking / paid parking lots		more housing density, drives prices down on rental / for sale units, cheaper to build apartment units, encourages different modes of travel		Encourage developers to get rid of parking garages. These are so profitable yet drive crime & "dead zones" throughout the city. 

		Congestion in the densest corridors. 		Would be great to have more space for parks and shops in some areas, more lanes to drive on busy streets 		No

		Is our infrastructure able to handle alternative transportation to a car? 		Increasing land usage for residential or businesses. Also, hopefully, decrease usage of vehicles.

		half the city is parking lots. stop this antiquated ridiculous requirement 		in-fill development in downtown richmond which looks abandoned and as I said it 50& paved lots in monroe ward. seems obvious was the opportunities are...		stop requiring parking, allow the city to densify, stop allowing downtown to look like dallas and be so car-centric

		Not enough public transportation 		Close some streets to pedestriants/cyclists

		Overflow into residential neighborhoods, lack of public transportation, 		Use of alternative forms of transportation, better for the environment (heat sink and water flow), economic relief for small businesses, 		How about a requirement for new parking spots to be environmentally friendly? A goal to convert existing parking lots and spaces to environmental soundness. 

		People complain about it. Certain businesses may want parking. 		- more usable space in the city  - potential to add bike parking  - creates more walkable neighborhoods  - maximizes benefited investing in public transit  - reduced compliance expenses		We should be building for a future that may be tough to envision at times. 

		Make parking free, these insanely high parking violation fines or a burden on your own residents. Stop making it so hard to do anything. It’s why businesses leave Richmond. No one wants to deal with the cities nonsense. Make parking legal. Direct free parking decks. There’s a ton of nonsense abandon buildings downtown, turn them in the parking decks. No one will ever go downtown as long as they’re worried about getting a $50 parking ticket. The cities too focused on getting theirs at the expense of its own citizens. You wonder why were a level B city when we should be level A. We have history, culture, Museums, but it’s so hard to even start a business here, no wonder people move out to the county.		Free parking, I would assume that would mean more tourists. Figure out another way to get paid. Stop feeding off your own citizens		If you build it they will come, if you make it easy they’ll sign up, when money enters the city it’s good for all of us. It can’t just be good for you.

		How do you account for those that drive to businesses? We have poor public transportation currently. So people still drive to do business within the city as well as live. 		Free up heat sinks, non-green spaces eliminated. Creating parking where it is not needed. 		How will you account for large residential building parking that is needed for hi occupancy buildings? How do you account for the increase in public services for hi-occupancy buildings and the burdens placed on infrastructure?

		Eliminating parking for business is good, eliminating parking for new housing units is probably bad.  Much of Richmond is still great for walking/biking.		Lets business's decide if they want to add parking - don't make them

				Makes Richmond a better place to live: USE TRANSIT!

		Public transport is sometimes difficult to access in Richmond. 		Making the city more walkable should help with public transport		Less parking should be married with walkable spaces.

		density, abandoned cars, poor visibility around busy traffic areas

						parking is always a tough topic, we do need open parking lots AND plenty of green space, we dont need to develop everything

		Depending on the area it can be difficult for residents to park near their homes. Even if you take away the minimums, real estate developers and apartment operators are greedy and will keep charging the same amount to people without giving them anything in return (for already completed development that will then not have to keep the parking spaces open for residents).		Fewer ugly parking lots; ability to transform those spaces into small business spaces and community areas; helps make the city less car-reliant. City can use some of those spaces to make pedestrian- and bike-only areas.

		Hard to park and traffic increases when cars seek spaces that are not there. I think there are studies showing lots of urban traffic related to seeking parking		Create pedestrian only zones (no cars allowed) and exempt these from parking minimums. Cary street in Carytown would be a good place to try. Close the road, make pedestrian only and remove parking minimums and give sidewalk usage to businesses. Parking outside the zones would have to be created. 		Minimums sound like a good idea for areas that are car dependent or majority accessed by car. If we shift areas to walking/biking only or if studies show most people walk and spaces are unoccupied, that would be the best places to remove minimums. I worry as carytown and the addition are traffic and parking disasters as most people drive and few businesses offer parking. Furthermore, with all the cars searching for parking they are less observant to avoid bikers and pedestrians. 

		Where would people park?		More room for bike lanes

		Ensuring that there is still parking for businesses and residents on any specific street.		Being able to better plan for using surface lots for better uses (green space or affordable housing).  Increasing density to give more housing opportunity		None

		Reduce minimums to encourage alternative forms of transportation.		More mass transit		No

		I'm actually not sure how eliminating parking space minimums presents a challenge, I just don't know enough about the details of why they exist. From my perspective, it seems like parking space minimums hurt business districts by limiting density. Limited density means limited storefronts. I think developers and the city should partner to invest in more space-efficient public parking (like garages) and better rapid public transportation.		Eliminating parking space minimums means that we could use surface parking lots for more businesses, housing, and public use spaces like parks.

		we don't have the bike infrastructure to support non-car-owning households		better use of space - gardens, solar, dense fill

		More people usually means more cars. So alternative transit should be financially supported 		Hopefully better transit options...bus line is awesome now and will Hopefully get better. 		No

		We need better utilization of existing on street parking. We need an easier way to establish permit parking. Oregon Hill should not be a long term parking lot for downtown office workers and VCU students. Also half the cars parked here are registered in fairfax county paying taxing to another place. 		Go for it		If you are going to elminate parking requirements you need parking permits in adjacent neighborhoods. You need to revise the 50% signature system and only looking at owners. Needs to be easier to establish. Also, the city should just collect data and present it to neighborhoods BEFORE the votes. We should know how many cars not registered in the city, how full are the blocks, etc. Obviously landlords renting to students with 4 cars do not want these permits. It should cost more for each additional car. 2 hr time limit is fine. Its long term storage that's a problem.  

		NIMBYs and people from out of town who don't understand how to use public transportation and/or don't want to bicycle or walk are the largest challenges to eliminating the parking minimums.		Removing parking space minimums would lower barriers for businesses who want to come into the city, as well as provide more space for humans to exist in the city, since space will not be wasted storing empty vehicles.		I would like the City to put pedestrians and cyclists, as well as people who live in the immediate area, at the front of the conversation around parking minimums. Cities are built for people first and foremost, and their needs should be put ahead of the needs of empty vehicles storage.

		Make less restrictive parking requirements		Make less restrictive parking requirements		No

		You may anger people who live in downtown with no easy access to inexpensive parking options. Richmond does not have quick transit options to many sections of the city, so these folks would be remiss to lose parking if they move into any new downtown building w/o a parking option. 		By removing parking minimums, the city can incentivize the use of public transit, bikes, and other transportation options. Maybe, instead of parking minimums, developers could work with transit agencies to provide transit options at their development. I.e. a bikesshare space built on property. Not requiring parking space makes housing development more inexpensive, making rentals (hopefully) more affordable. 		More bus routes, and incentivizing other transit options, is good for more affordable housing

		overcrowding streets? This is mostly a problem because the city does not currently enforce parking regulations - keep cars out of intersections to start. 		Growth. I'd like to see central RVA become a metropolitan core defined by 4-10 story buildings, both commercial and residential. This is very, very hard to accomplish efficiently if each space in a building has to mechanically map to a parking space. 		PSM regulations have to be developed in conjunction with a more engaged parking management strategy. Let's explore park-and-ride stations on the edge of the city center as a way of managing the aggregate parking load on the city. The addition of a N-S Pulse line to complement the Broad St line is a GREAT opportunity to string some parking lots along northside and southside ends of the routes. 

		Finding free parking within a reasonable walking distance.  		Build more density, opportunity for more attractive landscaping, reduce heat island effect. 		N/A

		For larger dwelling units to rely on on-street parking would put a burden on residents in smaller dwellings without off-street parking and residents of the larger units who may not be able to "commute" to spaces (e.g., older, limited mobility, disabled). Also, having folks walk long distances to residences, etc. could increase person-felonies like assaults and robberies. 		More units to for long-term residents. We have a huge deficiency and need. 

		City will need to have better public transportation and bike lanes to service all areas of city.		More room for more businesses, more green space in city, allows city to transition to a green city and away from cars.		No more cars!! More bikes!! More busses!!

		Richmond is still a car centric city and it will end up questioning where those cars will go.  		Reduces the cost of development.  Allows people who don't have a car not to pay for parking when they don't need it.		Given that Richmond is still a car centric city, I'm concerned that completely eliminating parking minimums will leave us all going where will the cars go.  Perhaps we can consider still requiring parking for housing, but for commercial uses it can optional.  That being said, I'm not outright opposed to the idea, I just don't want to put the cart before the horse.  Look at Scott's Addition, that has been a success, but there are definitely things that could have been done a bit better to begin with.  Plus, other cities have done this and what have they learned from it?

		Property lenders will be concerned if the parking requirements are lowered too far. They believe that multifamily properties with at least .75 space per unit will perform better during recessionary times, and will be less likely to finance those without this minimum. 		Garage parking structures developed by the private sector for the denser neighborhoods could be a good investment.

				Increase density in locations that are close to public transit; work locations

		It will take a while for people to get used to the change, but the change is good for higher density areas and the tax base.		Increase the value of land by decreasing the development costs.  over time, surface lots will become untenable as an investment and the city will see more infill.		Do this in the CBD and BRT corridor immediately and then can start to expand it as further transit options are put in place.

		The biggest problem the city will have is countering complaints. The actual effects will be minimal; people will adjust, especially if transit is improved (!!!!) to compensate. Honestly, people probably wouldn’t even notice, except that it will become news, and everyone will convince themselves that they are *~suffering~* because of the *~lack of parking~* brought on by this ~*terrible anti-car policy change~*. Primarily, if not exclusively, it will be a PR issue.		Richmond desperately needs more density, all over the city. And more pedestrian-only spaces. And I would hope that transitioning away from a “car-first” mindset would allow us to think about pedestrian safety and public transit and how they have been impacted by parking and construction projects with massive parking requirements.		Please, please, PLEASE improve pedestrian and cyclist safety and public transit. I fear for my friends. I fear for my future children. It’s scary out there. 

		Well, it makes it harder to park. 		It would make it easier for new businesses, especially (from what I understand) grocery stores, to open and operate in the city. It was give us more space for actual buildings instead of just mostly empty parking lots. 		No

		If it’s in a road side it blocks traffic if it’s private property none 		Not sure 		No

		Complaints from neighbors about on street parking becoming overflow parking. Concerns from businesses that think they have to have door front parking. 		Neighborhood Parking zones with parking tags could provide revenue for the city and opportunity for private towing or booting companies.  Paid Parking decks for a neighborhood could be a solution over free onsite surface lots for an individual parcel/ development. Focusing the removal of parking minimums in specific areas could be combined with a focus on increased regular bus service or BRT .		We should increase the requirement for tree plantings.  This is related because it can further reduce runoff, reduce heat island affect, and increase return on investment in the neighborhood by creating desirability.

		Obviously people won’t be able to park 		More businesses may be able to open, could benefit foot trafficked areas

		None. People staying in STRs usually only bring one car with them as compared to longer term renters who may have multiple cars for the occupants of the property.		Easier to host STRs.		STRs aren't causing a parking problem. Long term renters and homeowners with a car for every driving adult in the home are where parking issues come from. Improvements in RVA public transportation may help alleviate this problem.

		Mass transit, 		None		no

				Would ease building, which would be helpful. No need for so much parking with new structures.		Let’s build more

		Lack of frequency in public transport and low quality bike network. Richmond will still be a car depended city after minimums are removed. Progress is being made, but removing minimums will not magically make Richmond easier to navigate without a car. 		I think this is a great idea if matched with additional investment in our buses and bike lanes. Allowing developments to reduce the amount of parking to allow for higher value buildings instead of parking decks and lots. Also I hope this encourages property owners to potential remove lots and decks. This could lead to exciting infill projects downtown and elsewhere. 		It would be great if this applied to all buildings not just new construction. Not sure if that’s how the council is thinking about it. 

		Lack  of extensive public transportation that can reach enough people and get them to where jobs and services are located. Not enough protected bike lanes		Lowe housing costs, better land use and efficiency, opportunity to build green public spaces, lower pollution, safer streets for pedestrians 

		Not sure.		Not sure.		Paid parking in city is too restrictive. Need more free parking like there used to be. Should be a permit for city residents (example - parking near city hall you can easily almost get ticketed because impossible to estimate time it will take). Validate parking for city hall & other resident services. 

		obvious issues to folks with limited ability to walk safely to their homes and find close parking for themselves		off site lots/garage for use for rent to be constructed by developer		not at this time

		The elimination of parking minimums will make for more dangerous parking up to the corners, in crosswalks and blocking egress from alleys.  Making it more dangerous for pedestrians, bicyclist and motorists. Currently there is not any true enforcement in Richmond. 		Locations scattered throughout the city with rental cars by the hour like Zipcar, more rental bikes and better traffic speed control. Chevy Chase MD uses a lot of speed bumps, speed cameras to slow traffic down. 		Other cities in the country use yellow and red curb painting as well as clear signage to demarcate where you can and can’t park. This would be very helpful to residents and visitors to the city.

		 NIMBYS. And also potentially a burden on longtime residents in gentrifying areas. Otherwise… none. We should improve transit and walk ability instead of focusing on parking. 		We can build more a more vibrant and safer city for pedestrians and cyclists. It would allow for More density—to build enough housing for everyone. Less parking lots is also good for heat reduction and water drainage. More green space instead! 		Design for people! Not cars! I really think this should be a no-brainer. 

		Public transit is very poor within the city. Therefore if parking minimums are eliminated, there needs to a huge investment in improve public transit connectivity 		Creating more sustainable walkable neighborhoods. People shouldn’t have to rely on automobiles to get where they want to go. There should be more sustainable options.		No

		helping home owners with parking on their property (supplying ideas). surface lots.  		more pedestrian space, more bike space

		Public transit in the city isn't robust enough yet to take up the slack. 		Better, more sustainable land use. Less polluted run-off from parking lots. More beautiful city. More use of public transit. Less trash blowing around empty parking lots. So many good things!		As alluded to above, this change needs to be made in cooperation with public transit decisions, and should include more funding for GRTC. It also needs to be made with an eye toward other design features, such as purposefully designed "taxi" stands and bike parking, safer sidewalks, and other measures. 

		LACK OF WALKABLE STREETS		SIDEWALKS		LETS GET MORE WALKABLE STREETS!

		Ensuring people who live/shop somewhere have access to nearby parking		Taking up less space/less wasted land, could connect to public transit better and make more walkable/bikeable areas

		Car culture will have many fear the elimination of space minimums. Also public transportation in Richmond remains unattractive 		Elimination, with time, will increase a culture of walking, use of ride shares and public transportation. More units per development, more density downtown which is needed for the city’s growth and viability 		No

		Parking spillover to adjacent areas.		Increased pressure to use our excellent public transit! Love the new paint for the bus lanes.

		We are still a car-dependent city and don't have universally useful public transit especially in Southside 		Being able to add density to the city for more housing and mixed-use properties, the potential of pedestrian-only streets, better bike and pubic transit infrastructure if less people can eventually use cars 

		Unable to reserve spots for customers		Increase availability of parking spots to all		No

		Parking in metropolitan areas is always going to be a challenge due to the nature of development. 		Perhaps public transit is a good solution 		Reducing cars and increasing public transit is better for the environment any way 

		The streets would become more crowded and potentially dangerous for pedestrian and bicycle traffic. Alternative transportation is limited. 		Fewer cars on the streets, more people using alternative transportation, less pollution due to emissions		Please consider the traffic patterns along with the parking measures. If foot and bike traffic increases, we should be ready to accommodate that safely. More bike lanes, more streets closed for pedestrians, etc. 

		Parking 		Better development. 		No

		random parking on other peoples property		less asphalt and eyesore		no

		Residential neighborhoods' concerns about business parking overwhelming resident street parking.  		Market driven parking decisions.  If a business doesn't "read the room" to provide parking in an area that would demand parking, then their business probably wouldn't work.  Also, the ability of the wide-swaths of parking lots downtown to be developed into a tax-revenue buildings that could allow businesses or residents		Nope

		Phasing/timing/education all project to be major obstacles. Staff has done a good job of communicating what elimination would actually entail, and that'll have to be a sustained, coordinated effort that emphasizes partnership with the media to accurately reflect what it is that the City is trying to accomplish. I also don't know whether it'll be more feasible (politically, mostly, but also administratively) to do minimum removal in phases vs total removal in one fell swoop.		So many! More affordable housing development, more dense, walkable, livable and dynamic communities, decreased administrative burden for City staff, and lowered costs to small businesses. So good. 

		Pushing parking into adjacent neighborhoods. 		Moving away from a car-centered infrastructure for the city 		Nope 

		People drive in to the city and just park anywhere and sometimes they park very dangerously impeding traffic views.				Stop tearing up everything all at once. Sidewalks, streets, but most of all that absolute mess in front of the Children’s Museum. It’s been 2 years give or take and there are NEVER people working. That took up so many spots. 

		I’m not particularly familiar with the laws, but I do think that each single family home should be slotted one parking space (in front of their dwelling) by the city at minimum, as well as be provided a parking permit pass that does not have to be mounted permanently in a specific car, but be a card/pass one could place in the windshield or on a hanging tag for rear view mirrors. These could be scannable and cancellable like any other pass issues by banks, libraries, schools etc. in order to avoid fraudulent use. 		Forcing more people to use bikes and walk. 		I think that ensuring we close the food deserts and provide ample public transit for EVERYONE is more important than these parking minimums.

		Developers could build apartments in existing neighborhoods and neighbors would lose street parking. That's it. 		I would like to see Richmond invest in multi-modal transportation, in particular bus service and enhancing bike infrastructure to be a safe and convenient alternative to driving. There will be a friction point if parking space minimums are eliminated, but it may drive more to consider alternate modes of transportation that would have a net benefit to our city.		n/a

		Don’t know		None		No

		Parking is already at a premium or non-existent before new businesses are added.		It would allow more new businesses who would hope their customers can find spaces created by the businesses that came before.

		• Potentially decrease the attractiveness of going into town for those that are further out, ex: "It's not worth trying to find parking"  • creating more parking garages seems like a compromise approach, but then you have to find land to put those on, and/or demolish other buildings. 		• Could help with prioritizing pedestrian and bike access as well as public transit  • Long term -- could create more public green spaces  • Could create pedestrian corridors for mixed commercial/residential areas that would incentivize sticking around longer and stimulate the local economy  • Could introduce space to plant more trees in areas that have little to no shade, reducing the overall effect of "heat islands" and generally beautifying more places throughout the city

		None		None		No

		Impact to residents that do not have access to off-street parking		More bike lanes, different styles of business to develop and grow with out a possible burdensome expense. Incerease in multi modal transportations.		No

		Congestion. Vehicles parked for multiple days. Trucks especially   Problems for neighbors		?		No

		Loss of resident parking		Remove restrictions on builder/homeowners 		No

		Less parking in residential neighborhoods, and when visiting businesses in the city.		Reducing costs for new residential construction and lowering overall housing costs

		?		The issue is that people don’t know how to park in the city.  Tight, close parking needs to happen but painting lines doesn’t work 

		People complain about lack of parking but Richmond as a city needs to make a commitment to a city that is not based on personal ownership of vehicles.  At the same time, some portion of the fee for development permits should be allocated to support public transportation systems.		The upsides include reduction in traffic and related air/noise pollution, more affordable housing, and more focus on improving public transportation which supports city workers and residents.		no

		Potential concern that developers will not add parking spaces		Less financial burden on renters and small business owners, reduces dependence on cars

		Downtown has had a problem with parking that hasn’t been addressed in 30 years. People still come to the city regardless of parking. However, to build a parking deck in downtown RVA would make it flourish. 		More traffic, greater revenues, through sales and ticketing 		Hosts of STR’s need to run a tight operation, check ID’s, verify guest information,  there’s a lot to running a successful business. 

		On-street parking is difficult in most neighborhoods in the city as it stands.		This would allow the construction of new units that would otherwise not be approved. 		No

		none		require no minimum		more charged parking.

		For urban dwellings, street parking is limited 		Better for small business

		"Parking space minimums" can be easily misunderstood by some to mean removing existing parking. Language should be clear to reduce confusion.    Some financing/lenders require certain parking in new development, regardless of zoning requirements. City should seek feedback from developers on this topic.		Lower per-unit/per-SF costs in new development can make new housing easier and faster to construct, including on lots that would not be feasible if parking were required. Space can be better used for human-centered uses, e.g. green space, bike parking, etc.		Consider greatest reductions in parking minimums only for new housing with units affordable to very low-income households (<50% AMI), especially in close proximity to transit.

				Making neighborhoods more walkable. However, the city needs to add more sidewalks and bike lanes. 		If we are eliminating parking space requirements and encouraging residents to use bikes (for example) then we need to add more bike racks across the city. 

		Not enough investment in bus, bike and walking infrastructure. We need more sidewalks, better sidewalks, more bike lanes, safer bike lanes, more bike racks, more bus lines, more frequent bus lines. Cary town should be car free. 		More walkability, lower environmental impact		Parking minimums are outdated. Let’s move on 

		I think there's a certain expectation that street parking will always be readily available to homeowners. 		Most of what makes Richmond so attractive is that it was designed without car parking in mind; removing parking minimums allows density and design flexibility. 

				Put people and the quality of life before automobiles

		I don't know what this means.

		people will have trouble adjusting to fewer parking spaces		it creates more opportunity for using the same for other things like larger apartment buildings, more retail space, etc. It could also incentivize the use of public transporation, walking and biking.

		I have no comments to make.  		No comments to make.		No  

		lenders often require parking minimums due to "marketability", so incentives/tradeoffs for transportation may be needed; timing & funding for add'l public/alternative transportation infrastructure relative (maybe chicken/egg situation)		incents increased use of GRTC, bicycles, and other alternative transportation. large(r) developments could pay into GRTC or provide passes for residents to address marketability - or a payment-in-lieu of meeting a parking minimum

		GRTC system does not allow easy transit access across the majority of the region and across the city. In addition, the Pulse is over capacity during rush hour, limiting travel on Broad St/Downtown/Shockoe. Richmond is still a very car-dependent city. Providing things like bike parking, bike lanes, scooters, bikeshare, etc. in high activity areas is imperative.		Remove seas of pavement for parking lots and replace with permeable pavers/pavement, trees, and green space!

		Will overflow to other areas		Allow for more housing to be built, encourage use of public transit, walking, biking

		Not an issue in my neighborhood		Better access to neighborhood stores and restaurants		No

		Not sure		Not having enough parking perhaps		No

		The NIMBYs that stop progress will complain 		A more vibrant and exciting neighborhood with great restaurants and businesses 		No

		People will complain about not having enough space to park, but the pros of prioritizing developing better public transportation will be significantly better in the long run. 		Prioritizing public transportation, increased focus on improving bike lane infrastructure. The less we rely on vehicles for local day to day commuting, the healthier our population is and the economic and environmental impacts are significant. 		No

		Some areas with high density development or constructions may experience overcrowded street parking.		As RVA improves public transportation, this could be less of an issue because people may feel less car dependent. 		No

		The problem is that cars don't pay for the government provided parking spot.    Also I think we should shift Scott's addition to angled parking instead of two lanes. Slow cars and add parking		I think all parking should shift to the private model rather than public and abundant. The abundant parking model increases the cost for lots of stuff but cars don't pay for it.

		Need better transportation options, sidewalks, bike lanes etc 		More bike lanes, side walks, lower cost of housing by eliminating parking costs that the consumer will ultimately pay for 

		Limited horizontal space and surface area for vehicles coupled with narrow streets and nowhere to expand in RoWs. If the complexes don’t have to build any parking at all, will they stop including subsurface parking decks or small adjacent lots with their builds? How will the city mitigate for scarcity in areas where there’s no reasonably near parking?		Encourages dense development in areas previously overlooked due to site limitations for parking. With denser housing and more site specific opportunities to build it, the city can leverage these kinds of locations as attractive building opportunities for builders who previously couldn’t meet the ROI projection requirements to build the “affordable” housing stock most needed. The city will need to ensure they are not offering these sought out places to luxury builders as it will defeat the purpose. These sites need to be carefully selected to ensure they have access to public transportation should parking spaces be fewer in number than usual. There will be pressure in the neighborhood for street parking regardless.  		We need housing and it needs to be much more affordable and complimentary to the low end of median salaries and wages commonly paid out by our city’s largest employers. I was once 24 and making $12/hour at VCU Health with a college degree, and I couldn’t afford rent those 12 years ago. I can’t imagine how anyone in that same position who is likely making the same wage or a dollar higher (because they notoriously pay low wages) is able to afford an apartment in the city. I’m thrilled to see luxury apartments and investment around the city, but there’s nothing left for the average residents. Please continue rehab tax credit programs and encouraging building conversion. However, we absolutely need more voucher based age-restricted communities in the city for all of the older residents who are being gentrified out of their neighborhoods. I’m part of the trend in this problem because I bought in Fulton, but I myself couldn’t afford to buy a house anywhere else or in the counties, and I definitely couldn’t afford the average rent anymore in the luxury apartments. Every mid-sized city worth anyone’s interest is dealing with these issues right now, and not one of them has implemented meaningful actions to improve cost of housing. I think the city is going in the wrong direction by hyper focusing on the two fundamental regulations for STRs around owner length of stay and cost for permits. STRs aren’t possibly contributing to soaring housing costs. If it is, prove it and show us the data and statistical relationship. The parking minimums are an excellent place to focus attention, but I’m cautiously optimistic that the end result won’t end up being lots of dense, vertical, premium cost housing and no parking anywhere at all in a city with limited and unreliable public transportation (I’m a regular GRTC rider). Richmond has an opportunity to demonstrate the prowess of Planners, and we happen to have an excellent Urban Planning school putting out graduates year over year, so it’s a little bit unacceptable to not be able to solve these problems with innovation and effective ideas. 

		Parking space minimums favor those with enough property for off street parking. Air BNB s in my neighborhood fought against our neighborhood parking permit process which actually made our streets more of a parking lot for VCU.     I'm not sure how I feel about requiring parking for air BNB s besides knowing that smaller households with less property will be discriminated against.		Less affluent Airbnb locals can earn money that they would otherwise be excluded from by requiring parking space minimums.		Keep the 6 month residency requirement for air BNB.     Or make it all year long.    This benefits Richmond even if discourages out of Towner's from doing Air BNB here.    We need to keep our housing affordable.        

		Not sure		Not sure

		Lack of parking. We need better public transportation. 		More development and potential affordable housing. 		None

		I don’t have parking issues in my area (broad/Allen) 		See above 		N/a

		Reduces available parking for residents		Encourages more biking, walking, scooters and use of public transit. Reduces the amount of paved surfaces needed in the City.

		Street parking is a normal part of living in the city. Many neighborhoods, especially more desirable neighborhoods like the fan and museum district rely on street parking. This requirement severely restricts most of those home owners from being able to list their homes and help make ends meet. 		You could make vehicle limits for the guests. This is normal for hosts already. We have to communicate how many cars the guest can bring anyways. 

		None		Less asphalt 		No

		In areas without driveways street parking could become crowded. 		Allow people who are not able to afford to add parking or where it's not feasible to do so the opportunity to change their life through STR income. I am a huge believer in the power of even one rental to give women economic freedom.		Start broad, when there is an actual issue then attack it at the root (for example neighbors consistently complaining). Most hosts will do their best to make sure everyone is happy and avoid issues even by limiting number of guests and vehicles in their house rules. 

		Public perception that they are useful or needed		Increased commercial investment

		Adequate provision of interconnected reliable transit. Adequare provision of interconnected safe bicycle lanes / routes. Accessible sidewalks that don't force people in wheelchairs to use the street! Encouraging mixed use zoning and construction so that Richmonders can access basic resources and entertainment in their neighborhoods without driving and parking. 		Easier to build and operate a greater diversity of uses within neighborhoods. Eliminates obstacles for urban business owners. Opens up much needed space to provide adequate bicycle and transit infrastructure, much needed green spaces. Stops subsidizing the use of automobiles; fewer cars = less traffic, fewer automobile related injuries and fatalities, less pollution, healthier Richmond. 		As an architect I find almost all of my non-residential clients struggle to provide adequate parking and find enough space to build out their business. Parking requirements are holding us back from more diverse, creative, and accessible neighborhoods.  

		Landlords charging tenants for parking passes for off-street parking.  Tow companies that profit from removing cars from private parking.  		No idea... 		The safety improvements for bump-outs have not helped as planned.

		As part of eliminating parking space minimums, the City should increase support for public transportation (GRTC) as well as bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure.		Eliminating parking space minimums will allow for more efficient land use and creative re-use of current spaces (parklets).

		Disgruntled neighbors/guaranteed parking		More bike lanes/walkability

		Dealing with fears of businesses "losing opportunity" and customers who use cars		More space for development (like housing & ADUs), more greenspace and street trees, space for sidewalk seating for restaurants and businesses)

		If previous residents are scared of excess parking demand, we could implement a 2-tier parking permit system, where old properties get more permits, and new properties don't.		It's a great way to increase the number of homes within the City's limited area.  Especially in dense, transit-friendly areas.

		Consider elimination of parking on the congestion consideration required by state law with special use permits		All of my favorite buildings in Richmond were built before parking requirements and don't conform with them

		Consider coupling the zoning change with other parking strategies		Let the market determine the need for parking

		No parking strategy for Manchester		Lower Development costs

		Need more protected bike lanes and funding for GRTC		Easier to building more types of housing, removes regulatory burden, helps transition to multi-modal transportation system



		n/a		n/a		n/a



		I’m not interested.		I’m not interested.		No.



		None		NA		NA

		If off street is available, it should be required to use it. This with off-street who use the street is wrong.



		Illegal parking increases. No enforcement now.		None		No













						The Design Overlay District Guilelines of the Museum District should apply!
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		n/a		n/a		n/a



























I also responded to two different surveys and submitted comments
via email, as I know many others did. One survey was available from
August 9 to September 9, 2022, and the results of that survey can be
found at the bottom of the “PHASE 1: Initial Outreach” section at
this link https://www.rva.gov/planning-development-review/zoning-
changes. I have also attached a spreadsheet of the responses to this
survey that I have reviewed and color coded by viewpoint.

I have highlighted the responses that are in favor of keeping parking
minimums in green.

I have highlighted the responses that are in favor of eliminating
parking minimums in red.

The responses that didn’t seem to pick a side are highlighted in
yellow.

There were also a couple of responses that I found so odd or
confusing that I didn’t assign them a color at all.

 

By my count, the breakdown of responses is as follows:

Green (keep parking minimums): 266 (53%)

Yellow (no clear choice): 129 (26%)

Red (eliminate parking minimums): 109 (22%)

 

You will note that the questions were framed in such a way that it’s
not surprising that so many responses don’t seem to pick a side.

 

Of the responses in favor of keeping the minimums, I found two
recurring refrains: 1) many were concerned about the pressure this
will put on neighborhoods that rely on on-street parking for resident
parking and 2) many noted that the City’s transportation
infrastructure is not sufficient to support a car-free society, and the
change in parking requirements shouldn’t be made until the



necessary investment in transportation infrastructure is made.

 

1. Of the responses concerned about pressure on existing
neighborhoods that rely on on-street parking for residents,
Carver, Church Hill, the Fan, Jackson Ward, Libbie & Grove,
Manchester and Scott’s Addition were given as examples, some
many times. For instance:

 

“THE IMPACTS WILL DISPROPORTIONATELY HARM THE
PORTION OF THE POPULATION LIVING IN DENSE
NEIGHBORHOODS.”

 

“Where are residents and visitors supposed to park. Jackson Ward is
ludicrous with increased density, parking removed  to provide valet
parking, and no place for residents or visitors to park.  Not everyone
travels by bike or public transit”

 

“The obvious one…overloaded neighborhood streets. With all the
residential development you have allowed on Grove and Libbie, it’s
already overly crowded and we have MANY children who walk to
and from neighborhood schools so it would become an even greater
safety hazard”

 

2. Some examples of comments about the City’s transportation
infrastructure:

 

“You have to have the public transportation infrastructure in place
first. This means all stops serviced every 10-15 min.”

 

“I understand the goal of going to a car-free environment, but our



infrastructure isn't ready for that yet.”

 

“City planners/politicians should not be making decisions based on
“perfect world scenarios” only on realistic data for current
residents and space. Improve the infrastructure first.”

 

3. Some responses cite both of these concerns:

 

“That it favours developers and tenants of high density buildings
that don't want to pay for parking and not the real estate tax paying
home owners in the areas that surround these buildings. Historic
districts like St Johns/Church Hill butress the lofts along the canal.
These old homes were built before cars, therefore almost all of them
are without off-street parking. Parking has become incredibly
difficult as developers have continued to squeeze the area. Richmond
and Virginia as a whole is still a commuter state. The public
transport and infrastructure is not strong enough to adequately offer
an alternative to vehicles for most people and especially not for
people who are likely to be renting downtown. The wording alone
suggests that there is more interest and favour towards developers
which creates distrust "facilitate cost savings for  DEVELOPERS of
businesses and housing that MAY be passed on to the consumer".
Developers won't stop building because they have to consider
parking requirements, they simply want to save money and hassle.
They should have to more effectively consider how to integrate
parking and be accountable for the impacts it has on EVERYONE.
This will not affect community dependence on transport but it will
make it much more challenging for residents and homeowners.   
People treat streets like E Franklin and E Grace as long term
parking when they go away. There are cars constantly being dumped
in Church Hill or reported for being left for weeks. Eliminating the
minimum will only make it harder especially for the elderly, disabled
and families with small children to be able to park anywhere near
their homes which is already a constant and serious problem.”



 

I have grave concerns about this ordinance and the effects it will
have on the City’s neighborhoods that rely on on-street parking for
the residents who already live there. I was dismayed that the
Planning Commission approved this ordinance after less than two
hours of presentation, questions, statements and discussion, and after
only hearing a dozen comments of the hundreds that residents of the
City have submitted on this issue. This will be a drastic change for
our City, and one that deserves more than the cursory attention that
was paid to it in the Planning Commission.

 

Thank you for everything you do for this City.

Martha Warthen

2nd District Resident

 

 

 



From: Monica Esparza
To: Mayor Levar Stoney; Addison, Andreas D. - City Council; Jordan, Katherine - City Council; Robins, Amy E. - City

Council Office; Lynch, Stephanie A. - City Council Office; Lambert, Ann-Frances - City Council; Nye, Kristen M. -
City Council; Robertson, Ellen F. - City Council; Newbille, Cynthia I. - City Council; Trammell, Reva M. - City
Council; Jones, Michael J. - City Council; City Clerk"s Office; Frelke, Christopher E. - DPR

Subject: Hickory Hill Community Center - Letters of Opposition
Date: Sunday, April 23, 2023 10:23:35 PM
Attachments: LetterS to Mayor Council and Parks.pdf

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.

 
Greetings,

Please find attached community letters (6) expressing opposition and alternatives to fire training
at the Hickory Hill Community Center.

Thank you.

Monica M. Esparza, Trustee 

Image Church - Renewal of Life Land Trust
  

                                     
Confidentiality: This message, and all attachments, are intended for use only by the entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this in error,
please contact the sender and destroy the material in its entirety.  
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April 21, 2023 
 
Mayor Levar M. Stoney 
Richmond City Council  
Richmond Parks, Recreation & Community Facilities Director Chris Frelke 
900 E. Broad Street 
Richmond, VA 23219 
 
It was community people and their efforts as the heart and soul of the restoration of Hickory 
Hill School in years leading up to 1999 when the Hickory Hill Community Center was 
rededicated. The Hickory Hill Preservation Committee, in collaboration with the government 
restored the building and many of those volunteers, including the Hickory Hill Alumni 
Association remained in close support of the facility. Many committee members have passed 
on; but in their wisdom, two young people (Eric Hunter Sr. and Monica Esparza) were invited 
to carry forward the legacy and we remain; inviting the next generation to carry forward. 
 
We have watched and actively engaged with a constantly rotating recreation and parks staff, 
who were largely unable to honor community wishes because "downtown told us not to do it." 
Unfortunately, we are in this space again; apparently banned from access to classroom spaces, 
the auditorium and recently restored library that are the heart of this historic facility. I also report 
that standing community activities have been shifted around and forced to share space to 
accommodate fire department occupancy. We continue to oppose the presence of the Fire 
Department at Hickory Hill Community Center for this as well as environmental challenges, 
health concerns and other matters addressed at recent Planning Commission and Urban 
Design Commission meetings. 
 
Public safety is highly prioritized in all realms of government and even schools; and is essential 
to all city residents. However, Southside Richmond has been historically underserved, except 
by police and fire. This begs us to wonder if and how this aligns with why 34,500 of the city’s 
youth are negatively engaged with the Juvenile Justice system. Though we tremendously 
respect the work and training initiatives of the Richmond Fire Department, we seek diversified 
education and training opportunities for youth and adults in this district. Fire and emergency 
training is valuable, but should not be the only options presented to youth in the 8th District.   


The Hickory Hill Preservation Committee ensured that the Hickory Hill Community Center was 
spatially and technologically ready to meet education, business and workforce strategies by 
the installation of a computer lab (presently in dismal shape), as well as other complementary 
spaces. Educational programs were a prioritized interest to include “math, science and reading 
tutoring, exposure to engineering, law, medicine, urban planning, entrepreneur development, 
skill training in carpentry, welding, plumbing, electric, computer training and library to house 
archives of the Hickory Hill Center.” 
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Diverse education and training opportunities provided by mentors and counselors in the 
community could motivate and inspire young adults, adults in dead-end jobs, individuals re-
entering the community from incarceration, people seeking entrepreneurial opportunities and 
others seeking life changes. It is our desire to have city representatives and administration 
support the original vision for Hickory Hill and work with residents (not only corporate and/or 
public safety sponsors) to bring education as well as recreation services to fruition.  


We have come aware of grant funds acquired for the benefit of vulnerable and underserved 
community sectors. Hopefully, those funds will be equitable allocated and include 
improvements to the Hickory Hill Community Center. Hopefully, this historically 
disenfranchised community will not be shut out from the facility that we helped to restore and 
cared for so much over the years.   
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Monica M. Esparza   
  Monica M. Esparza   
Eric Hunter Sr.     
  Eric Hunter Sr.     
 
Hickory Hill Preservation Committee Members 
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Diverse education and training opportunities provided by mentors and counselors in the 
community could motivate and inspire young adults, adults in dead-end jobs, individuals re-
entering the community from incarceration, people seeking entrepreneurial opportunities and 
others seeking life changes. It is our desire to have city representatives and administration 
support the original vision for Hickory Hill and work with residents (not only corporate and/or 
public safety sponsors) to bring education as well as recreation services to fruition.  

We have come aware of grant funds acquired for the benefit of vulnerable and underserved 
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Hickory Hill Preservation Committee Members 
 
 
 
 
 













From: Rosalyn Gibson
To: City Clerk"s Office
Subject: Fwd: Opposition to RFD at Hickory Hill Community Center.
Date: Monday, April 24, 2023 1:38:43 AM

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.

 

Rosalyn Gibson

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Rosalyn Gibson 
Date: Wed, Apr 12, 2023 at 11:40 PM
Subject: Opposition to RFD at Hickory Hill Community Center.
To: 

Greetings, 

I am a resident of the City of Richmond. I have resided in the Cullenwood neighborhood for
30 years. I am strongly opposed to Richmond Fire Department (RFD)  utilizing and
constructing a building at Hickory Hill Community Center for a fire training facility.

RFD and our city council women, Reva Trammell, intentionally selected a small group of
residents to inform about this project. They neglected to contact all of the neighborhood civic
leaders and many residents who live near Hickory Hill and utilize the center. 

When the civic leaders and community members became aware that RFD was moving ahead
with using Hickory Hill. The civic groups came together to reject the injustice. After further
civic group pressure, RFD decided to pass out fliers inviting the community to a meeting 2
days prior to a special call meeting on 03/21/2023. Two days prior to a meeting was short
notice. Many residents were left out of the discussion and information process for this facility. 

I would like for RFD to reconsider not using Hickory Hill as a training center and consider
another location in the city. Some other locations could be the Richmond Technical Center,
the abandoned Elkhardt Middle School, Ruffin Rd Elementary School, Norrell School Annex,
RFD station located on Semmes Ave. or Forest Hill Ave. etc.

Hickory Hill was a former African American segregated public school.  When I moved to
Cullenwood it had become an abandoned school house.

Eventually, the alumni of Hickory Hill and nearby Cherry Garden and Cullenwood residents
came together to renovate the abandoned school. 

There are only a few community centers in the 8th district. We can not afford to lose any
space from any of them.  Hickory Hill  is the closest community center for the E Belt Blvd,



Broad Rock, Richmond Highway and Terminal Ave corridor residents.

Hickory Hill  serves many purposes. The soccer fields are highly utilized during the spring and
summer. During the fall there is football. Hickory Hill also serves as a RPS bus stop hub and
voting location, banquet hall etc. 

Hickory Hill has a fitness center near Richmond Highway and Broad Rock Rd. communities.
The center is used by our seniors. Currently, RFD is utilizing the facility and taking most of
the parking space away for other community residents. Our elderly have to park further away.
Our school buses have limited parking space. 

You can ride by Hickory Hill when it is open., There are always cars in the parking lot and
people inside. 

To construct a concrete slab over the soccer field and the stacking of shipping storage
containers on the lot would take away the playing field and green space that is so badly needed
in the 8th  district. We need more green spaces to breathe good quality air, especially in the
8th district. The 8th district is one the worst toxic polluted areas in Virginia. Why would the
city agree to be a greener city and allow RFD take away green space. 

Please reconsider not using the Hickory Hill location for training. I am for training new
recruits and training our youth but there can be a better location more suited for the training.

Sincerely, 

. 
Rosalyn Gibson
Rosalyn Gibson



From: Wyatt Gordon
To: City Clerk"s Office
Subject: Please repeal parking minimums!
Date: Monday, April 24, 2023 9:56:59 AM

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.

 
Hello,

I am a resident of the 6th district.  Parking minimums have no place in Richmond as they force
people to build more asphalt for cars instead of green space or homes for people.  Please
repeal this government overreach of a policy and let Richmonders build the amount of parking
they find suitable for their homes and businesses

Thank you,
Wyatt Gordon



From: Austin Hobson
To: City Clerk"s Office
Subject: [Possible Scam Fraud]Written Comment in Support of Removing Parking Minimums
Date: Monday, April 24, 2023 10:57:28 AM

CAUTION: This message is from an external sender - Do not open attachments or click links unless you recognize
the sender's address and know the content is safe.

 

WARNING: Your email security system has determined the message below may be a
potential threat.

If you do not know the sender or cannot verify the integrity of the message, please do not
respond or click on links in the message. Depending on the security settings, clickable URLs
may have been modified to provide additional security.

My name is Austin Hobson and I am a homeowner here in Richmond. 

I am submitting this written comment to advocate for removing the parking minimums. I
watched the planning commission meeting and what I saw was a well thought out plan that
will bring opportunity and growth to our community while helping to mitigate the negative
aspects like rising rent and displacement. As I know the city government is aware, the
planners who worked on this are skilled professionals who need to be allowed to do their jobs
instead of being stymied by community input that wants to "freeze neighborhoods in time".

To be frank, Richmond existed as a city before parking minimums existed and thrived as a
carless (or at least "car-light") for a number of years. I do not think I am alone in the thought
that I would love to see the density and walkability of that era recreated everywhere we can.
We see remnants of this in places like The Fan and that is one of our most beloved
neighborhoods after all. That is why it is insane to me that under our current regulations and
zoning policies some of the denser places in North Side, The Fan, and Monroe Ward would be
illegal to build. Removing parking minimums is one step along the way to getting back to that
dense and walkable era. 

I'd also like to mention the business opportunities this will create, think of all the old store
fronts on Brookland Park Boulevard and Lombardy, and all over the city that could be used by
interesting and unique small businesses but are prevented from doing so by the lack of
required parking. Another example (albeit in the museum district) is places like Belmont Pizza
that can not have dine in service despite having a building and customer base that can support
it due to those same parking regulations.

My final point on the matter is just a plea to remember that this will be a citywide measure,
and this will help bring density and business opportunities in places that have unfortunately
been neglected in the past. Please don't vote against this due to the (often unsupported by data)
fears of a few residents. As an aside, there are tons of people who are in support of removing
the minimums as well, unfortunately the naysayers often have a louder voice than the people



in support. Removing the minimums has not been shown to make street parking significantly
harder. It has been proven that most development and infill that stems from changes like this
occurs on surface parking lots (of which we have far too many) and helps to densify the area.
This is important because it provides a higher tax base as well as the required density for a
more robust public transportation system (something we desperately need).

Thank you for your time, I urgently encourage the city councilmembers to vote for for
removing the parking minimums and help usher in the city of Richmond to a brighter future
that is both primed for growth and less dependent on cars.

Best Wishes,
Austin Hobson
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